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In July 1995, Audrey Lees, my predecessor as Chair of IWAAC, submitted to the then Minister for the 
Environment and Countryside the Council's consultative report Britain's Inland Waterways : An 
Undervalued Asset. The report was subsequently authorised for public consultation and debate and 
published in April 1996. An extensive consultation process culminated in December 1996 \\<ith a 
national conference in London attended by more than 120 delegates interested in the future of our 
waterways. 

The many responses we have received have seNed to underline the central messages of the 
Council's 'Mlrk. In our inland waterways, Britain has a national treasure, an asset of great historic and 
environmental value and a resource for a \\<ihole variety of uses and activities of benefit to the nation 
and to local communities. We must do everything we can to sustain this heritage for future 
generations, to give it the place in national life \\<ihich it merits, and to resource it effectively so that it 
continues to give value and pleasure to millions. 

From the original 31 Conclusions we have distilled 10 key recommendations. They have been seen, 
and warmly endorsed, by the British Waterways Board. 

Some can be achieved quickly v.ith modest means. Others are for the medium term. Our 
Recommendation 1 merits special emphasis. lt calls, echoing many \\<iho responded to our report, for 
radical change to British Waterways and is the key to many of the ensuing recommendations if our 
waterways are to have a sustainable long-term life. The Council believes strongly that the time has 
now come to free British Waterways from the 30-year old legislative frame'Mlrk and funding 
arrangements \\<ihich so constrain effective management of t'Ml-thirds of our navigable inland 
waterways. 

On behalf of the Council, I have pleasure in submitting the Final Recommendations of our report 
Britain's Inland Waterways: An Undervalued Asset. 

V\G\~ ~~"~kj I 
S£~ hl ~\~::_::::_Vv~~ffi~ 

Viscountess Knollys DL 
Chair 



INLAND WATERWAYS AMENITY ADVISORY COUNCIL 

CONSULTATIVE REPORT 

BRITAIN'S INLAND WATERWAYS: An Undervalued Asset 

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO BRITISH WATERWAYS AND GOVERNMENT 
FOLLOWING CONSULTATION 

Introduction 

The Council was established in 1968 as a statutory body advising the British Waterways 
Board and Government on general amenity matters in respect of the Board's waterways. In 
1993 the Council's work was re-focussed on to a strategic advisory role and its membership 
was widened to embrace individuals with experience of conservation, business and 
management of leisure resources outside that of traditional waterway users and interests. 
In 1995 the Council embarked on an assessment of the whole British waterway scene and 
the preparation of a strategic context report for its future work advising British Waterways. 

The new Council rapidly came to two fundamental conclusions. Firstly that, in its inland 
waterways system, Britain has a national treasure, an asset of great historic and 
environmental value and a resource for a whole variety of beneficial uses. Secondly that 
this system having survived, for the most part, for two hundred years, national policy must 
ensure that it is sustained, not as a museum piece, but as an active working heritage giving 
pleasure and value to future generations. 

The Council's consultative report was published in April 1996. The consultation exercise 
during 1996 has demonstrated widespread support for its central messages - the need, at 
all levels of national life, for higher status and profile for the inland waterway system, the 
need to resource it more effectively because investment in it clearly generates significant 
and multiple benefits, and the need to preserve its long-term value to the nation and to 
local communities by shaping essential development and uses to conservation-based 
objectives achieved through partnership management. 

In support of these views, and having considered the many valuable responses it has 
received, the Council makes the following recommendations for action. Where a timescale 
is not specified the Council looks to those concerned for on-going action in the short and 
medium term. 

The Council will review annually progress on all these Recommendations and report with 
further advice to British Waterways and Government as necessary. 
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BW funding and future organisation 

1 While welcoming the increase in Grant-in-Aid (GIA) funding for BW from 
Government for the next three years. the Council's concern at the continuing scale of the 
maintenance backlog arising from years of under-funding is widely shared by consultees. 
To preserve the safety and integrity of the system. let alone enable BW to develop the 
opportunities indicated in the Council's report. GIA support levels will have to be increased 
significantly. If this is not done. and the Council cannot be optimistic about this happening 
in the foreseeable future. the only solution is the radical change called for in the Council's 
report. 

The Council has noted the Government's conclusion in February 1997 on the Review of 
Navigation Functions of BW and the EA and its rejection of such change but remains of the 
view. widely shared in the response to the report, that this is precisely what is needed. The 
Council considers that neither the obsolete nationalised status and legislation and 
inadequate and precarious funding arrangements for BW. nor the regulatory remit and non
commercial ethos of the EA. are appropriate in the longer term to give the waterways the 
national profile they deserve. to enable them to catch up with historic neglect and maintain 
newly restored waterways, to allow their social and economic potential to be realised in an 
effective and business-like manner. and to secure their long-term future as a national 
heritage, environmental and recreational asset. 

The most urgent strategic priority within the next five years is to deal with BWs status. 
future direction and methods of funding while continuing to bear in mind the wider context. 
Detailed studies of the costs and benefits of transferring navigation and recreation 
responsibilities on selected EA waterways from EA to BW are in hand. The Council 
believes that, where there is a clear advantage, transfer of waterways would allow EA to 
concentrate on its primary regulatory and environmental protection role and give BW the 
opportunity to expand their business base to secure their future. 

The Council therefore recommends that: 

(1.1) to meet the timescales and objectives set out in the Council's Report and 
these Recommendations and to maximise the opportunities for joint funding 
initiatives, Government should review the level of funding to BW to ensure that it is 
able to deal effectively with identified problems, implement substantiated expenditure 
plans and so make progress in a positive manner; 
(1.2) Government and BW consider how best to replace the existing 1968 Transport 
Act-based BW, which now reflects neither what BW is nor what it is trying to do, by a 
NEW NATIONAL BODY with 

(a) responsibility for the long-term conservation and maintenance, regulation and 
sustainable management, development and promotion of BW waterways and any 
other waterways which could with advantage be transferred to BW and/or its 
successor; 

(b) a status, organisation and objectives commensurate with its fundamental 
purpose of ensuring the conservation of a unique national heritage, environmental 
and recreational asset; 

(c) a strong local character, within its national management framework, by 
devolving management responsibilities as far as practicable to local units working in 
creative partnership with local government, business and the voluntary sector; 

(d) funding possibly by way of 
• contract with Government for services which beneficiaries cannot be charged for 

directly 
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• charges to users and income from waterway uses; 
• grants for specific projects from Government and European bodies; 
• greater commercial freedom to generate income and attract investment from 

business partnerships and joint ventures; 
• local authority support in return for community benefits; 
• monetary and practical benefits, including donations and bequests, which would 

accrue voluntarily to a new national body with the status and profile 
commensurate with its custodianship of a national heritage and recreation 
resource; 

(e) open and meaningful consultation procedures; 
(f) co-operative arrangements with the independent navigation bodies, allowing 

them to integrate with, or contract management to the new body, both entirely on a 
voluntary basis; 

(1.3) Government then issue a Green Paper to allow for full debate by all waterway 
interests with a view to securing legislation to establish the new national body as 
soon as practicable; such legislation to include 

- a statutory waterways ombudsman and a revised remit for the Council, in 
terms of strategic and consumer-oriented advice relating to all waterways, 
both to be funded directly by Government, 

- and a variety of other issues including highways legislation affecting disused 
waterways, BW liabilities for highway bridges across canals and an equitable 
solution to the problem of "ancient rights". 

National policy 

2 There is broad agreement with the highlighting in the Report of the lack, at least in 
the public domain, of any national policy framework for the waterways. The Council 
particularly welcomes, therefore, the support by Government in its statement of 12 
February 1997 for work, led by British Waterways (SW) and the Environment Agency (EA) 
in consultation with the Association of Inland Navigation Authorities (AINA) and the Council, 
to identify the main aims and priorities for inland waterways in England, Scotland and 
Wales and recommends that: 

(2.1) this work on the main aims and priorities should be developed within the next 
12 months into an integrated 3-5 year strategic policy framework for the waterways 
with realistic targets for achievement; 
(2.2) to provide a firm basis, Government should contribute a brief on the legislative 
and financial framework and range of departmental interests to be covered; 
(2.3) the framework should consider the state of the system including water supply 
issues, indicate priorities for sustainable conservation, use and development, and 
restoration, and assess resource/funding issues; 
(2.4) the framework should be published to help to mobilise support for waterway 
investment from Government, national bodies, funding agencies, local authorities, 
business, the voluntary sector and the wider community. 

3 There is support from local authorities, users and national bodies for the Council 
view that waterways need to be accorded a higher profile within the planning system as a 
whole if their potential is to be realised. The Council welcomes the decision to give SW 
statutory consultee status (effective from July 1997) for planning applications affecting the 
safety and integrity of its waterways but is concerned at the anomaly in the treatment of 
other navigation bodies including even the EA which is not consulted as navigation 
authority on the waterways it manages. lt therefore recommends that: 
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(3.1) within the next 2 years, the Department of the Environment (with the Scottish 
and Welsh Offices), in consultation with the Department of National Heritage, AINA 
members and the Council, reviews existing planning policy guidance in England, 
Scotland and Wales to ensure that it provides an effective framework for 
conservation, development and restoration and considers the issue of a co-ordinated 
planning policy guidance document embracing waterways and waterway-related 
issues in each planning regime; 
(3.2) AINA, within the same period, promulgate advice on the effective use of the 
planning system by navigation bodies, including the importance of promoting the 
value and potential of waterways in government regional planning guidance and 
subsequently in structure and local plans; 
(3.3) for consistency of treatment, the Department of the Environment (DoE) 
extends the BW arrangements to other navigation bodies in England; 

4 There is no dissent from the Council view that waterways should be accorded higher 
priority in the policies, plans and programmes of Government departments and the national 
public bodies answerable to them. The Council recommends that: 

(4.1) the DoE, as lead department in Government for waterways, promote them 
throughout its own policy functions and draws the attention of other relevant 
departments, including the Scottish and Welsh Offices, to the value and potential of 
the inland waterway system to contribute to the range of national policies and 
programmes identified in the Council's report; 
(4.2) the DoE further, when AINA members and the Council have identified areas for 
action under Recommendation 2, encourage Government departments and their 
sponsored public bodies to respond accordingly and where necessary secure review 
of Ministerial objectives to ensure that appropriate action be taken. 

5 The Council has noted the view of many consultees that existing heritage 
designations are adequate and that a new national designation for the UK inland 
waterways need not be pursued for the time being. However, it remains of the view that 
the importance of the totality of the system is still insufficiently appreciated and wishes the 
matter of its formal recognition to continue to be pursued at international and European 
level. Meanwhile, in order to secure a higher status and profile for the system and the 
better conservation of the heritage and ecological assets, environment and character of the 
waterways and their corridors, the Council agrees that more could be done with existing 
national and local designations. The Council recommends that: 

(5.1) national heritage and environmental agencies, local authorities, BW and other 
navigation bodies make the fullest use of appropriate designations (listing, 
scheduling, conservation areas, SSSis etc); 
(5.2) investigation of "World Heritage" status for the system as a whole be pursued 
by the appropriate Government Departments and agencies over the next 2 years; 
(5.3) recognition of the European status of former freight waterways be pursued 
over the next 2 years by BW and the EA in collaboration with their European 
counterparts. 

Management, conservation and restoration 

6 BW is the key player on the waterways scene and should set the standard for the 
rest of the industry. Notwithstanding the persistent problems of under-funding and 
maintenance backlog, the Council considers that BW ought to be achieving standards in 
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the conservation of its heritage and environmental assets commensurate with their 
importance and value. The Council commends and supports BWs introduction of its 
Environmental Code of Practice, the work of its Waterway Environment and Environmental 
and Scientific Services Departments, its asset management planning process and its 
efforts to improve its conservation standards. These efforts need to be continued, to be 
effectively implemented and to be integrated throughout BWs activities. 

There is much in BWs efforts from which other waterway authorities can and should learn. 
Almost all have limited funds and many are facing funding difficulties combined with a 
historic maintenance backlog. Increasing use, expectations and development add to the 
pressure on assets which are fragile and often irreplaceable. In certain locations more pro
active initiatives are already needed to manage over-use, conflict and congestion. 
Consultation has only confirmed the Council in its view that effective long-term 
conservation of the heritage, ecology and environment of the waterways, their restoration 
where practicable, and sustainable management of use and development, are fundamental 
to maintaining their economic and social value. 

The Council recommends that: 

(6.1) the future of all waterways should be secured by management on a long-term, 
comprehensive, integrated and sustainable basis, each waterway having an 
individual management plan developed by open consultation and with special regard 
to its historical and ecological character, its wider corridor and measures to balance 
user demands upon it; 
(6.2) BW progresses its current efforts to develop the skills and culture necessary 
to achieve even higher standards of care of the built and natural components of its 
waterways; 
(6.3) the DoE encourages other waterway authorities to draw upon the conservation 
and management expertise within BW; 
(6.4) consideration be given to establishing a "Waterways Heritage Trust" to assist 
BW (if Recommendation 1 is not acted upon) and other navigation bodies, with the 
conservation and appropriate re-use of redundant heritage buildings and to provide 
additional finance for high quality conservation work; 
(6.5) waterway restoration by public, private and voluntary sector bodies be 
designed and executed in a manner which conserves historical and ecological 
character and ensures that subsequent management can be in accordance with the 
first part of this Recommendation. Traditional craft skills and materials should be 
used wherever appropriate. 

7 The situation of roads proposals affecting the restoration of disused waterways 
remains unsatisfactory from every point of view. The existing legislative position does not 
recognise the environmental and economic benefits of waterway restoration and new 
criteria are needed for those preparing road schemes for the treatment of waterways 
pending restoration. The Council notes with concern the apparent lack of progress over the 
last three years on the discussions between DoE and Department of Transport/Highways 
Agency to agree revised policy guidelines and recommends that: 

(7.1) the DoE, as the lead department for waterways, should ensure that the 
discussions with the DTp/Highways Agency (and, where necessary, with the Scottish 
and Welsh Offices) are brought to a speedy conclusion and aim, in consultation with 
the Council and other interests, to have procedures devised and agreed by the end of 
1997 to ensure adequate co-ordination between DoE and DTp on road proposals 
affecting waterways and vice versa. 
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8 The Council has been pleased to note from the responses to its report how widely 
the economic, environmental and social value of waterway restoration and improvement 
work is now accepted. If the recent success to date in attracting lottery funding is to be 
maintained, the priority needs over the next few years will be further lottery and matching 
funding for both BW and voluntary sector projects, practical measures of help for the latter 
but. above all, sufficient core funding to ensure that the extra restored mileage is 
maintained to a high standard. All navigation authorities and restoration organisations 
should be in a position to make best use of Government unemployment and training 
initiatives for which, as BW experience has demonstrated, waterways are particularly well 
suited. Existing European Union (EU) regional funding programmes are due to be 
reviewed before 1999 and there is scope for joint efforts by navigation authorities, dealing 
w~h similar difficulties in maintaining former freight systems, to get their needs recognised 
at European level. The Council therefore recommends that; 

(8. 1) BW with the support of AINA should press strongly for the establishment of a 
waterways category in the funding programmes of European, national, regional and 
local bodies, not least to maximise matching funding possibilities for projects 
supported by national lottery funding; 
(8.2) UK navigation authorities, in partnership with their European counterparts, 
seek government support for an EU funding programme for heritage, leisure and 
tourism projects on former freight waterways; 
(8.3) the priority list for restoration projects (see Recommendation 2) be reviewed 
annually by the Council and discussed by BW and others with key funding agencies; 
(8.4) all waterway authorities and other bodies involved in waterway restoration 
should make maximum use of funding opportunities from Government unemployment 
and training initiatives; 
(8.5) BW, EA and AINA consider how practical advice and representation from the 
centre for the waterways voluntary sector in England, Scotland and Wales in dealing 
with such matters as the use of unemployment and training initiatives, funding, 
contract management, long-term maintenance issues and so on, could be improved; 
(8.6) progress on the measures set out in this Recommendation be reviewed by UK 
navigation authorities every two years. 

Use and development 

9 The Council remains of the view that, within the context of long-term conservation 
and sustainable development, individual waterways have potential for more use, 
investment and income-earning activities for navigation author~ies, and recommends: 

(9.1) continuing and developing promotion by BW, EA (and relevant Scottish and 
Welsh organisations), in partnership with the tourism authorities and the trade, of 
cruising and other leisure opportunities with particular emphasis on the international 
marketing of UK waterway heritage holidays; 
(9.2) an investigation of what incentives might be given to the private sector to 
invest in waterway facilities such as off-line moorings and marinas; 
(9.3) the further development, wherever feasible, of waterways and their towpaths 
for water sales and transfer, angling, telecommunications etc, the testing of income
earning possibilities of activities such as licensed cycling, and a more pro-active 
approach to providing spending opportunities where there are large flows of casual 
visitors to specific waterway locations; 
(9.4) Government support for BWs business strategy in view of the crucial benefits 
for income generation, capital proceeds for reinvestment and waterway 
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enhancement, and, subject to the need for public accountability and conservation 
objectives, maximum commercial freedom in the use of its assets; 
(9.5) more partnership packages with local authorities to open up access points 
and improve facilities and services for visitors, including the disabled; 
(9.6} joint public/private/local authority initiatives to develop and support visitor 
attractions and other leisure opportunities of a wide range of types and scale 
appropriate to the character and qualities of each waterway location and, wherever 
appropriate, linked into focal education networks; 
(9.7) further urban regeneration partnership projects focussed on waterways, in 
particular in smaller and medium sized urban centres, on the lines of the very 
successful initiatives already taken and underway in the major cities; 
(9.8) a BW demonstration project for a rural or semi-rural waterway, in partnership 
with relevant countryside, focal authority and other interests, to identify practical 
ways in which, within national policies, waterways can contribute to sustainable 
leisure use and rural diversification and rural areas can accommodate increased use 
and development on their waterways; 
(9.9) progress on the measures suggested in this Recommendation be reviewed by 
UK navigation authorities every two years. 

Consultation 

1 0 The Council has welcomed BWs efforts to improve relations with users at local 
level, through meetings of the national users' forum and through consultation on particular 
issues. User understanding and wider support at the national level would be further 
improved if more material were published by BW on its longer-term strategies, priorities and 
targets (see Recommendation 2) including, for example, a published version of its 
Corporate Plan. The Council has also welcomed the establishment of AINA but notes the 
Jack of a similar forum for waterway user and restoration organisations. The Council 
therefore recommends that: 

(10.1) BW consider publishing material on its longer-term strategy, priorities and 
targets in order to inform the debate on the future of the waterways, promote its 
management task and assist the consultation processes on more detailed user 
issues; 
(10.2) waterway user, trade and restoration organisations consider developing a 
body (or limited series of bodies) complementary to that of AINA with a view to 
providing a more effective focus on waterway issues in dialogue with AINA and 
Government. 

Conclusion 

The Council commands these recommendations to British Waterways and Government and 
believes that, if accepted, they will go a long way towards the aim of equipping the inland 
waterways with new terms of reference, a new structure and wider sources of funding and 
so ensure for them a healthy and viable future through the twenty-first century. 
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FOREWORD 

Britain's canals and rivers are important to leisure and recreation, heritage, tourism and 

L.~e environment. 

I therefore welcome this report from the Inland Waterways Ameniry Advisory Council 

:r\X'A..:\C; and endorse L"te Council's desire to consult on its conclusions. I belie\'e the 

:-eport contaL."l.s much interesting material and provides a comprehensive examination of 

the countrv's waterwavs. I\XiA.i\C has produced a range of ideas for getting better value out 

'~)f O'J.f inland \Vatenvays. 'Tb.ere arc no less L'lan 31 conclusions \vhich form the focus of 

this consultation. This should provoke an interesting and lively public debate. 

Research has shov..rn that 96~{) of people 3c::oss the country regard \Vaterways as part of our 

national heritage, and 93% think they are good places to see wildlife and enjoy scenery. 

TI1is is your chance to have your say and contribute to the discussion. 

So. whether you are a regular boater or other waterway user, someone who takes an 

occasional walk along the tow path, or someone who cares about the environment. vour 

1,)\Vll ideas about the future stewardship oi w.~e country)s \Vate:rv.·ays are important. I hope 

vou will take time to consider the report and contribute to the debate b,- letting IWA.A.C 

have vour comments on the report and its conclusions. 

ROBERT JOI'.'ES 

.'viinister oi State for Construction and 

Planning and Energy Efficiencv. 

Department of the Environment 

:Vi arch 1 9 a 6 
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Inland Warerwavs "'',menirv Advisorv Counc11 

v1r. Robert Atkins MP 
v1inister for the Environment & Countryside 
)eoartmem of the Environment 
North Tower 
2 Marsham Street 
'-on don SW1 P 3BE 

AML/Coun/242 

4th July 1995 

)ear Minister 

In 1993 the then Minister. the Lord Strathclyde, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State invited 
!WAAC to undertake a strategic long-term view of inland waterway navigations. The first part of 
that task has been to review tne whole context of the national system in order for our further 
advice to be founded on a clearly established base. In doing this we have been conscious that 
assumptions have had to be made and in the coming months we need to validate the most 
influential of these. 

However, even more importantly, and with your guidance, we have prepared our report so that it 
can be the subject of what we hope will be wide public consultation. If this can be carried out, it 
is our intention to consider carefully all the views which we receive and to amend our report as 
necessary in this light. Naturally, we have consulted the British Waterways Board on the full text 
and suoplementary papers of the completed document and I have been informed that it has 
been welcomed, desoite some reservations about certain aspects, and that in the Board's view, if 
you accept our recommendations, the process of consultation could start without delay 

On behalf of the Council, I have pleasure in submitting our report "Britain's Inland Waterways: 
An Undervalued Asset". 

Yours sincerely 

Audrey M Lees 
Chairman 
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_-\BOUTTHIS REPORT 

~2.e Inland \\'arenvays A...rneniry Advisory Council 

IW,'\..A.C was created by the Transport Act 1968 

:o advise the Secretary of State for the 

Environment and the Br1rish Waterways Board on 

J range of matters affecting the use and 

development for recreation and amenity purposes 

of the Board1s watenvays. 

I:1 this report: 

3W means British \varerwavs 

3A means Broads Authorirv 

DOE is Deparrment of the Environment 

D~H is Department of ~arional Heritage 

GIA means grant-In-aid 

IWAAC means IrJand Warerwavs Amenity 

Advisorv Council 

~RA. means ~ationai Rivers Authority 

··we" usually means I\'VAAC 

\\'hen we use the term '\varenvays", v.:e mean the 

inland waterways of Britain; the expressions 

"system and "net\Vork'', used for variery's sake to 

describe these waterv.·ays, should not be taken to 

imply any overall integrated network, but rather 

:he sum of i.."lland waterv:ays which the 

nation has inb.erited. 

On some of the \Vider issues this report 

addresses. we have carrieci our our own direct 

evaluation through working groups of IWAAC 

members. We have also obtained input from 

national user organisations via the responses to a 

broad-based questionnaire that was widely 

distributed. 

Inevitably, however. we have had to rely heavily on 

the goodwill and co-operation of B\v, other 

waterway authorities and many other groups and 

individuals. We gratefullv acknowledge ail the 

assistance given; responsibilirv for our tlndings and 

conclusions is, of course, ours alone. 

NEXT STEPS 

This report is being submined in July 1995 to the 

Secretary of State for the Environment v.;th our 

recommendation that it be used for wide 

consultation. If this recommendation is accepted, 

we will seek to test and validate its conclusions, 

then review the report ir1 the light of responses. \X7e 

hope the debate will be wide-ranging and will 

draw in not only those already involved v;ith and 

interested in Britain's waterways but those in other 

fields whose decisions \Vill affect u'1eir future and 

the public at large. 
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~XECUTIVE SUMMARY 

~l:is is a ::'e;;or: aiJout Britain's inland watenvays, 

:he Cinde:eila among our heritage and recreation 

c:ssets. T:1ese waterwavs, all 8,300 plus idomerres 

:S, 160 or so miles) in u.'-le care of British 

~x·arenvays. u1.e ~ationai Rivers Authority, w.'le 

3roads Autb.oriry, u'1e Department of Agriculture, 

~ orthern Ireland, and a multitude of other bodies 

and individuals, are a national treasure, a legacy of 

~xrraordinary richness and variety ·which, apart 

from a hanciful of popular areas and stretches, the 

nanon as a whole still undervalues and 

under-resources. 

The system is not a museum; it is a usable asset: 

::s D.erirage a living one. Parts of it carry 

commercial freight. Parts of it play a viral role in 

land drainage nnd water supply. Parts of it are 

being used for new telecommunication routes. 

But its dominant function is a resource of 

increasing importance for leisure, tourism, sport 

~nd recreation. It is capable, given the right 

policies and investment, of adding to the quality of 

life of millions in our highly urbanised country. 

);or nearlv enough is being done to give our 

waterways u'J.e support they need to make this 

contribution. The structure within which the 

whole system is managed is fundamentally 

unbusinesslike. Tne pattern of O\Vnership is too 

fragmented: the i..t"lcidence of funding too uneven: 

the services to businesses and customers too 

haphazard: the ambitions for use and development 

too low key: the attitudes to protection and 

consen:anon too short term. 

~ ationally and locally, too many of our watenvays 

lack political clout. \'Vhen a leading government 

department can produce a policy document on the 

nation's heritage and fail even to mention 

watenvays; when even one local auu"'1oriry can turn 

:::s back on \vhat may De its greatest single asset; 

when many tourists, visitors and residents can 

l::1rgely ignore them: then it is clear that changes 

are needed at all levels. 

With the establishment of the Environment 

Agency and the government's consuitative Review 

of~ avigation Fu..'l.crions, waterways are at last 

higher on the political agenda. A wider look is 

timely. 

The message of our report is a call for action on 

three broad and inter-related fronts: 

e a higher status for our waterways at 

international, national and local level 

so as to promote 

e more money coming into the system 

in order to preserve 

e its long-term value by shaping 

development and uses to conservation

based objectives through sustainable 

partnership management. 

We spell out in detail what needs to be done by 

the warenvay authorities themselves, by local 

authorities, by government, by the private and 

voluntary sectors and all those concerned with, 

and benefiting from, the future well-being of this 

national asset. In doing so, we seek to build on the 

examples where parmership investment in our 

waterways has already shown dividends. 

Funding our waterways represents value for 

money. \X'e want to see this value realised 

nationally and multiplied through local 

communities and beyond so that our watenvays 

continue to remain places to k.."1ow, discover, learn 

and, above all~ to enjoy by increasing numbers of 

people. 





CONCLUSIONS 

3ased on our work fOr this reporr. we 

Jzave drawn the following conclu., .. ions 

about our inland waterways. On these 

·conclusions we plan w consult widely. ~Ve 

xill then be in a position to make 

recommendations to the Secretary of 

State for the Environment and to British 

tVaterways in accordance with the 

Transport Act 1968 Section 110 para (2) (b). 

1. :\ systematic survey of our inland \Yaterways, 

:deni ...... fying t...~eir extent. state of repair. :.:se, 

:::·unding and potential. should be considered 

Government and t..1-:.e \Vatenvav 

Juthoriries (2.52) 

2. A forward-looking long term national policy 

for the conservation and development of t.l-}e 

watenvays should be drawn up jointly by 

Government and the waterway aut..~orities in 

consultation with others (2.56) 

3. \'Vaten.vays can contribute to a wide range of 

policy fields and should feature more prominently 

in the objectives, policies and programmes of 

Government departments and national and 

regional f.1nding agencies (3. 7) 

... :\ coherent statement of national planning 

policy specific to the waterways should be drawn 

c.1p by Government in consultation with &~e 

\Vaterway authorities, users, local authorities, thC 

pnvare sector, voluntary groups and other 

interested parties (3 .11) 

.___, . . " - . ' ' . 
_ne sc::ue. c.:srnounon. r:er:rage, l;;:sure ana 

::ourism value of the warer-.vays consrirute an asset 

nt' outstanciir:g national impon:a."1ce. 1:-:.ere should 

·:::;:: a new national designation ior the system and as 

:.i iirsr step a register of heritage waten.vays should be 

established (3.::24/25) Recognition at the 

Europearuworid level of the i."'1ternationa1 importance 

of the system should also be pursued (3.25) 

6. Investment in the waterways offers value for 

:noney both for the nation and for local 

communities. Evaluation techniques should be 

Ceveloped and deployed more widely to change 

perceptions of r.'le value and notential of the 

\-Vatenvays and to improve investment 

decision-making (3.30) 

Effective conservation and, where necessary, 

restoration of the heritage and en,rironrnent of the 

watenvays should be regarded as fundamental to the 

system's economic well-being and potential (4:.11) 

8. Programmes for the conservation and 

restoration oi B'\Xins heritage and environmental 

assets should be formulated and fully integrated 

\vith its overall asset management ( 4 .12) 

9. B\'7 needs to review u'-J.e implementation and 

monitoring of its built heritage conservation 

standards with a view to achieving higher and 

more consistent standards ( 4.14) 

10. B\V also needs to review L.1_e strategic 

requirements of environmental protection and 

management on its watenvays (-1-.15) 



boating consistent with the susrarnaDle C2.-;Jaciry 

· ::eir n:::.vigations u'l.rough the preparation o:;:" 

:,:omnrc:D.e:1.sive ::r:anagemenr plans rO;:- eacn :1nci sires ~_ 5.20). T:le current proiiferarion or· 

,;n-iine moorings is not in the best long-ter::: 

interests or< the warenvays (5 .21: 
:S\V should be a statutory consultee in the 

;JWnrung system (4.23) 
19. ~--\ll anglers should make a direct conr....-jburion 

to the care and maintenance of the warenvays they 
13. The Deparrment of Transport should develop 

use (5.25) 
::::nd implement new criteria to conserve navigation 

:"CUtes ::1nd clearances on warenvay routes 
20. A development programme of visitor 

~urrently out of use (4.27) 
anracrions, of a \Vide range of types and scale~ 

::hould be tested in pilot projects and implemented 
Grant funding for warenvay restoration 

'A'here feasible in selected locations, in parmership 
~hould be developed and expanded and be linked 

with the private and public sectors. to provide new 
:o \·iable on-going mmntenance and management 

!acilities, generate income and widen the user 
:ocherr:es ( -±.30! 

market (5.30 et seq.) 

15. Government should investigate why, despite 
21. \V'aterv;ays are already demonstrably a 

incentives~ there is little evidence of the transfer or' 
catalyst for urban regeneration. Ti."""Iere is still 

:':-eight haulage from roads to \Vaterv:ays (5.3) 
untapped economic and social potential that 

16. ':I1ere is substantial potential for more acriv-iry, 
:-equires more initiatives in parmersh.ip \vith local 

use and i..11vestrnent in the waterways. Achieviilg these 
authorities, an evaluation of progress and 

\\lll require a revi.ew of remits and regulations 
problems so far, and more guidance and funding 

from Government and its agencies to accelerate 
governing the major waterway authorities (5.7); effons 

progress ( 5.41) 
::o open up access points an.d improve facilities at 

selected sites to link the waterways with L\;_eir 22. \Vatenvays should also be a focus for nrrai 

2interla.nd (5.10); and more pro-active :nanageme::::: of regeneration. In the context of national policies 

users and uses to reduce cor.J1ict (5.12) for the countryside~ locations for appropriately 

scaled water-related housing, recreation and small 

17. Cse and development should be consistent businesses to meet the needs of nrral areas should 

\v1th t.1.e environmental capacity and character of ~c identified (5.43) 

::he watenvays (5.8) 

23. Greater use. development and investment in 

18. There should be the maximum dcYelopmen:: the watenvays, in the context of effective 



:on?-terrr: conse:-vation, requires an extension o;:· 

..::=fecr:ve parmersriip m:J.nagement, at narional anci 

:ocai level. benveen the watenvay authorities and a 

r::.nge of other interested parties including local 

aur..'"loriries, voluntary groups and business 

representatives (5.46 et seq.) 

24. Improvi.'lg and raising the pubiic and 

business profile of the waterways is crucial to the 

attraction of more public and private resources 

into the system and to the securing of a range of 

other benefits (6.1) 

25. Raising the profile requires more effective 

::anonal and international marketing, promotion 

and education, including more joint efforts by 

waterv:ay authorities and businesses~ improved 

targeting of potential users, and the development 

of a "feel-good" profile for waterway authorities as 

custodians of a national heritage and recreation 

asset (6.9 et seq.) 

26. ;-,;-ational taxation should continue to provide 

core support for BWs waterways supplemented by 

some form of statutory support from local 

authorities to reflect the national and local value of 

the waterways (7. 9 er seq.) 

2 7. Tne pros and cons of changir1g the basis of 

BW fundir1g from deficit-grant to positive payment 

for services provided such as land drainage should 

be explored (7 .15) 

28. A continuing reduction in GIA support for 

BW on the lines of that in recent years is not 

sustainable. The GIA paid to BW by 

Government should be index-linked for 3-5 years 

and the position :-cviewed in relation to need 

-~.23) 

29. Current flL.J.ding c:lteria operated by external 

sources should be reviewed to rer1ect the 

importance and potential of the waterways and so 

enhance their competitive position for additional 

funding from European, national (including the 

Lonery) and local sources (7 .24 er seq) 

30. A National Waterways Forum should be 

established by waterway authorities to operate 

as a central resource for the industry in 

interfacing with governments and other bodies 

(7.35) 

31. Our overall conclusion is that our 

inland waterways have now reached a 

stage where significant structural and 

policy changes are required to ensure 

their effective long-term conservation 

and the cost-effective development of 

their substantial econornic and social 

potential. 

This is the context for our response to the 

DOE's 1995 Consultative Paper "BW and 

the NRA - Review of Navigation 

Functions" in which we expressed our 

clear support for the creation of a new 

national statutory body for all BW and 

NRA navigations, rneeting criteria we 

have developed frorn our conclusions in 

this report. 





1: INTRODUCTION 

:.1 In 1993 u~e Deparnnenr o! L~c Environment 

·DoE; ::tsked us to develop wicie. long-rerm 

:.'li.."'lking as a basis for our aci\'ice ro British 

Watenvays (BW'). It asked us in particular (see 

SUPPLE:'viEC\'TARY PAPER 1; ro examine wavs 

:o broaden BW's customer base and produce more 

:-evenue :..."1 order to conserve and secure the 

heritage, J.nd to advise on crireria for dec1ciing 

strategic prionries. 

1.2 B\V does not operate in isolation; it shares 

responsibility for Britain1s inland waterways with a 

-.:ariety oi oL.i-J.er bodies. and interacts with an even 

'.vider rnnge of public, private and voluntary 

:meresrs. 

1.3 We concluded. 

therefore. ~':at it 

l.5 Ir: Februarv i995. ::s ~~is re;;orr \vas in 

;;reparation) DOE pubiished its own consultative 

;yap er British w-arer.:.L'ays and z.he 1\iational Rizxrs 

. -lurhority: Re'z:iew of J..Va7. .. :·£f!ation Functions. Tnis set 

out a series of options ior future management of 

B\V and ::.;RA. \Vatenvays. Our report has a 

different focus from the DOE's paper, but is 

complementary to it. We have made our own 

considered response in a separare document. 

Our vision for the future 

1.6 In 1994, as a focus for our work, we adopted 

::he following vision statement: 

"77ze inland waterways, as a ma_wr national heritar:e 

would be unrealistic to 

iook at BW in isolation. We 

needed to start with a 

ceporr on the whole 

asset, are maintained_, and as necessary 

rcsrored, to develop their maximum 

potential for promm£ng and 

accommoaatmg zne navu;auon, 

recreatwn and tounsm, sportzng 

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~=~· and working acrivitz'es of the 
. public generally and of present users 

inland waterv;ay scene if we 

were to develop a sound basis for 

our future advice to B\V To have done othenvise 

would have provided an incomplete and 

:nisleading picture: we would have been unaware 

of many of the waterways! wider problems, 

difficulties. challenges and opporn.1r1ities. 

1.4 Our report reaches a series of conclusions 

which we believe should inform the development 

ofwatenvav policy by both BW and DOE, and 

which deserve the anention of everyone with an 

interest :n u~e future of inland \Vaterv..·ays. Tnese 

conclusions need testing through consultation \vith_ 

all L~ose concemed w-ill r..'l.e longer-term future <Of 

r..1.e watenvays. 

and special interests; and lO promote 

positively educational, 

communication and awareness 

programmes aimed at users and potential users; and 

that, z·n support, the ener._gy and resources of the prtvate 

and public secwrs, national and local governmenr and 

the European Union be engaged. " 

1. 7 Our central r..'oeme is that Britain's system of 

inland watenvays is a national asset of unique and 

outstanding quality. I r exists not just to provide 

pleasure for today1s citizens~ we are trustees of a 

splendid though undencalued inheritance. The 

nation should cherish and conserve it, restore and 

:mprove itl so that) for another 200 years, furure 

generations may also enjoy it and say approvingly, 

qThey looked after it wel1!' 1 
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2: THE WATERWAYS TODAY 

~nlanri waterways detineci 

2.1 For the :JUrposes a:· this report, \VC define 

"~nland \Vate!'\vays'' in Britain to Oe: 

.·ill inland -::.·::.::er._:_•a_t·s_, r.:.:hether narurai or arui£ciai, 

~:·hich are o; once v.:ere navzpabie, and v.:hich are now 

:t.sed for recreation ( z'nciuding recrean·anai boatznf{), or 

lzave potennai for such use. (These waterz:.:ays do not 

include the riwusands of mzles of v.:atercourses that 

izave never been navz:gatz'ons.) 

2.2 Some 8.300km (5,160 ml) of inland waterwavs 

were created in Britain; of L~ese ab our 5,000 km 

(3,110 ml) a:-e currently operational (both of these 

:1gures exclude some 600 km (370 ml'l or so of 

-.:smaries:tidal r1sers·l. For the cou..'1U-y"s size, :his is 

~:: relatively I:igh mileage. Some arc rivers or 

-:analiseci r:vcr navigauons and ou.'"lers man-made 

canals. 

2.3 Though most nu.uerous in central England, 

Britain's inland watenvays are widely spread. ~\lore 

than half the population lives within 8 km (5ml) of 

one. (Figure 1) 

Freight 

2.4 A minority of na,.rigable canals and rivers still 

c::trry commercial freight; in 1992 this accounted 

:'or only 0.33~'0 of Britain1
S total inland freight 

:onnage. 

2.5 Freight use of warenvays is outside our remit. 

\\le believe, however~ t...'l.at w~is environmentally 

friendly mode of freight transport is rightly nO\V 

'oeing given some official encouragement. \l?iu'1 

::....1.e requisite investment, t..'l.e wmenvays rmght 

increase their freight role. 

Other present-day uses 

2.6 Freight and non-freight \Vatenvays now 

support a range of other uses a..."1d activ-ities. 

::..:avigation, :hough today focused on recreational 

boating, is still rightly seen as the prime use of the 

waterways) but other recreational uses, such as 

;1nr;ling and informal use or' the tm:v-path for 

walking and sight-seeing and the like, have also 

developed extensively. The waren.vaysr very special 

;:nvrror:.:::ent and hcrit2ge :::'eatures increasingiy 

:lttract users and visitors irom home and abroad. 

Llnd drainage 1s ;:;, vital function on some lengths. 

The watenvays frequently perform an important 

:-ole for \Vater supply and the dilution o{ pollution. 

Proposals ior more \Vater transfer schemes are 

coming forvvard. Tdecommunications are a 

developing use of the waterway track. 

2. 7 The gre:n majority of watenvays, although they 

have lost their original cargo-carrying purpose, have 

therefore become an economic and social resource 

of evident value to the nation and to local 

communities. Some which have fallen into disuse 

are being restored. Tne challenge is how best to 

maintain, conserve and develop this resource while 

balancing t.~e wide range of (often conflicting) 

demands upon it. 

\Vho manages our waterways? 

2.8 Responsibility for our \Vatenvays is peculiarly 

fragmented. Tl'1eir pattern of management is a 

product of historical evolution and pragmatism. 

~-\.!though many watenvays inter-connect, they have 

never constituted a wholly integrated national 

:1avigation system. From earliest days there \Yere 

::najor rivers and 11trunk" canals, but most navit;ations 

were essentially local in character. \X'hilst some 

railway companies later owned groupings of canals, 

large national organisations, responsible for 

navigation and related fJDctions, are relatively recent. 

2.9 Two national public bodies dominate (Figure 

2): British Waterwavs (B\17) with some 3,220 km 

(2,000 ml) and the National Rivers Authority 

CNRA) with about 1,000 km (620 ml). A third 

body, the Broads Authority, manages 200 km ( 125 

m!). A fourth the Department of Agriculture for 

"'orthern Ireland (DA"'I) also has responsibilities 

relating to both navigable and derelict watenvays. 

2.10 Some I ,300 km (805 ml, or about l/6 of the 

total) are managed by a multiplicity of 

independent waterwav bodies. A further 2.300 km 

(1,435 ml) or so of abandoned waterways are in 

fragmented ownership. 



Figure 2 Total length of waterways in Great Britain 
~nri -:\ ortriern irelanri 
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2.11 BW, ~R.-\, BA and DA ... '•ll apart, these tigures 

:.re only estimates: v,re have discovered no 

definitive list of Britain's navigations and watenvay 

authorities. \\-'hat we have found out 

•.S1JPPLE!viE:-.:TARY PAPER 2) is that: 

(a) alongside these iour principal public bodies 

is ranged a heterogeneous collection of other 

bodies responsible for the wide variety of types 

of waterways, including local aut..~orities~ trusts, 

land drainage and harbour authorities, 

commissioners, and private companies; and 

(b) for many, navigation is not their main 

concern. 

2.12 Even those for whom navigation remains u~e 

dominant fJ.ncrion have other tasks managing the 

:-ange of present day uses. ~Ylost watenvay 

authorities are rodny more accurately seen as 

managers of multi-user systems in corridors along 
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and around L~eir water channels, and as important 

players in the leisure business. 

2.13 Such a fragmented distribution of 

responsibilities, with the different functionsl 

regulations, safety standards, fees, services and 

facilities provided, presents practical problems for 

the conservation, use and development of the 

waterways. BW, ~AA and BA have recently 

established a panern of regular meetings to discuss 

common approaches to issues of mutual interest. 

i":"J.ey have also invited other waterv;ay authorities 

to discuss furu'l.er harmonisation where it is 

needed. \\'e applaud both these moves. 

Differing character and remit 

2.14 The very wide variations in scale, character, 

remit, operation and funding of the organisations 

listed ir:: SL.:PPLEME:-.:TARY PAPER 2 are very 

striking. Largely the result of Pistorical evolution, 

they encompass at one exrreme small, 200-year-old, 



-..::1nal comparues. J.t the other maior statutory 

>Jc.ies c:":.:3.tea rel:lti\·eiv recentiy unci charrseci '>Vitri 

_:: much ?:icier ran~e or' :1lncrions than lust 

:.15 .:. ... furt..~er distinction can De drawn Oenveen 

:_.::ose \Vater\vay authorities which receive direct 

:::-:anc1al support for L'1eir \Vide-ranging 

:-:::sponsibilities r'rom central government - BW~ 

c<RA, BA a.r1d DA.'-'I - and those which do not. 

British Waterways (BW) 

2.16 BW not only dominates in terms of waterway 

length but is alone in having nationalised industry 

status. This came about because it inherited its 

waterways (primarily canal navigarions previously 

o\vned by railway companies) from the original 

J.nd wider nationalised industry, the British 

'"?ransport Commission. The 1962 Transport Act 

c:stai:J!ished B\V as a separate entity; the 1968 

T:anspon Act formally recognised a shift in 

predominant use from freight to recreation. 

2.17 It did so by designating Commercial and 

Cruising categories of watenvays; and B\~Tls 

essential function is still to maintain these for 

navigation. T:1.e rest of its waterways had become 

derelict or semi-derelict; BW was, and is, charged 

with dealing with these, the Remainder waterways, 

in the most economical manner possible consistent 

with public safety and amenity. 

Changing objectives 

2.18Within t.bs statutory framework, and 

sponsored by the DOE, B\'V now pursues new 

objectives agreed with government in 1984 

iSL.JPPLE\1ENTARY PAPER 4). Tne BW Board 

is required to: 

(a) run its affairs on a com . .<nercial basis: 

~b) promote the fui]est practicable use of its 

waterways for leisure, recreation and amenity, 

and for freight transport where appropriate; and 

(c) comply with financial targets and achieve 

performance aims ior manpower and other 

~)peraung costs. 

2.19 BW has progressively redefined its role and 

:::.::-pose in the business management or· i::s 

-:::r::er.vavs. it :-~as encouraged u~e develonmenr oi 

;z:ali ana meciilh"TT-Slzed prisate enterpnse 

~'Jsinesses on leasehold and freehold sites; and has 

::::-ansiormeci an engineering-oriented organisation 

i::to an efficient commercial enterprise acting as 

:-:early as possible to a public limited company. 

Stewardship 

2.20 BW has moreover shown a growing 

willingness to act as steward and trustee for a 

waterway system increasingly recognised as a 

unique national asset, crucially important for its 

recreational, heritage and environmental value. In 

this, it is (as market research demonstrates) 

responding to increasing public expectation that 

these values should be conserved and fostered. 

2.21 The importance of recreation and heritage 

considerations is further emphasised in t.~e British 

\Vatef\vays Act 1995. 'This requires BW to have 

regard to recreation and conservation wPiJst 

carrying out its primary functions, and gives BW 

more scope to deal positively v.1th the Remainder 

watef\vays. 

2.22 BW is responsible for 3220 krn (2000 ml) of 

waterway, many of them man-made 200-year old 

canals which, unlike its river navigations, it owns 

3.S well as manages. Its network is a complex 

mixture of recreational resource, freight transport 

infrasrrucrure. land drainage, water supply, 

museu..."TT, nature reserve and derelict or 

semi-derelict transport heritage. It comprises 605 

k.'!l (376 mi) of Commercia], 1870 km (1161 ml) 

of Cruising, and 745 km (463 ml) of Remainder 

waterways 

2.23 The BW network has 4,763 bridges, 1,549 

locks, 397 aqueducts, 89 reservoirs, 60 ttL-mels 

and thousands of related buildir:gs, strucrures and 

artefacts. Of these, more than 2,000 are currently 

listed as historic buildings, 135 are scheduled 

.. Ancient A1onuments, including entire watef\vaysl 

for example Scotland's lJnion CanaL HtL"Jdreds of 

kilometres are designated as conserv·arion areas. 

2.24 Tne BW network also includes 64 Sires of 

Special Scientific hnerest; its waterways pass 



:::..:-ougri ~2,::ional ParKs, .:\reas oi Outstanding 

· :.:ndscane ':arue. 

Corporate planning 

2.25 \Ve understand that BW's strategic planning 

)i u'lis large anci complex estate is based on an 

:·nr.ef:!rared business srrar..etz:y via an annually updated 

Corporate Plan that is discussed with Li-:e 

-=-:)epartmem: of the Environment. Each business 

unit (based on a group of waterways) produces a 

Business Plan, reviewed annually. 

2.26 For reasons of commercial confidentiality, 

::hese docUIT'.ents are not published. \Ve have 

therefore compiled this report using such public 

documents as BWs 1994 Leisure and Tourism 

Strategy, \Vhich relate to the corporate planning 

~rocess, as well as direct advice irom B\V officers. 

3\lTs 1995 Corporate Plan was made available to 

c:s in ,viav 1995. 

Balancing the books 

2.27 :.Aaintai..-llng the integrity and safety of B\X·"s 

\Vater-retaini.'"1g strucr..:.:es, and i:s estate generally, 

is a major liability, willch in part rei1ects historic 

neglect. B\Xl does, hov.;ever, have a significant 

income from leisure businesses, leisure-related 

'..lSes, and property management and 

development. 

2.28 These income sources, however, fall far short 

l)f needs. To close the gap, government makes a 

grant-in-aid (GIA). Tills currently amounts to 

aimost £50m a year, or more r..f}an half of B\V's 

revenues. 

:2.29 It is government policy that costs should be 

borne, as far as practicable, directly by 

beneficiaries and so reduce B\\l's call on the 

Exchequer. T:'1e challenge fach""lg BW is therefore 

:o come up \vith feasible \Vays to develop its 

customer base and thus generate income from 

non-government sources to ofi'set more or' the 

costs of main raining lrs \Vatenvays. 

2.30 .And BW's performance has, in recent years, 

been impressive by any standards. Since 1987, it 

has devolved its formerly highly centralised 

structure to regions and local waterv.-·ay 

~nanagers~ radically resrrucrured its estate 

rn3nagement; and become marKedly more 

efficient in controlling costs, exploiting irs assets 

2nd i:1crcasin~?: its self-generated income. 0cspite 

::-c:ciuc::ions 1n :?rant, :r Das trius rr.anageci :-:::; 

_;:;:;cna s:gnirlc::mtiy more on ::aoding its Das1c 

::1aintcnance bacKlog and improving \Vater.vay 

stanaards. 

Consultation procedures 

2,31 I\'7/\.A.C apart, B\'7 is not suoiect to s:arurory 

consultation requirements but has developed a 

:-ange o:f consultation procedures \vith user and 

interest groups, and with other bodies, at national, 

:-egionai and local levels. It has made particular 

progress in recent years in developing customer 

relationships. 

~ational Rivers Authority (NRA) 

2.32 ::-.:RA is, like BW, a statutory nationai body, 

but its character is very different. It is a 

:10n-deparrmental government body wiw.~ ::he 

DOE, C,1inistry of Agricuirure, Fisheries ar:d 

Foods, and the Welsh Office acnng as its 

sponsoring departments. Unlike BW it does not 

operate within Scotland. It has operational and 

regulatory fu...Tlcrions over water resources, water 

quality, f1ood defence, fisheries and navigation. It 

has a duty to promote recreational use as well as 

conservation of all inland and coastal waters and 

associated land, not just navigations, although it 

generally does not own the waterways it manages. 

It fulfils its recreation duties bv working in 

parmership with others. ~avigation per se may be 

a small parr of the NRA's total span of 

responsibilities, but it is an important one and is 

integrated \Vith other functions so that work on, 

for example, flood defence can also benefit 

nav1ganon. 

2.33 The ~RA was created at t..':!e time of water 

privatisation and was vested with L1.e navigational 

responsibilities of the former regional water 

authorities. In five of its regions it functions as a 

navigation authority on certain waterways. It 

operates, manages, develops and promotes these 

watenvays and their associated locks and land 

holdings. It also provides services and facilities for 

water and land-based users. The ~RA can, in 

certain circumstances, apply for transfer to its 

control of watenvays u..."'1der other navigation 

authorities or where there is no acrive navigation 

authority. It can also issue bylaws where u.1.ere is 

no authority. 



\ten;er in Environment A<;encv 

.::.3-+ 'The :'\R..~ \viE~ ~"1cier legislation cL:I:-enny 

:;mn~ t..":rough Parliament, be merged inro a :1ew 

:.:1d much larger Environment Agency. \\le hnve 

:;.lready expressed concern to Government that 

:\"Rl\ na-v'igations and associated recreational 

:~terests risk receiving a lower priority - tb.is 

iespite the rele\·ant :-.:RA responsibilities being 

:ransierred lli"1.Changeci. 

2.35 The NRA argues that navigation is an integral 

;J3rt of its river management functions and car..nor 

and should not be separated from them. We note, 

'lowever, that B\V and other authorities do alreadv 

successfully manage river navigations. 

:\ very different body 

2.36 The :-IRA is businesslike, but, unlike BW, is 

::ot primarily a commercial organisation. It has far 

:~c\ver property assets~ its waterways. being almost 

exclusively river navigations, have lower navigation 

maintenance costs u"'lan those associated with BW's 

:nan-made canal system. 

2.37 Flood defence fJnctions are largely funded 

directly by a precept system (regarded as 

self-generated income) rather than GIA; it also 

::-eceives government grant to cover the difference 

between its income and the costs of such 

fu.'1ctions as poilurion conrrol, fisheries, 

conservation and recreation as well as navigation. 

The costs ascribed to navigation are currently 

some £6m, 56% of which is covered by direct 

income. A realistic comparison cannot be made 

with BW as BW does not allocate its costs and 

income between recreation (including navigation 

and fishing), conservation (including heritage) and 

land drainage. The c-. 'RA expects the need for 

GIA support for navigation (as well as recreation 

and conservation) to continue. 

Less commercial, more open 

2.38 The c-.'RA has a starurory framework which 

provides for a more open structure of 

decision-making than BWs. It publishes a 

Corporate Plan. supported by seven function 

strategies; these include navigation, recreation 

J.nd conservation. At r...~e more local level it 

publishes Carchmem ,'vianagemem Plans which 

set out policies for individual river catchments; 

these incorporate the results of consultation \:vith 

~ocal commu...!iries anci ot.1.er Interests. There 1s 

'-..:Osranrial mana!?ement devolution to L'1e local 

~isrrict level. l::e XR-\ has~ as required by 

c;rarute, regional advisory comminees. I: has also 

;:stablished national and waterway-based 

consultation arrangements. 

The Broads Authority (BA) 

2.39 BA is different again. It, too, is a starutory 

bociy, but regional rather than national in remit. It 

was set up in 1989 under the provisions of the 

:-lorfolk and Suffolk Broads Act 1988 which gave 

the Authority the express duty to manage the 

Broads for the purpose of; conserving and 

enhancing the narural beauty of the Broads area, 

promoting its enjoyment by the public and 

protecting the interests of navigation. These three 

duties are of equal importance. The Authority, in 

common with the National Park Authorities, 

includes both local and national representatives. It 

is required to prepare, consult on and publish a 

plan for the Broads; and to review it regularly with 

government and others. 

2.40 BA has a self-generated navigation income of 

about £lm a year. Tnis account is ring-fenced and 

BA receives no GIA funding for navigation. The 

remainder of its £3m budget is (as with National 

Parks) funded 75% by grant from DOE, 25% 

from the local authorities. This funds its 

conservation, other recreation and planning 

functions. 

Independent waterway bodies 

2.41 Among the smaller bodies there is even wider 

diversity. To take some examples from 

SlJPPLEMENTARY PAPER 2: 

e "The Company of the Proprietors of the 

Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation" was 

established in 1793 v.ith prime navigation 

objectives that have not changed since; 

e The Upper Avon Navigation is managed bv 

a trust which re-built and now nms this 

popular river navigation; 

e Tne ,\1anchester Ship Canal Company 

is owned bv a property development 

company; 

e The River Wey and Godalming :-lavigation is 

owned, managed and conserved by the 

:-lational Trust; 



:t Tile :1dal River Clyde and associated esruary 

_:re manarzed by the privatised company 

· ~=:ydepor:: 

9 Linton Lock, on u.'"le Yorkshire Ouse, is 

::ciministered by Commissioners \\·ho, 

::::.....-uggling ro make ends meet~ \vish to pass their 

~::.1biliry to others; 

• The isolated Grand Western Canal is ru:1 as 

o Country Park by Devon Counry Council: 

• Long sections of the Monmou thshire Canal, 

which was a BW Remainder \Vaterwav, were 

::ransferred to u~e adjoining local authorities 

-5ome years ago; these authorities have now 

srarted to restore the waterway; 

• The Stroudwater :"Javigation is still ovmed 

by the company that promoted, constructed, 

snd later abandoned it and which is no\v 

·,vorking ro\vards its eventual restoration: 

• The Droirwich Canals are being restored by 

3 charitable trust comprising local authorities 

:.:nd local and national interest groups; 

• The once largely derelict Rochdale Canal is 

still the responsibility of the corn pany formed to 

construct it in 1794 (but now O\VTied by a 

property company). A trust (comprising the 

canal company, the Inland \X:1atervmys 

Association and the local authorities) was 

~armed in 1984 to promote the restoration of 

:...."1e canal and has made substantial progress 

with the help of cenrral and local government 

funding and other resources. 

Anomalies and shoestring funding 

2.42 The heterogeneous organisations in 

SLTPLEMENTARY PAPER 2 derive their 

fu...""lding from equally diverse sources. These 

include grants for specific purposes~ from t..~e 

European Union and from cenrral and local 

government. ~one of them has access to any 

continuing government grant or deficit-funding, 

even u:,.ough their watef\vays may provide land 

drainage, may be an important re er earional 

resource, and may constirute important links with 

the warerwavs of BW or the l':RA. 

2.43 Tl1e whole watenvay scene is riddled with 

anomalies. Some watenvays receive favourable 

treatment of funding and managern.. ent, others do 

not. This is uneven~ arguably inequitable. Even 

-:-_:-.e o\vnership of some is llilciear. Some a:-e 

::;J.ssiileci in cenain wavs, ow.1.ers aren t. C:.:::}trai 

:='.lblic f..:nding relates to t..~e hiswncal acC:dent or

:\vnership not to any reasoned evaluation oE u~e 
system as a whole, nor to the value of individual 

watenvays. ~-\nd no-one really knows wD.at 

:-esources the smaller bodies might need i..-: the 

future. Certainly some are poorly resourced; we 

are by no means clear ho\v some of u"1em even 

survwe. 

Government policy 

2.44 Overall policy responsibiiitv for inland 

waterways in Britain rests with central 

government: we have, however, failed to iind any 

integrated statement of government polic,· for the 

system. At least e1~ht government departments 

share the responsibility. The DOE sponsors B\V. 

~"RA and BA, and has overall responsibilitv for 

waterway regulation; yet not even it has a 

comprehensive remit for today's multi-use 

watenvays. 

2.45 DOE reiies on inter-departmental 

consultation on specific issues as need arises. This 

is u.T1derstandable but we would question \Vhether 

the public interest, as well as that of t4e wate:rv.ray 

authorities, waterv.ray businesses, users, local 

authorities and others, are properly served in the 

absence of a fo:rv.rard-looking national policy. 

2.46 As we will demonstrate in the chapters that 

follow~ the waterv.rays have considerable potential 

to play a constructive role in precisely those fields 

in which govern.rnent is seeking to foster ::1ew 

initiatives. T:iese include active recreation and 

sport; heritage and history; tourism; nature 

conservation; access to the countryside; 

sustainable development; the regeneration of 

urban areas; more environmentally friendly freight 

transport; general health and welfare; volu..~tary 

\vork; and the reduction of social u..."1ease. 

Fragmentation at national level, coupled \V1th the 

fragmented structure of watervvay management, is 

a constraint on the effective exploiting of L-"1is 

potentiaL 

2.47 Government financial policy for the nv-o 

national pubiic authorities, BW and NRA, has 

already been described. Both are required to meet 

policy and financial objectives by increased fees 

and charges to users; by a more commercial 
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_:.ccror 1:1\'0lVerr:.e:!t: ::::~: :ZJ.Dro':cments to erne1ency 

:_:.:1ci Oy broaaenir:g w.-:e:r c:.:s::omer Dase. 3W, wiu1. 

::s signirlcant properr:: assets and L"1e strongly 

-::ommercial culture t...'-::r: 1t has developed, has been 

':.:etter :placed ro ac!'..ieve success :han has the ::--JR.-\. 

:. . ..+8 ~Ylany proiecrs for enhanc:ng watenvays and 

:.::eir facilities can..."'lot De 1ustiiied in terms of 

directly identifiable returns on investment. These, 

:ogerher with en\ironmental i..T!1provemenrs, must 

be funded from other sources, such as local 

:.1uth.orities 1 voluntary help, and government grants 

given for wider policy reasons. 

Local authorities 

::!.49 ;..Jor is the attitude of local authorities to their 

local waterways at all consistent. \Xi11ere they are 

:he owners and managers, such as Devon Counry 

Councirs practical involvement as ov,rner of L.~e 

:..."-:e p'..lblic interest to have a systemanc survey of 

~~-:::: \\·hoie system. it should cover the extent or' 

;.::::en "~xarerway, its stare or' repair~ its present uses. 

::.ow each is funded and its future potential. 

Disparate frameworks 

:!.53 \Ve have noted the disparate statutory 

frameworks under which the three major 

water . .vay authorities manage their affairs. Tr~e BA 

operates within a purpose-made environmental 

and recreational statute that recognises the 

national and local importance of the Broads area. 

The ~'RA's legislation is also recent and purpose-

designed to encompass the wide span of its water 

management functions. BWs primary legislation, 

however, is still the 1962 and 1968 Transport Acts 

which hardly begin to recognise the national 

recreational and heritage importance of the 

waterways and which are widely regarded as being 

substantially our-dated and a hi..11drance to the 

release of the waterwavs' full potential. 
Grand Western Canai (2.!1), 

:hey can be entirely 

supportive. \There they are not, 

authorities can range from those 

giv-ing positive support to 

;;~f¥¥t~i77F~, -~~~~t1,.~~ 2=_. ~ 

~--lf!;";;:z~:$?j; ~,:: 
2.54 Other bodies operate 

using a diverse range of 

powers and duties. Their 

others which show no active 

interest at all in r..1-J.eir local 

~ _. -=' 
duties can depend too much on 

local acts designed to regulate 
- ~ .__~~ -- -=.; .... -
~ -~--..·~...:;,_; 

-'-<~-r.:P--_co - ~"~'-

waterways. 

An unbusinesslike structure 

:?..50 We have concluded that the structure within 

which our inland waterways are owned, managed 

and funded is fundamentaily unbusinesslike. The 

distribution and definition of responsibilities are 

uneven~ so too are the \vays in which u.'ley are 

fnnded. and the standards of services and facilities 

provided for users, including waterway-related 

busmesses. 

2.51 First steps in harmonising standards and 

services have now been taken. \Xle welcome L.~em. 

The question now is: Should this process go 

further? Would L~e watenvays benetlt from 

development of some kind of central resource? \\'e 

rerurn to this in Chapter 7. 

2.52 \"Vc are concerned at the lack of 

:-eadily available facts about t..1.e warenvays outsi'de 

BW, :.:RA and BA. \\'e consider that it would be in 

commercial traffic, which in 

most cases vanished long ago, or on adopted local 

authority powers. These do not appear to cater 

adequately for either the reality or the potennal of 

modern recreational use. 

Profile and policy needs 

2.55 In the making of national policy, the 

waterways' interests, though large, lack clout. At 

this ievel they need a higher profile; at local level 

they need a more consistent one. This weakness -

which results from an in..~erited fragmentation of 

the network - is in the best interests of neither the 

watenvays nor the nation. 

2.56 All the authorities, from BW ro the smallest, 

would benefit from agreement with government on 

a fonvard-looking national policy framework that 

spells out the role and broad lines of future 

development of the watenvays, within guidelines 

u~at make explicit their function and funding. 
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-J. A NATIONAL ASSET 

,":ot reco~sed 

3.1 Brirain-s ir.ianci \Vatenvays abound in 

<:rucr:..rres and sires of ~ecognised value in L~e 

::ation's buil:, natural and landscape heritage. 

Combined \vith na·~.rigarion, Ihey underpin an 

:.:.crive leisure boating industry and a \vide range o{ 

ether. oiten irliormal~ recreation. 

3.2 T:'1ese \varenvays are self-evidently an asset of 

:-:arional importance. \\11y, then, are they not 

:-ecognised as such alongside other key elements of 

:-larional heritage and recreation? Various existing 

mechanisms apply (listing and scheduling, 

conservation area, landscape, ESA and SSSI 

designation). \"Velcome though these are, they fail 

:o ret1ect adequately the importance of the 

-.varenvays as a whole, and the unique linear and 

::-1regrarive c2.aracrcr1srics of navigar:ions anci their 

:ssoc1area corndors. 

3.3 It is arg-..:able t."lat :..1.is lack of recognition may 

::ave handicapped the \Vaterways in obtaining their 

rightful share of what national and international 

funding is available for conservation of heritage 

and envirow~ent and for recreational 

development. 

3.-+ The waterways are often termed "a hidde:-r 

asset". Enu.'1usiasts and local people know and 

·:alue L~em to varying degrees; the wider public 

Joes nor. T:":ere arc exceptions: the Thames and 

:.~e Broads, for example. Too many other 

waterways remain little-known and 

under-appreciated - perhaps because, until 

relatively recently, they were primarily carriers of 

freight and so generally inaccessible to the public. 

3.5 All this, we believe, must change. As long as 

:he value and potential of waterways are 

under-appreciated, the care and invesnnent 

needed to ensure their long-term furure \Viil be 

difficult to achieve. T}'.ey will remain low on u.~e 

national and local political agenda: a great national 

asset will languish. 

:'\ ew policy priority 

3,6 Change is needed at all levels and in a varietY 

qf ways. Agreement \Y'ith government on a national 

policy framework (2.56 above) would be a start. 

\X'e also need further initiatives in watenvay 

management (see Chapter 5), building on u"lose 

:.:_:eaciy mken oy authorities such as B\\1
• \1:-'c need 

::-:J develop unproved access and ne\v visitor 

J.::tracnons .30 et seq. below). And \Vaterway 

:utiloriries need ro continue to develop more 

;:re-active and professional approaches to 

::ommu..'1ication and marketing (6.11 below). 

3. 7 Central govern..~ent sponsors many bodies anci 

;:;.gencies whose responsibilities impinge on the 

waterways and their furore. It is essential that the 

waterways should figure prominently in the 

objectives, policies and programmes of: 

• Government Deparnnents, particularly 

those of Environment and ~ational Heritage, 

the Scottish and Welsh Offices and the 

Deparnnent of Agriculture ::-:orthern Ireland, 

::.ut also all other Deparnnents concerned such 

as Trade and Industry, Transport, Home Office, 

Employment, Education and Agriculture; 

• Government-sponsored bodies and agencies 

such as English Heritage, English ::-:arurc and 

English Parmerships (and equivalents in 

Scotland and Wales), Countrvside Commission, 

Sports Council, Rural Development 

Commission, Tourist Boards, and urban 

regeneration, development and training agencies; 

as well as other bodies such as the Civic Trust, 

local authorities ar1d local planning authorities. W"e 

L.-uend to pursue this issue as a priority in our 

future work. 

3.8 The plannmg system - operated primarily by 

local government but subject to national policies -

is cr-ucial. Some local authorities have shov.rn 

themselves responsive to the need to protect 

waterway corridors and positive towards \J.."atenvay

related development and waterway restoration. 

Ou.'1ers have not. Government needs, the:-efore, to 

prov-ide a clear and comprehensive policy 

framework in this area. At present that is lacking. 

Raising the planning profile 

3. 9 ~;e have noted with concern the inadequate 

coverage of \vatei"\vays and waterway-related issues 

in the Government1
S Planning Policy Guidance 

~PPG) series. This lack is particularly noticeable in 

PPG 10 (Development Plans) and in the recentlv 

published PPG 15 (Planning and the Historic 

Environment). Here, astonishingly, watenvays 



:-cceive c:niy 2 ;::2ssin?" re::.b:1:cai reference. 

3.10 T:-:~ s2w.e ::::.::-sorY :::-earrne::r :rrscacies cio\Vn 

:hrou~ regional planning g'..liciance anci local 

plans into councils· development control decisions. 

3.11 A si.."'lgle coflerent statement of national 

planning policy :or all inland \Vaterways vvouid 

;,ring signirlcant beneiits, especiaily if 

:ccompanied by a practice docu."Tlent illustrating 

imaginative ways of conserving and developing 

'Natenvays and their corridors, on the lines or~ the 

c:xceilent work already being done by BW We are 

\villing :o assist in preparation of both documents. 

They should fully ret1ect the government 1
S new 

:1ational policies for land use, envir011ment, 

::ransport and employment, and the potential for 

creative parmerships between the \Vatenvay bodies, 

local authorities and the private sector. 

A. new national designation 

3.12 In 3.1 above we pinpointed the heritage and 

recreational importance of the watenvays. There is, 

-.ve belie\'e, a strong case for a new nntional 

designation ior them. \V'c think u~is justified by 

:heir unique combination of: 

• national scale 

• built and narJ.ral heritage featl.rres 

e industrial archaeology 

• landscape and general environmental 

qualities 

• leisure and recreation importance 

:"<ational scale 

3.13 'T:'le total system, operational or otherwise, 

penetrates urban and rural commu..r-llties alike: it 

touches on the lives of millions. As demonstrated 

by existing recreational uses) the \Vaterways have 2. 

substantial role to play in enhancing quality of life 

in our highly urbafljsed country. 

Built and natural heritage features 

3.14 The waterv:ays are a key element in the 

nation's transport history and in the history of civ1i 

engineering. T:;.eir strucnrres include some oi the 

most magnificent ever built in Britain. Because so 

much survives, our watenvays are a living heritage 

fcarure as important as our country houses. 

3.15 Because of their water regime and 

mana~ement, L~ey provide habitats for a 

remarkable range of fauna and flora in the water 

::1ci along t.1.e Car...Ks. Siany lengths are or" natio:::ai 

:::1norrancc :o wllcil:fc conse:-vanon: some are o£ 

:::uropean Slg:-lllic::::ce under r::.e E"C's Habitat 

Direc:ive. 

Industrial archaeology: an international 

heritage 

3.16 Tne canal building era of 1760-1830 went 

~and in hand \vith the \vorld's first industrial 

revolution. For t.1.is reason, Britain's canals are an 

industrial archaeological heritage of international 

significance. Some older canals exist elsewhere; 

nowhere else does a largely complete, historic, 

national system survive so nearly in irs original 

state. 

3.17 .'v1oreover, because the switch from ireight 

towards leisure use came earlier here than in most 

other counrries 1 British experience in managing 

:his changeover has become an exportable 
commodity. 

Landscape and general environmental 

qualities 

3.18 Iviany of the watenvays and their 

surroundings are outstandingly beautiful; they are 

often of intimate scale, and wiu""1 a water scene and 

landscape of exceptional interest and_variery. W'ater 

is a powerful component in both landscapes and 

townscapes, enhancing their value. The watef\vays 
also offer an escape into tranquillity from t.'le noise 

and stress of modern life. 

Leisure and recreation 

3.19 These factors, collectively, have underpinned 

an impressive gro\vth in waterway-related leisure 

businesses and activities, serving markets from the 

very local tO the international. The inland marine 

industr\t alone has a turnover of about £7 5m and . . 
employs some 5,000 people. They help to conser\'e 
what past enterprise created; u.'-le life and 

movement u.'-lat are part of the distinctive 

attraction of the v;atenvays. In the longer term, 

canals in particular need boat traffic or they die of 

siltation, reed blockage and decay of L~eir lock 

mechanisms. 

3.20 For the general public, the waterways have 

become places of active recreation, sport and 

leisure as well as simply places to learn, discover 

3nd enjoy. The 1988 ~ational Survey of Boating 

Activity estimated that some 45!J~ of boating takes 

place on inland recreational water. There are about 

75,000 registered boats on the waterway system. 



-~:~Jme 300,000 ;Jeople, >JO,OOO or· u'-lem regularly, 

.. so rlsh B\V's \\'ate:'\Va\'s. 

:3.21 Even ti:ese nt:.mDe~s are civ;an'ed bv :nose 

-_:sing ti:e \Vatenvays for such iri"ormal recreation 

..:ctivities as \Vaiking, cyclL""lg and casual visiting. 

3\.V alone estimates l30m visits annually; L~e 

>;RA. conservatively es::mates some l 0.5m :·a~ its 

:-::1v1ganons. 

Special designation needed 

3.22 All u.1.is adds up, we believe, to a heritage, 

::nvironmental and recreational asset of quite 

extraordinary richness and variety, indubitably one 

of national, and even of European and world 

importance. It is fullv comparable in this respect 

wirh the National Parks, although very different in 

character because of its uniquely extensive, linear 

and networked nature. It deserves the protection 

:Eforded by an official national designation and the 

~~uestion of a European or world designation 

should also be pursued. 

3.23 It has been suggested t..~at u~e \Vatenvays 

::;hould be designated as some form of linear 

national park or even a w~orld Heritage Site. 

~ eit.I-J.er of these possibilities would~ in our view, be 

\Vorth pursuing as they are inappropriate to the 

unique geography and character of the waterways 

\Ve refer to above. 

3.24 Our initial preference is for a special new 

designation. T:'1e future of inland watenvays 

depends crucially on their gaining improved 

~ational status. \'Ce therefore commend this 

3.pproach. If u1.ere is widespread support amongst 

'...1Sers, interested bodies and the public at large, we 
will assist in pursui..'l.g such a change. 

3.25 Perhaps r..'le first steps should be for English 
Heritage and English ::-:ature (with their Scottish 

and \X'elsh equivalents) to establish jointly a 

Register of Heritage \Vaterways or Navigations, 

with attendant criteria r~o:- protecting their existence 

and character) md for government to pursue t..l-J.e 

issue of recognition at a Europeawworld leveL 

Value of the waterways 

3.26 We are dismayed L~at this outstanding 

national asset is frequently seen merely as a "major 

liability''. Such a traditional valuation-based 

approach fails to take account of the direct and 

multiplier impact of v:aterways and the benefits 

they confer. We anempt in SlJPPLEivlE::-:T.-\RY 

PAPER 5 to schedule and, where possibie, value 

~2-:ose benerlts we ;F~novv· o-· -r· 
.('..i -L 1 r:.c range ana 

·cale- :-~om 10bs o.nd income to :ess to.nGpble 

:onrributions to the quality oi li:e - arc i:m.-p::-essive. 
=: i._'l.ciicates t...':c \'<Hue tOr money ot:r warer.vays 

_;::;:-ov1de both the r;.ation and locai corr:mu."1ities . 

3.27 Public sector GL\ suppon generates private 

.;;ector contracts for maintenance \YOrk and 

underpins watenvay-related businesses~ uses and 

:J.crivirics. Tl1e direct values are seen in the value 

of services provided, for example freight, Crainage 

and the turnover of the leisure boating industry on 

the \Vaterways, as well as heritage and 

environmental services less easily valued. Property 

values, and therefore business rates, are enhanced 

by proximity to water. Beyond this, L1.ere is a 

much more widespread multiplier effect 

encompassing the economic impact of spending by 

those, national a."1d international, who use and 

enjoy the watenvays and t.1.c social impact oi the 

heritage, environmental, leisure and spori.....:."lg 

opporrunities which the waterwavs make occessible 

ro a wide range of people in our society. 

3.28 Our value assessment of the whole svsrem is 

still tentative and we hope to do further work in 

this area. _;_\1eanwhile, BW has, among others, 

tried to put a cash value on benefits derived from 

its waterways. It estimates that, for its £50M 

annual GIA, it deiivers more than £200M in 

benefits to the community. This alone represents 

outstanding value - certainly compared to, say, the 

annual subsidy to one of our national cult-.rral 

1nsnrunons. 

3.29 We cannot judge the accuracy of these 

estimates, but would be surprised if u.1.ey are the 

whole picrure, even for BW. ::.:evertheless, BW1s 

approach is right in principle because calculating 

the value of the benefits ro be obtained is an 

important element in determining priorities for 

invesrment and value for money. 

3.30 Some srudies already done to evaluate the 

benefits of waren.vay restoration con rain many of 

the elements we would \\ish to see included - for 

example, Coopers and Lybrand's recent report on 

identifying the multiplier effects of restoring the 

Huddersl1eld :-:arrow Canal. B\v and ::-:R.-'\. have 

also done valuable research; DOE has published 

guidance on evaluation methods. Deplo-y1ng these 

techniques more widely would powerfu.lly help to 

change national and local perceptions of the 

water.vays' value and potentiaL 
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.i: MAL.'ITENAl'TCE, i\1ANAGE1\1E:yf 1\.L'ID RESTORATION 

~.1 We have arguea IC:apter ' :hat Britain's 

X.lanci waterways are a \\'Oncierful, :hough 

._.: .... '"l.der-appreciared. national asset. To realise that 

2 sset s full potenrial requires r.he effective 

::1anagement anci maintenance or' every navigable 

.,\·arenvay to conserve its value into t..l,.e future and 

:o achieve cosr-eifecrive restoration of specific 

?arts oi u.'l.e system u.""lat are derelict. 

.\1aintenance task 

.+.2 All navigable waterways (man-made and 

"narurar1
) require effective and regular 

maintenance. To skimp or postpone it is generally 

a false economy. 

-+.3 The maintenance o:.:rden of 200-vear old 

:-:1.an-made canals may be unwelcome but is 

ir1escapable. Such \Vatenvays cannot be left to rot. 

Consicierable lengt.hs have become integral parts 

of the local land drainage and urban sronn water 

systems. Even if they had no other fuJ1crion, 

replacing these has been shov.rn not to be 

cost-effective. 

..f.4 How a watenvay is managed depends partly on 

its legislative and !"egulatory framework and partly 

on business or other iz:perarives and local 

circumstance. The waterway authorities, as we 

have seen in 2.11. vary tremendously in size, 

nature and responsibilities. Some are single 

purpose; others have to balance a range of 

environmental, recreational and commercial 

objectives. 

.+.5 Maintaining the oasic integrity and safety of 

the waterways is complex and costly. -'-\r1any 

waterway authorities face hard decisions on 

spending priorities; they need to adopt tile most 

cost-effective solutions. 

.+.6 Other interests are also involved. Central and 

local government, for instance, have 

responsibilities for some road bridges crossing 

watenvays and RailtracK for rail bridges. The 

:-JR>\, quite apart from its role as a navigation 

authority, has responsibilities for water quality on 

all waterways. 

-L 7 D-::c:sions about maintenance have lately 

become ::1ore complex for three main reasons. 

Sociery has become more conscious of t.i-te need to 

conserve en-vironmental assets; people now value 

:..~e waterways' built and natural heritage more 

highly; and, not least~ active and informal 

recreational use has i..'l.creased impressively. 

,\1oreover, what research there is suggests that 

some use benefits aspects of the ecology, though 

heavy use will damage it; buildings and structures 

endure oetter when sympathetically and 

economically used. 

4.8 Different waterway uses and changes 

consta.."1tly interact: multiple uses, conservation, 

costs and revenues are constantly in tension. 

Conservation and development must therefore be 

a continuous and active process. A careful 

balance must be struck. 

Condition of the waterways 

.+.9 ~o-one has a complete picture of the state of 

u.~e water\Vays, but there are some indications 

available. Some smaller navigation authorities are 

clearly struggling to meet liabilities from limited 

income. The ::-.JRA claims a shorrfall in capital 

expenditure. On the Broads, the maintenance 

burden does not appear to be excessive, bur there 

is significant ell'vironmental damage requiri..'1g 

repmr. 

4.10 Because of the largely artificial nature of its 

system, BW has by far the largest and most 

onerous share of Britain's watenvays. It has striven, 

\\-it.tlln the constraints of its controlling starutory 

and government guidelines, to clear a backlog in 

basic maintenance - and with considerable 

success. Part of its total inherited maintenance 

backlog remains and it has yet to complete its 

safety and integrity programme. Other problems 

include: incomplete or run-down sections of 

towpau1_s~ substantial dredging arrears 

compounded by silt contamination (with the 

stricter regulations now in force on its disposal); 

poor \Vater qualiry on some waterways; and the 

effects of past neglect of heritage and environment. 



-.11 Both marker research and practical 

:xnenence sho\V thar heritage anci env1ronmen: s.:c 

-:~-:e r'actors, above all, which attract people to t.~c 

·,varenvays. Thus conservation and~ \vhere 

::ecessary, resrorarion of t..:.~ese are essential to t..'r:e 

system's economic well-being and porential. 

Heritage and environment 

4.12 Visits to BW waterways have i.'1creased our 

concern about rhe current condition of some parts 

of BW1s estare, and about how conservation 

standards are applied in practice. The maintenance 

'oacklog apart, BW has statutory obligations in 

:-espect of listed buildings and srrucrures. How 

derailed is its knowledge of their condition? The 

;oinr BW/ English Heritage survey of built 

se:uct1.rres, due for completion this year, does not 

::xtend ro a detailed exarrination of condition nor 

:o repair cosrs. We think irs results should be 

published and provide L"le basis for an analysis of 

prioriry repairs and a costed programme of future 

\Vork forming an integral part of BWs overall asset 

management planning. 

4.13 Increasing invesnnent in waterway 

resroration and improvement schemes provides 

opportunities to repair u'leir heritage and improve 

:he wider environment. Schemes can be used to 

reinstate lost features, make good past damage and 

heal the scars of past neglect. But there are 

dangers. Here, as with the natural environment, 

ill-considered solutions and inadequate design and 

workmanship can do long-term damage. 

4.14 BW needs to review on-the-ground 

impiernenrarion and monitoring of its declared 

heritage and conservation objectives with a v--iew ro 

achieving higher and more consisrent standards. 

Good quality conservation work does sometimes 

cost more, but in general the need is rather to 

spend money more carefully. A culture of care and 

understanding requires bener direction. 

4.15 BW is now also working more closely wiu'l 

Endish Narure. \"Ye welcome this and consider 

::hat a systematic evaluation be undertaken as to 

the srrategic requirements of environmental 

protection and management on BWs navigarions. 

Sustainable inte!l'rated management planning 

-+.16 ::-.:RA :ays sr:ess on i:s integrated approac~ ::=: 

:.-iver rr:anagement, \viu1. close operational li."1ks 

between its functions. Its pians and strategies 

~2.38) aim to balance uses against environmental 

needs, and thus target resources ro achieve 

sustainable solutions. BA (2.39) prepares a.'1 

integrated management pian. Both are required :o 

publish and consult on these. 

4.17 Can BW achieve a comparable degree of 

integra red management planning? The 

Commercial, Cruising and Remainder categories 

under \Vhich it is required to operate its warerv.rays 

take no account of their heritage and 

environmental value or u'"leir recreational and 

regeneration potentiaL They are out of dare. 

4.18 B\'1/'s 1984 objectives did indeed pro,-ide for 

maintenance srandards for particular stretches of 

\varerway to be appropriate to their use and 

prospects for future use. These are in place. B\V 

also re\rlews the expenditure required for routine 

maintenance, the maintenance backlog and major 

repairs, as part of its annual grant bid; bur the 

Corporate Plan has no such identifiable 

component for the conservation work L~at we 

believe is necessary. 

4.19 Overall, however, we are in no doubt r..'clat. if 

the watenvays are to have a viable longer-rerm 

future, t...hey need sustainable, integrated, 

long-term managemenr. Certainly this is essential 

if they are to conserve effectively the qualities ser 

our above in Chapter 3. These are fragile and 

many components and locations have, by their 

very narure, strictly limited capacities for use. 

4.20 'IX'aterwav authorities need to establish the 

capacity of each length: the extent to which it can 

accommodate demand for particular uses. They 

should, for ins ranee, balance the level of boating 

use againsr the required quality of a waterv.ray's 

ecology. They shouid establish the threshold of 

use beyond which there is likely to be both 

damage and reduced enjoyment by users. By 

these means they can arrive at the optimum 

sustainable balance between changing user 
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-.:'Jmprene~Sl\·e managemenT plan r·or eacn 

. ;,':.Herv:ay and be periodically upciared. 

~.21 Bur first we need research to determine 

: 3 rry1 ng capacities ior individual uses and 

:~ reracrions i:Jenveen them. For some authorities~ 

::-:eluding BW~ susrainai:Jiliry anci environmental 

:_:\·aiuarions need TO be integrated \Vit.l-J. the 

:ong-term management or' substantial property 

__;.ssers. Only thus can they determine long-term 

;;riorities and the besT allocation of resources. \Xle 

,~hall be looking ftlrilier into these issues in our 

:-urure work. 

Impact of third parties 

.1.22 Actions of L~ird parries can have a 

-.::onsicierable impact upon t.1.e \vatenvays. ~ew 

juilding alongside embankments :r .. ay increase 

:-:1-aintenance liability; new residential and 

;..:ommercial developmen:: can increase storm water 

discharges. The degree of control or influence 

1xatenvay authorities have over such changes is 

\Vorryingly inconsistent. 

.:+.23 On the Broads, BA is the planning authority; 

::.he XRA •. (because of its wider \Vater management 

remit) is a statutory consultee. By contrast, BW 

and many smaller watenvay bodies are not 

s::arutory consultees (as. for instance, Railtrack is), 

2nd they may not even be informed of planning 

applications as interested parries. Quite apart from 

-u."le wider issues of consen.:ing watenvay corridor 

c:nviron..TTI.enTs. we consider the present sitlJ.ation 

c:nacceptable on grounds of public safety. Recent 

cases have shown how developments near canals 

can drastically 3J.'1ect the engineering integrity of 

:he channel and introduce new risks and liabilities 

over which the canal operator has had no 

opportunity to exert influence. \"'Ce therefore \vould 

wish to see this issue addressed in the planning 

policy guidance docmnent we advocated i.."'1 3.11 

and support B\"'\::'"'s claim to srartnory consultee 

status. 

\Vatcrway restoration 

-L24 Interest in restoring derelict and disused 

"-\'J.ter:.\'avs gre\v as ilie system entered apparentiv 
. . - . . 

~:::r::n:na~ c:ccnnc as a rre1~nt earner rn w":e l950s 

..:.ne. 60s. T2.c achievements of the restorers ri-om 

:2e ·:os onwards have been. i:::ry any standards . 

::-emarkabie. They have reopened over 25 

:1avigations totalling almost 600 km (370 ml); have 

'0 more navigations, tOtalling some 300 km (!90 

::-:i';, weil on t..'"le way to completion; have 6 further 

;Jro1ects totalling some 180 km (llO ml) where 

substantial work is undenvay, and have a further 

<"0 or so proJects, tOtalling about 900 km (560 ml), 

:n their eariv stages (SlTPPLE:viE::\T.-\RY PAPER 

6). 

.1,25 The scale of the task is often daunting, but 

schemes completed or making substantial progress 

show what is possible, The typical means of 

::-estoration is a parL"'"1ership of voluntary group(s), 

local auL.'"lority and watenvay auL'loriry. 'G'1e 

\\~atenvay Recovery Group, now in its nvenry-flfth 

year, is the national body which recruits and 

provides volunteers and expertise for many 

projects. It has been particulariy effective at 

drawing in young people. Results have 

demonstrated to everyone how cost effective 

cestoration can be, producing a whole range of 

benefits to local communities over and above the 

recreational facility thus created. 

4.26 Watenvay restorers do, however, encounter 

r::1any obstacles. In principle, t.1.ey have the support 

of central government. In practice~ because 

government regards the benefits as local, t..~is does 

not auromatically translate into practical support. 

BW, though supportive, is limited bv statute in its 

spending on Remainder canals and is~ therefore, 

concerned at the longer-term maintenance 

implications. Watenvay restoration may also 

attract opposition on nature conservation grounds, 

~~ou~h it can bring ecoiogical gains. For canals 

::..:.'1ere is sufficient knowledge for environmental 

impact assessments (ELA..'s) to be made, allowing 

potential losses and gains to be evaluated and 

mitigation measures to be specified. For rivers, 

with their much more complex hydraulics and 

c~an..11cl c:-wironment, current knowledge is 

inadequate ior proper EL'\s of navigation proposals. 



-L27 Roaci consrru.ction ::use :Joses ciifficulries. 

.)nee a \vatersay is aDancioneci. 2i~hway 

:_;_utt1onries have no automanc ~e?al dur:: to prov1c:ie 

:·or navigation when their roads c:oss it:. \Ve, like 

:..."le Inland \Vaterways Association and others. 

_:upport new criteria being developed by the 

~epartment ofTransport to conserve navigation 

:-outes and clearances on waterway routes 

currently out of use. 

-+.28 The restoration process is complex. 

Restorers must establish feasibility, likely user 

demand, and costs; identify 

:linding sources; and secure 

political support and 

co-operation from BW or other 

landowners. ,\1.ost of B\Vs 

derelict Remainder \\7atenvavs 

have been restored or 

restoration is planned (Sl.JPPLE.'vtENTARY 

PA .. .PER 7). Restoration schemes also exist for 

several non-B\Vr canals owned by local authorities 

or others. But restoration has also begun or is 

planned on a growing number ot canals which 

no longer have a single owner who can 

rake responsibility for management and 

maintenance of restored lengths. The 

restorationrextension of recreational navigation on 

rivers is cu.."Tentiy restricted by land ownership and 

contentious issues such as nav1gation rights, 

channel ecology and \Vater control, but we expect 

increased pressure for such projects in the 

future. 

FunciinJ; imbalance: capital and maintenance 

...!..29 I:: ~ot.h restoration and improvemer.: 

.;;chemes. lZlbalance bet\veen capital and 

maintenance ri..:.."1ding can be a critical issue. 

Capital projects attract significant resources~ ir. 

:nost cases linle or no allowance is made for u1.e 

equally essential tasks of on-goL.'1g management 

and maintenance. 

...30 Tnis problem must be tackled if we are to 

avoid storing up trouble for the future. Capital 

investment without adequate maintenance 

provision is not a cost-effective 

use of resources; it jeopardises 

the lasting benefits that ought 

to t1ow from restoration. There 

is a strong case for making 

viable maintenance anci 

management schemes a standard condition for 

external financial assistance. Both ~arional Lotten.' 

funding and Derelict Lmd Grant observe this 

principle. Consideration is also needed of the scope 

for allocating grant funding to maintenance needs. 

... 31 This said, we strongly support the drive for 

restoration and improvement. \Ve would like the 

obstacles removed, more promotion of the benefits 

to potential investors and u.:,.e public, and a 

pro-acti\·e approach by more local aur..'J.oriries. 

Since long-term maintenance and management '\Vill 

directly benefit their localities, local authorities 

ought logically to contribute more ... V.?e address u"'lis 

issue in Chapter 7 . 

... new wavs to enable -more tJeotJle 
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~· - . i'I1ARKET ~L\.:.~D DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES 

Attraction r'acrors 

5.1 It :s a great strength of t.~e \varenvays that the 

::-ecrearional opportunities and attractions they 

-::nfer ::o users and visitors are multiple. These are, 

:noreover, 1n leisure Tields in which demand is 

:nest likely to grow. They include opportunities for 

boatir!g, fishing and \Valking; other kinds of 

::"ecrearion, both organised and informal; 

expioration of cultural (particularly industrial) 

heritage; appreciation of water and \.-Vaterside 

environments; space for wild life habitats and 

nature conservation; and enjoyment and relaxation 

in places of relative rranquillity. 

5.2 Taken together with the wide spread of our 

;varerways and t.h.eir associated tO\Vpath netv;ork. 

we believe these anractions add up to a sturdy 

base rrom which to develop and market the 

nenvork. 

5.3 But what of non-recreation uses? Is there any 

realistic prospect of a renaissance of freight 

transport on our wider watenvays? For 

environmental reasons, as we pointed out in 2.5, 

national policy now supports water freight 

\vherever practicable. \\le have noted that despite 

government incentives there is lirtle evidence of 

success in ad·.Jeving any transfer from road. 

Government should investigate further why u1_is ls 

so. 

5.4 T.'"lere are other commercial possibilities. 

Research shows that water adds a premium of up 

ro 20% to the value of adjoining property and, 

given a favourable planning framework, there arc a 

variery of opportunities for waterv.ray authorities, 

notablv B\"'>;', to exploit commercial and residential 

property potential further. There is other potential 

in the watenvays' linear character, such as warer 

transfer~ storm water discharges, elecrriciry 

transmission, telecommunications and even 

hydro-electricity. We support the continuing 

development of these openings as a further 

conrribution to widening u.'"re customer base and 

will be looking more closely m them in furure 

work. Our present view is, however, that the 

-:iearest porenriai appears to lie in leisure. ::J'...:r:s:::: 

and recreation and in the activities anci faC:iries 

:hat can De developed for them. 

Reducing constraints 

5. 5 The narure of the waterway authorities and 

their responsibilities do impose some constraints 

on the potential we see. For some of the smaller 

authorities recreational development is not even a 

goal, let alone a priority. A land drainage nut..~oriry 

may have a dury to allow navigation but only 

limited general recreation objectives. For some 

bodies such as local authorities the free spread of 

recreational use is the prime objective; ou.'1ers seek 

to limit certain kinds of use for nature 

conservation or other reasons. 

5.6 Of the major publiclv funded bodies. BA has a 

speciilc duty to promote public enjoyment of the 

Broads; ~RA is (along \vith other h1nctio::s) 

charged \vith promoting the recreational use of all 

waterways, but is not a commercial organisation; 

BW is strongly commercial and has recreation 

objectives. It has substantially increased its 

self-generated leisure income in recent years, but it 

operates within r..'oe out-dated 1968 Act, 

government rules which limit its freedom of 

action (for example on investment rerums), and 

the view that it should only operate in an enabling 

capacity. 

5. i These inconsistencies weaken business 

confidence and constrain the full, cost-effective, 

development of recreational potential. Tne higher 

proflle among policy makers urged in Chapter 3 

and which we will pursue in future work will help. 

Others may need a rev-iew of remits and 

regulations. 

5.8 Some constraints there must be. i\'iany aspects 

of the \Vatenvays, as we noted in chapter-±) are 

fragile: t.~ey have a limited carrying capacity. To 

conserve them as a future recreationaL heritage 

::1nd en":ironmental resource, \VC must place limits 

on their use and development. Unfettered use or 

development would be UI1Sustainable. 



~.9 It is r..~ereiore \'ital t..~a:: C:e':clopment designed 

.~::rracrive. For this reason, we propose an analysis 

~r~ carefully selected exisr:in? sires and pilot projects 

~;.:e 5.34 below); t.'lis would Lest t.>-:e limits oi 

~r-:ys1cal development ::::ci use aga1nsr possible 

-..::-lvironmenral damage. 

5.10 Sometimes the consrraL.'1tS may be physical: a 

:.ong narrow stretch or' \Vaterway, for example, with 

\1niy a thin tov.path strip alongside. T:"lere may be 

::o extra land available a..'l.ci only resL--icted access. 

2fforts need to be directed to opening-up more 

:::.ccess points, and development concentrated on 

selected sites, with well-designed parking, toilets) 

:;icnlc sites and children's facilities. This may 

:-:;quire the acquisirior: oi aciioining land in order 

'::O realise the benerit o:· extra invesrment. 

S1anaging conflicts 
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.5 .11 Some sections oi waterv:ay show signs of 

~oatL."1g over-use and congestion at peak times. 

Limits on numbers may have to be considered, 

and perhaps differentiai peak pricing. 

5.12 Conilicts also occur between users. On the 

::ov,rpath, walking~ angli.T1g and cycling sometimes 

::om1ict; these problems need to be tackled. Closer 

:1nd more pro-active rr:anagement of both uses and 

:.:sers will be needed. 0:1 some stretches a ranger 

service may be part of t:.1.e answer. 

5.13 By contrast, considerable sections are 

celatively little used. Here. a range of 

improvements will be needed: a safer and more 

welcoming environ.."Tient. improved maintenance, 

better facilities, and targeted marketing of boating 

and other opportunities. 

\Vaterways leisure industry 

5.14 Tne private-sector leisure industry on the 

watenvays is dominated by boating. \X1ith more 

than 500 companies, i: forms a significant pan of 

the total lJK marine i._"Jciusrry. Cnlike some ot..f}er 

leisure activities, which need sports centres or 

playing fields, rypicaliv provided by a local 

.::..:.u1.onr:v· or spans club, boaters reo.uire a moonnc 

:- a Sllp\vay. 1I:cse nave usually been prov'1cied b\· 

':.::nall anci medium sized nrivate .,n,.ern"'se ~~rms -' 
' '-• ~ . ~. ..~. ' • 1. 

;::arL"1ersillp oi the trade, navigation aut..~oriry and 

:ocal authorities makes this possible. 

.5.15 Other forms of commercial recreation have, 

',vith the excepnon of angling, hardly developed at 

cli; they are aiso highly fragmented. Boatic"lg 

centres are an obvious focus for commercial 

outlets, but few make any provision at all for other 

:-ecreational users. 

Development of boating 

5.16 In terms of revenue to waterway auL~oriries 

from leisure activities, boating dominates. In 

1993-4 licence and fee income earned B~' almost 

.YL ~'RA £3.2;'>1, BA around £!M. We favour 

:he maximum development of boating consistent 

\Vith Ihe \Vaterways' sustainable capacity. 

Actively used \Vatenvays not only yield more 

income for better maintenance and improvements, 

:hey are also more attractive for many other 

users. 

5.17 Our preliminary thinking is that market 

opporrunities for the hire-boat industry exist in 

h1rthe:- developing and promoting: 

• the international market, especiailv 

heritage-oriented holidays. 

• short-trip and out-of-season opportunities. 

• activity holidays. 

5.18 Opportunities for waterway authorities and 

commercial investors lie in: 

• using boats and boating as a central 

attraction to encourage de\'elopmenr. 

e upgrading and development of boaryards. 

e developing more marinas and off-line 

moormgs. 

.5.19 \X;e are 3\vare that boat hirers currently face :1 

\·ariery or' problems. These include: a contracting 

customer base caused by recession: seasonal 

patterns of use; growth in shared ownership of 

private boats; vary-ing quality of boats; high costs 



·.:;.:1ci low rerur:1s r·or hirers: ~nci :i:e reiunYeiy hi~h 

:·Jst or· boating as compared wlL~ ou~er I:.olida\·s. 

5.10 Subject to capacity analysis for c2.cil 

\\·arenvay~ navigarion auL'"loriries sriould be more 

:-o.ci.ical and active in encouraging invesunent in 

8oats, facilities and sites; by doing so u~ey will be 

~:uilding up rheir revenue base. Given t..'"lis support, 

:~-:c industry's longer-term potential looks good. 

:5.21 A primary task of watervvay authorities must 

Oe ro create the environment for such invesrment. 

\\~e share a \videly felt concern at the proliferation 

or-linear moorings. ~ot only do they mar the 

-.varerway scene and hinder use; r..~ey also dampen 

:::ommercial interesr in investing in marinas and 

cif-line moorings. On-line moor ...... "lgs may produce 

::n L"TTmediate income t-or watenvay authorities at 

~::tie cost~ but Ihe policies of B\~! and. others 

should rest on longer-r:erm and more Qolistic 

:::::-1 rena. 

5.22 Private boating has also, i:: our \.-1ew, 

r-easonably good prospects. Despite current 

concern over costs, it is likely to grO\V in line \ViL.'-1 

disposable income. \)7e welcome :he joint 

B\V/~RA study into the price/demand relationship 

for boating, and would like the results used to 

sround a longer-term marketing srrrn:egy to 

e:1courage pnvate 1nvesnnent. 

Angling 

5.23 Angling provides a source 01- revenue ro 

\vaterway authorities which, thoug;., much smaller, 

is second only to boating's. It is Britain's largest 

participatory sport. ;-.;RA estimates that there :J.rc 

2.3.\1 coarse anglers in Engianci and W'ales, who 

annually spend £2,4 billion. 

5.24 Other than the ;-.;RA's incorr.c from Ihe 

::-.~ational Rod Licence, waterv.:ay authorities 

receive little or no income from river angling. lhe 

;-;RA estimates that some 300,000 coarse angiers 

fish the canals regularly, But the income wate:"',vay 

authorities receive is low - in B\~lls case about 

l 00,000 anglers providing (according to the 1mest 

.'vionopoiies and Mergers Comm:ssion (M.tviC 

report) only £5.75 per head in 1992-3. Because of 

the pattern of fishing rights, B\V derives an 

::1come from only about one-thirci of the 3.nglers 

::shing iis canals. 

5.25 The ~'vLYiC cCJnsidereci that B\Vs income 

from angii.'1g could be increased. \V·e believe all 

anglers using B\Vns watenvays si:lould make a 

direct: contriDution towards their care and 

omntenance. 

5.26 ~R:\'s annual fishery's income is £ll.Sm, 

mostlv from the ::\'ational Rod licence, but with 

£9.llvi of its GlA earmarked for fisheries, v:hich it 

has a duty to maintain, improve and develop in 

England and \Vales. We regard angling as an 

important watenvay use, with potential for 

development and revenue growth; we assume an 

appropriate share of ~RA income goes to 

maintain and develop canal fisheries. 

Informal recreation 

5.27 The most widespread by far, but 

least-developed, recreational use is informal or 

casual recreation, at present mainly \Valking, 

sight-seeing, nature observation and cycling. Lack 

of development is unsurprising. Watenvay 

authorities receive little or no direct income from 

it and (except for the Broads and a few other 

sections of waterway) no consistent external 

funding to develop and cater for it. 

5.28 Numbers of 'Tisits to watef'\Vays for informal 

recreation are already very substantial (3.21), but 

even many of the most popular locations lack 

visitor facilities. 1\1oreover they have no significant 

outlets for spending, and therefore little to 

generate income for the waterway authorities. AJl 

too often even basic signing, access, parking, 

information and toilet facilities are lacking. 

5.29 There is an important role for local 

authorities in helping to fund and maintain local 

recreation but access to the tuw-path is free; it 

should remain so. If, therefore. towpath users and 

\Tisitors to places like locks are to contribute 

directly to upkeep and improvement, waterway 

authorities must develop a range of additional 

v-isitor facilities and features thar: will attract more 

visitors and generate extra income through, for 

example, retail turnover or rental. 



_:'\' ew v-isitor attractions 

~.30 \Ve 2.:::-c :1ot acivocanng a '2~\'eioners c=:nn:er--, 

:'J.t c:J.rerJ.l selection and development of r:ew \vays 

C'J enable more peopie to enjoy :he watef\vays. All 

~~";,is rnusr be compatible with L~e ileritage anci 

-.:!1viror...mental capacities as ser out in the 

::1anagemenr plans (4.20) for each waref\vay. They 

sbouid be developed in ways which enhance 

enjoyment, and each stretch of waterv.,ray should 

p1ay its own role in a diverse range of waterside 

:1ctivities. 

5.31 J,Y1ost sections, and many sires, must remain 

::ranquil with heritage and conservation needs to 

:he fore; new attractions (like wild-life viewing 

points) must respect this environment. Other 

:ucarions have the potential to recover the bustle 

.:nd excitement of the waterways: commercial 

i:eyday. Some present 0 honey-pot 11 sites have 

developed in an unplanned way and suffer from 

inadequate facilities and management. Fresh 

investment can repair these shortcomings. 

5.32 Such new initiatives will include an element 

of property development to cater for increased 

\·isitor numbers. This requires olanning 

permission. To improve their chances of securing 

u'-lis, they need positive co-operation from local 

piar ..... '1ing authorities and the clear government 

?lanning guidance we called for in 3.11 to 

encourage well-planned and sympathetically 

designed waterside schemes. Each such 

development must include basic facilities such as 

parking and toilets on an appropriate scale, and 

must have easy, well-signed access, including 

?Ublic transport where feasible. 

5.33 These L'"litiarives must be vigorously promoted 

L;....soughout recreation and tou......;st markets, here 

2nd abroad. They neeci to be developed in 

parmership with the private sector, with the help 

of hotel and leisure operators and organisations 

experienced in the developmen:: and r...r..rming of 

such attractions, such as the ~ational Trust and 

~ational Trust for Scotland. 

Pilot studies 

5.34 Pilot evaluation studies are needed inro the 

:·casibility of developinf{ a range of ·v-isitor 

:::ractions or' ':aryln~ ~.-pes anci sizes. B\\1. for 

~xample, could, in parmership with the private 

:-cctor, develop iocal sites. focusing on u.~e histories 

.Jr· individual navigarions~ and also 

::ationally marketed !!icon" sites, for example the 

.'illderron Boat Lift, Bingley Five Rise Locks. and 

Devizes with its great Caen Hill flight. 

5.35 We are puzzled as to why these apparent 

commercial possibilities have not been exploited 

more successfully. Are local planning artitudes too 

:1egarive? Do private investors find the locations 

and markets too marginal? For BW and :\'RA 

such invesnnent on any scale appears to pose 

problems. Is amendment needed to their s:atutorv 

regulations and powers? 'n'1e means must be 

found to enable them to participate in schemes, 

perhaps with a degree of risk normaily 

unacceptable with public money. We shall be 

resting these issues further. 

5.36 At the local level the picture is different. 

Local communities are the main beneficiaries~ it is 

therefore local authorities who will see the 

advantage of increased waterside activity, as well as 

increased revenue from business rates. In both 

urban or rural areas, such initiatives should have a 

sr:rong claim on grant funding earmarked for local 

purposes. Like Groundwork Trusts, they could act 

as a focus for business, voluntary and local 

authority support. 

A catalyst for urban regeneration 

5.37 Urban \Vaterv.:ays often adjoin derelict former 

industrial areas; they tend to be among the least 

used and most beset with problems. By the same 

token they frequently offer greatest potential for 

improvement. A rubbish-strewn waterway with 

:nuddv towpaths and poor access, lined by 

industry's backyards, has little commercial, 

recreation or community value. People perceive it 

as unsafe, a likely focus for vandalism and worse. 

5.38 In contrast a waterway in active use brings 

wide-ranging benefits. It has a cared-for 

environment, good towpaths and access; 

well-designed buildings and facilities are 



~eveloprnr; alongside ii; :.1.e locai commlli"lity is 

::voiveci. People pcrce:ve tr.is \VaTer\vay as sa.1:C: i: 
_·;;comes a focus r·or benerlciai t:ses. a vaiueci 

:.-ecreanon resource J.nci focus of locai anci civic 

;;ride. 

.5 .39 \Vile re new development ar1d the water..:vay 

complement each other, u.1.ey create a "virtllous 

spiral" of new invesunent: more activities bring 

:nore users and visitors; this bri'"lgs an economic 

and social multiplier effect through the local 

communlry; vandalism decreases, maintenance 

costs are lower. 

5.40 Various schemes (for instance, in 

Birmingham. N1anchester/Salford and Glasgow) 

show what can be achieved. I\1any more have t.~e 

potential for a range of uses including new 

business, housing and leisure act:h-;ties. To realise it 

they need - and deserve - the support of fu.'"1ding 

hodies, including development corporations, 

English Parmerships and its Scottish and Welsh 

counterparts, central government) the European 

union, and the National Latter>. 

5.41 tv1ore local authorities need encouragirtg to 

take the watenvays· potential seriously. The 

message is getting through - but too slowly. \l;'e 

suggest an evaluation (perhaps undertaken jointly 

by funding agencies and recipient bodies) of 

progress and problems in watenvay-relared urban 

regeneration. We urge government to provide 

stronger guidance and bener f..mding through its 

regional offices to local auLI-J.orities and ot.'"ler 

agencies in this field. 

A focus for rural regeneration 

5.42 Much of rural England Slli'fers from de dining 

services, including public transport, and shortage 

of jobs and affordable housing. The Rural 

Development Commission aims to ensure that 

England's counrryslde (including country tO\vns 

and \~llages) should provide its people with 

reasonable lives and services) as well as a broad 

range of job opporrunities; but development 

should respect and en..~ance the environment. The 

goals for Scotland and \Vales must be very similar:· 

5.43 Rural waternrays have often not been allowed 

ro contribute more to u.1.e countryside through 

which thev pass. Local planning authorities tend 

::o rerJse what they see as ad hoc proposais in 

;reen Ceit or ow'ler protected areas. Opporru...1:ties 

2re being negiected. :\" ational planning gtuciance 

and statutory plans should \Veicome well-designed 

recreational development focused on wate:"\vays, as 

a component of the rural regeneration process. L-: 

3.ppropriate locations, we would also see watenvay 

locations as nuclei for \vider possibilities, i...'1.clucii..'1.g 

housing and small businesses, which wouid help to 

meet specific needs of rural areas and in ways t.hat 

complement the local qualities of indi,~dual 

watenvays. 

5.44 Consuitation on the forthcoming 

Countryside White Paper will give us an 

opportunity to advise on ways in which rurai 

waten:vays can contribute to rural regeneration. '\re 

u.."1derstand that targeting of selective regional 

assistance on urban and special areas poses 

difficuities in securing funds for rural areas. We 

intend to urge a higher priority for watenvay use 

3nd development on those funding agencies (e.g. 

Countryside Commission, Sports Councii) 

concerned with countryside sport and recreation. 

Use, development, conservation and 

management 

5.45 But all measures to increase use, secure 

investment and develop facilities must be set in the 

context of one overriding requirement: the 

long-term conservation of the watenvays as a 

national asset. .AJthough this report's conclusions 

are often directed to securing bener financial 

performance, this is largely so that increased 

revenue can secure bener maintenance, 

conservation and restoration of the watenvay 

heritage and environment, and its appreciation and 

enjoy'111ent by greater numbers of users and 

visitors. This is why we are so insistent u.'lat action 

should be taken only within a framework of clear 

strategic priorities and integrated management 

plans. 

Partnership-style management 

5.46 But more than this will be needed. Conflict 

between uses and between users is a problem now 

and will be liable to increase as development 

activity expands. Our survey of national user 

organisations suggests that more effective 

management and communication are needed to 



::1inimise coru1ict. \)~latef\.vay s.u:...~orities can help 

consunm:ion, b:,: br:::£:r:g 2.<< :..:scr c:-oups 

:Jgeiller, by pl:lnning a::.ci 6\· ::::-ciul :r:anagerr:ent. 

3ut their on-t.."rJ.e-grounci :-esources are already 

,:;:etched. \"X-'e believe r.he way forward is to move 

:Tvvards a more parmership sryie oi management. 

:~oth nationally and locaily. 

:--;ationai 

5.-t i Like the waterway authorities, Britain's 

~xaterway user organisations are very diverse in 

:haracrer. A ;:ational user bodv, the almost-50-

year-old Inland Watenvays Association, has a 

national office, regions and branches, and aims to 

:-epresent all users. A number of other national 

orgarusanons ex1st, each 

representing a particular 

:;.avigarion-related interest. 

Other interest-based national 

organisations~ for instance the 

Ramblers, with many members 

using the waterways, rend not 

to actively represent t.'l.em in 

this sphere. 

5.48 This fragmentation and 

duplication reduces the 

effectiveness of user groups and 

poses practical problems for 

authorities like BW~ who have worked hard to 

improve consultation, despite the diversity of 

groups involved. With so many of the waterways 

~ by national organisations, eifecrive 

consultation and debate at that level are essential. 

5.49 Our ovvn survey of national user organisations 

(SlJPPLEMENTARY PAPER 9) underlines the 

value of consistent anci srructured consultation; 

and we therefore warmly welcome recent moves to 

establish an Inland Navigation Forum to provide a 

more effective structure for dealings with 

government and \Vaterv.:ay authorities. A way still 

needs to be found, however. :o involve 

non-navigation interests effectively. 

Local 

5.50 The local dimension is no less important. 

,\Juch warcnvay use is entirely local in character: 

many of the benefits accrue to local communities; 

use and development, :misuse and coni1ict, have 

• < ' ' -.-.. 

:::ostlY .c;cal 1:r .. pacts. 1 ::.er;:; J.r~ ::.umerous 

"!I loc:u ir::erests JS patc.hy ana li.:::lreci. \\-'e f::...."lci ::...1.is 

surprising and rcg:::-errabie. 

5.51 As \Ve mentioned in .2.3 L BWT has made 

\velcome changes by devolving and extending 

consultation. The ~RA .. has local user panels as 

well as statutory reg1onal advisory 01echanisms. 

However, neither provide for any rOrmal statutory 

L.'1put into decision-making by local authorities and 

interest groups at the crucial local level. In 

contrast the BA like the );arional Park 

Authorities. has local interests represented on the 

authority. 

5.52 Yet here is a rich potential 

source area of support; it needs 

tapping more consistently. Our 

mvn suggestions for developing 

:he \Vatenvays - integrated 

management plans. ideas for 

greater use, partnership projects 

developing wider economic and 

social benefits, ways of resolving 

conflict - would all benefit from a 

move towards a more parmership 

style of management at local level. 

It would also, \Ve believe, pro·vidc a 

useful mechanism in encouraging more local 

investment and marketing. 

5.53 Tnere are difficulties. Local authority 

boundaries frequently bear little or no relationship 

to those of wattf\\.'ays. Commercial organisation 

like B\T will need to find ways or' reconciling more 

open local management with coruldentialiry. 

~Vloreover the change mi~ht well require more 

management resources. \\·'e believe, however, that 

parmership \Vould pay dividends in more 

third-parry funding, greater and more certain local 

commitment, better protection, nnproved image, 

and more effective marketing. T:'1e potential gains 

are conside:-able, ounveighing any extra costs. 

5.54 \X'c intend in our future work to look at 

examples of "best practice" at the local level, 

examine how support has been mobilised and 

explore the impact on local vvatenvay management 

and the multiplier effect on local communities. 
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6: RAISING THE PROFILE 

_;_mporrance or' pro rile 

b.l E11.suring a healthy snd p:orirable furure r'or 

-i-:t: yvarerways requires u~em to have a high and 

~ositive puOlic ima£?:e and idennry. The beneiits 

::.1-is can bring are considerable and include more 

::=venue rfom visitors~ fnnding from outside 

:)odies, voluntary support, business sponsorship, 

s.nd improved sra£f motivation. Such a proiile 

creates goodwill in government, local authorities, 

~sers and ot..~ers~ makes L'1eir practical help and 

co-operation likelier and underpins recognition of 

r.he national importance and special qualities of 

::he \Vaterways. 

Awareness and perception 

0.2 Av . .rareness of the \Vatenvays J.nd the way 

:;Jeople perce:ve rh::m are improving. Evidence 

:nosriy BW's: see SCPPLE;v\E::;'TARY PAPER 

: 0) suggests peopie now view u.'-lem more 

positively. But much remains to be done. B\V's 

survey data indicates that non-users generally have 

J. more negative vie\v of canals ul:an users; broadly 

non-users thinking of L'1em as dirty', run-down and 

boring. In contrast, rivers are seen as clean, 

:1atural, and offering many more leisure 

opporruruues. 

6.3 They have two particular misconceptions: who 

runs the waterways; a.'"ld how close their nearest 

Dne is. Even BW. which has made great efforts to 

promote itself and its activities, has a fuzzy public 

image. The evidence suggests many people thi."1k 

B\\7's waterways are n: .. T"J. by t..'"le govermnenr, :.'-le 

counciL ''water boards., or ''authorities'', or a trust. 

.'v1any people \vho walk the rov.tpath, for L"1stance. 

don't seem even to have heard of B\'i7, let alone 

know what it does; \vhiie the attitudes of some 

more organised or formal users seem to be 

grounded more in B\X"s past history than 

present-day reality. A few watef\vay authorities 

have strong local identities; the rest almost 

certainly Slli-Cfer from similar public 

:nisconceptions. 

6.4 People also have very curious ideas about how 

far L1.ey are from their nearest watenvay. A B\V 

... bn .... ititiP nuhlic irnaup and idpnfitv ... 

-:.:.r:e~: sno\veci :...~at \\·D. ere the median distance was 

:...'1 :-eaiity rive rr....:.ies. respondents on average thought 

:::-.vas 20 miles. Correcting this misconception is 

C::-'.lC:al to broadening the customer base. 

.\1arketin~; 

6. 5 Tne watenvays as a whole suifer from lack of 

co-ordinated national marketing. For some smaller 

authorities, marketing may not be feasible at all; 

:::-.."R-\1
5 marketing efforts seem still at a very early 

stage; and even BW has run its public awareness 

schemes at local level. The low-cost "Canals 200" 

projecr in 199314 (now being followed up by 

"Canals Alive'') \vas B\V!s first attempt to launch a 

co-ordinated national programme of publicity and 

awareness. TI~e effort devoted ro the project :::tnd 

numbers participating were impressive, b'J.t 

post-project monitoring suggested (see 

S"lJPPLE.viE::;'T,\RY PA.PER 1 0) rhat ir had onlv 

limited impact on public awareness overall. 

6.6 Other marketing initiatives have had solid 

resulrs. Canals 200 ran in parallel wirh a two-year 

project !!Discover a \Vhole New \X7orld!!. T'nis was a 

BW parmership \\'i.th the boat hire industry and 

tourist boards~ it: produced a significant L'l.crease in 

bookings, and is continuing successfullv .• viore 

such initiatives are needed and perhaps closer 

liaison \Vith other European wateiV!ay interests on 

u'J.e lines of that already being developed by BW 

Information 

6. 7 \'?.,.e have yet ro look in any systematic way at 

the quality and availability of information about 

Britain's watern·ays. Responses to our ov.u 

questionnaire and BW1s own research indicate 

considerable demand for improved information 

and interpretative material; these are seen as 

\·aluable L."l. enhancing v'1sitors 1 perceptions and 

increasing their enjoyment. Responses reL.""lforce 

our call for better signing, :1ccess and facilities 

information. Tnere may be scope for waterway 

authorities to produce more joint publications and 

perhaps publicity has been targeted too much at 

existing users rather than the wider public. Some 

refocusing should be considered . 



=::ducanon 

3\\) educa::ion materiaL ana cu::.cludcd :l::J.:: !::c 
' . . ~·. r:.ystem neeas a conerent eaucanon sr:2regy. 1 :::s 

·,.:ould promote knowledge, 'J.::derstanding s.nd 
. . . ,..,_, 

·-:.-~precwnon rn tr~e next generanon. 1 ::ere are 

~>pporr.J.ni::ies to prepare .2nd t2.r~er suitable 

::::2terial a:: vanous levels: !or example~ :.hrougil u."'le 

~~3tional Carriculum, in post-16 secondary 

::ducation. Scope also 

~xists to develop educational 

~inks \vith u.~e major museums 

::1nd with existing and potential 

;;eritage sires. 

Future targets 

6.9 \\?e recognise and 

commend u.1.e 

considcraDte efforts that have 

Ceen macie in recent years to raise :he 

proiile, :..:se and enioy·menr or' L'le wate~vays. 

\\'e cannot escape L~e conclusion that a great deal 

remains to be done. 

6.10 Our suggestions for a new national status 

:1nd a higher profile in L'"le policies and 

programmes of national agencies wlil assist. So 

·.,·iii the development of waterway proiecrs .snd 

.sites \vith a national or regional profile. In 

parallel, watenvay authorities need ro become 

~ore pro-active. use more professional help in 

'D ::..:.~~~ :::1prov:n£; :-eiationships \Vith th~1r 

c.:'..lstomers, anci develop a "feel-good" p:-oiil~ cs 

C:..!Stodians or- a national heritage and re:rear:on 

2-sser. 

6.11 We suggest L'lat motivation and peccepnon 

::eed to be researched in greater depth. :1on-user 

groups targeted (how do non-users become casual 

users and then paying users o:f the 

system?), and information, 

education and management 

improved to help to reduce 

coru1ict and mis-use. \X!e wmt 

to see a more 

systematic approach to t._l)e 

:::ducarion marKer Jt all 

levels. 

6.12 \Y'e see m:Lrketing 

initiatives as playing n k~y part i11 

t.'-le development of local support nenvorks and t.'-1e 

parmership-s-ryie management we nave advocated 
. - - ') 
L.'1 ~.J_, 

6.13 \,re commend to B\V, in particular, a review 

of u~c national and local effectiveness of its 

r::arketing, p:-omorion, education and information 

programmes, with the aim of targeting and 

priorirising u'-lem to specific purposes ar:d tailoring 

resources accordingly. 
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~ RESOURCES FOR THE "'WATERWAYS 

-~urrent resources 

-.1 The money at present used to waintan:. 

:onserve. restore anci develop our warenvays 

comes irom a variety of sources) some of u">:em ad 

;zoc in origin; this reflects the fragmented narure of 

::2e system and the historic evolution of ov,:nership. 

7.2 Existing sources include direct income from 

charges, licences and fees; precept income: 

contributions from land and property 

development; capital grants for specific pu.."lJ oses 

from national and local government and European 

Cnion; some maintenance funding from local 

authorities; invesnnent from the business sector; 

-:;upport from a variety of voluntary organisations, 

and government grant-in-aid tO :c-.IKA. and B\V. 

7.3 There is not much consistency about it. 

\\nether we compare the three national bodies in 

Jerail, \Vhether we contrast them with non-funded 

<.varerways, or whether we look at the incidence of 

local authority and voluntary support, we have 

:~ound the same anomalies as we did earlier with 

the structure of watef\Vay responsibilities. 

The need 

'7 .-+ \\/~e are in no doubt Ll-Je waterways need more 

money. The system as a whole suffers from an 

unquantified but probably significant back-log of 

maintenance, and most of these arrears will have 

to be tackled sooner or later whether or not L'-le 

:1ffected watenvays are in recreational use. B\1:7 

alone has continuing arrears of maintenance which 

must be remedied just to ensure the safety and 

integrity of its nenvork - this quite apart from u~e 

:naintenance expenditure required ro conserve 

heritage and environment and thus safeguard the 

';::due of L~e basic asset. 

7.5 Increased resources are not only needed to 

:nake up for past deficiencies but to continue L"le 

restoration effort and fund on-going maintenanc'e 

:·or it~ release the potential identified in Chapter 5, 

~lnd thus secure more of the wide-ranging 

economic and social benefits the waterways can 

provide. 

-.6 It: is not j'...:st: the l::vei or· resources:.:::::: :s 

:mporrant: w.~ey should also De consis::er::: ar:ci 

jependable. 3y far the largest current 

commirment to r..i,.e v:atenvays comes i'rom central 

o;overnmem ir:. Grant-in-.-\id rGIA) - it provides, os 

·,ve have noted~ 56S~ of B\V'"'s revenues and 45% or· 

::...'RA.1s expenditure on navigation. In ::.he light of 

government policy, and current :rends in ::he GIA 

paid to ~"RA, the most immediately important 

resource issue r~or the \vare!'\V"ays is BW's ability to 

maintain, and indeed increase~ spending on its 

waten:vays while responding to government \Vishes 

to reduce its call on Exchequer support. 

BW's liabilities 

7. 7 Since nationalisation~ w.'1c stare has accepted 

funding of BW watenvays as an inescapable public 

responsibility and sought to recover t.f:..ei:- cost~ as 

far as practicable, from users as benefi.c:a:-ies. cf;:c 

nation could not anyv;ay abandon the sysrem 

because, quite apart from the loss to amenity 

value, abandonment itself would be too cost:Jy. 

Given this basic premise (which we see no 

grounds to question), \Ve do not believe there is 

any realistic prospect of privatising the BW 

network under the current funding regime. 

7.8 But there are aspects of the current grant 

funding regime which we would question: \vny 

should it all come from national sources' Is the 

basis on which it is paid the right one? Is the 

basis on which it is negotiated a reasonable one? 

Is the downward trend in the level of gra.:ot 

sustainable? 

National and local taxation 

7.9 Funding from national taxation towards B~rs 

basic liabilities results, as Vv'e have seen, from 

government acceptance of responsibility for these 

waten:vays. We consider it inequitable that the 

nation should accept the whole liabilitv when so 

much of the use, value a..'"ld potential is very local. 

\\le would, therefore) wish to see a diffe:ent 

principle established, \\~th national taxation stiil 

providing core support but local funding 

supplementing it. 



-.10 However. r:1erely ex.~orting ~oc2i J.utborities 

_,J support u1.eir local \Vaterv:ays \V1H c~early nor 

~rovide a secure basis or- core funding. ·-12-eir 

contributions would for ever be u.'1der t..~reat !rom 

:...~e competing claims or- other local services. 

_\1oreover, as we have noted~ r._either \Vatenvays nor 

waterway use rlt tidily ir:ro local aut...~oriry 

·:Joundaries. Voluntary contributions by councils 

:::dready pose difficulties where watenvays cross 

several boundaries. 

7.11 We have noted various possibilities including: 

(a) levying a charge per km of waterway within 

each local authority area through which it 

passes (at the same time extending BW's 

recreation obligations); 

(b) placing a statutory obligation on local 

authorities to mainram the tov.rparh and 

promote its use for iniormal recreation; 

(c) using the local authoriry· precept by which 

the "RA funds its flood protection f.mction. A 

joint 2'-."RA/BW examination of the contribution 

BW waterways make to local land drainage 

could provide a rationaie for the transfer to BW 

of the parr of the precept ascribable to B\Vs 

land drainage maintenance costs. 

(d) reflecting some form of statutory local 

support in L~e annual rate support grant 

settlement. 

7.12 We have nor been able to explore these in 

detail but they all appear to have drawbacks of one 

sort or another - unpopular, complex, of doubtful 

feasibility or simply involving government funding 

by another route. \X?e thereiore suggest that some 

statutory mechanism, to give effect to the 

re balancing of national and local core funding 

which we would wish to see, ought to be 

considered ftrrther by government. 

• .13 If no such mechanism can be found, BW wiii 

still have to rely on the voluntary contributions of 

iocal auu1.orities; and encourage them to 

participate by demonstrating the recreational 

value~ business rate income and catalyst role 

waterways can play in local communities. The 

partnership-style management initiative we 

:Jdvocated in C::apter :5 \vill be very imPorta!lt 

::ere. 

Groundwork model for nationaillocal fundin~ 

7.14 We also draw attention to the work of the 

Groundwork Foundation and its local 

Grounci\vorkTrusrs. These suggest a useful model 

for organising national; 1ocal watenvay fw"1ding. 

Groundwork nationallv is funded mainly by 

goverrur.ent~ but also attracts funds from private 

and volu."ltary sectors. It then disburses monev to 

seed local Groundwork Trusts; these are expected 

:o produce business plans which provide for a 

reducing call on this national public funding. The 

local trusts are expected to derive most of their 

income from local businesses, councils and 

voluntary organisations. 

Basis of grant payment 

7.15 It can be argued that positive funding for the 

cost of essential maintenance activity would in 

principle be a better wav of funding BW than 

negative "subsidy" paid as grant to meet deficit. A 

prerequisite for such a change would be that BW 

could specify the essential costs it incurs in 

maintaining responsibilities not capable of being 

met by direct user charges. In this way there 

would be a clearer relationship between funds BW 

receives from government and the essential 

maintenance activities BW provides for flood 

protection, stewardship of its watenvay 

environment and heritage, and facilities for 

informal leisure users. 

7.16 However, we do recognise that GIA funding 

gives BW more flexibility in its own 

decision-making than any other form of public 

financing and that such a change would therefore 

have negative consequences. We hope to be 

looking fc1rther in future work at the pros and cons 

of a change in the basis of grant payment. 

Basis of grant calculation 

7.17 We are nor parties to the B\viDOE 

negotiations, \vhich lead to the setting of 

e:x_-pendirure and grant levels, but they seem to owe 

more to annual precedent than to rigorous 

evaluation of the stare of the system or rational 



~norities :-or expenciirure on B\'\7'-s .;:s:are or ro anv 

\Y~e wouid support. t.~ereiore, .3\X:'s cieveiopment 

:n· its asset management planning to ::1corporate 

~nvironmental and heritage needs (see 4. 18), as a 

Oasis for improving its knowledge of its liabilities 

~~or negoTiating with goverr.Jnent. 

Future funding balance for BW: the need for 

continuing public funding 

7.18 The success of BW in increasing income and 

efficiency in recent years has enabled it to reduce 

its need for GIA support. In tbe five vears to 

1993/94, government grant fell in real terms by 

18%; B\X' increased its income by 40% and halved 

its maintenance backlog. 

7.19 Cnless BW's asset management planning 

:-eveais a whole ne\V scale of liabilities, the 

continuing application of cur:ent government 

policy will see a steady reducrion in. GL\ support. 

V:'e have projected forward tbe broad trends of 

recent years in order to assess what might be the 

implications for BW's balance of revenues if tbey 

continue. We estimate (Figure 3) tbat by 2003-04 

grant would r.':ten be about £301\i (at constant 

prices) and that to achieve the same overall 

revenue, in real terms, as in 1993-9<} BW would 

:1eed to increase its non-GIA revenues irom 

44°/o of the total last year ro 66o/o in ten years 

time. 

7.20 Such a possible future scenario would cause 

us considerable concern. The element of 

third-parry income (largely local autboriry funds 

for improvements and which B\.V includes in its 

revenues) has increased substantially in recent 

years but is provided for non-statutory work, not 

for basic maintenance obligations. In any case, 

given t.~e constraints on local authoriry resources, 

we do not believe that B\V~ will find it easy to 

maintain even current levels of locai authority 

grant support. Discounting War element of 

non-GL-\ income would therefore place even more 

emphasis on self-generated income sources in the 

future, merely, it should be noted, to achieve the 

same level of overall revenue in real terms as was 

achieved in 1993-94. 

Figure 3 

!'uture B\V oercentaee balance of income 
1988/89 &1993/94 actual 

1998/99 & 2003/04 projected on oasis of recent 
trends in GIA 
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7.21 \'Ve do nor believe tbat tbis would be a 

sustainable future for B\'\7. \'Ve consider tbat tbe 

very high rates of growth in income, especially 

property income, and the increases in efficiency of 

recent years cannot be sustained at the level 

government appears to require. The additional 

development possibilities and sources of income 

that we reviewed in Chapter 5 will rake rime to 

bear fruit, dependant as tbey are on tbe 

production and acceptance of a new planning 

framework for the waterways. 

7.22 \'Ve believe tbat whatever extra income BW is 

able to generate over the next few years would be 

bener directed towards the maintenance backlog, 

including the heritage and env'ironmental 

liabilities, towards the maintenance consequences 

of the extra external grant funding we envisage 

(see below), and towards investment in 

development schemes tbat will unlock more of the 

value of the water\Vays, than to off-setting 

potential reductions in deficit grant. BW should 

be put in a position to avoid a future of excessive 

cost-cutting, growing maintenance backlog and 

increasing neglect of conservation responsibilities. 

The threat would then be of irreversible damage ro 

tbe asset itself. 
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~ -. 3 \'~/c [::J.ve conCluaec. :.-:ere:ore. ::....l.at a.L ;.;.~e 

:.;.rure ~iruarron oi B\Xr"'s \Vaterv:ays zo iUsnfy 

::Uther reductions in GIA support. \'Ve \VOWci go 

:Urther. \X'e suggest that the present grant shouid 

~1 e index-linked for a period of three to rlve years 

::iter which L~e position should be reviewed to see 

:::ow far BW has been able to catch up on its 

:naintenance arrears (including heritage and 

>.:'nviron..T!lent) using the additional revenues it has 

':::;rought in by exploiting the kinds of market and 

development possibilities we suggest in this re;JOrt. 

For the reasons set out in 3.26 er seq., L~e modest 

:evel of public support for B\Xr's \vatervvays 

:_-epresents value for money by any standards. It is 

2n investment in a public asset which pays 

.iividends nationally and locally, and throughout 

::.e private and public sectors. Only if a 

::techanism can be fou..ld to ensure consistent local 

J:Jthoriry, or some ot.l,.er funding (e.g. for land 

drainage) for basic mah"1tenance obligations. \vould 

we support a pro rata reduction in national 

funding. 

External funding sources 

7.24 We see external sources as of increasing 

importance in future funding r-or the \V hole 

waterway system, especially L~e European Union, 

:1arional sources including the :-.;arional Lottery, 

and local sources. We believe that all the 

organisations concerned should focus on a 

co-ordinated approach, by developing new or 

ce\~sed criteria for funding which reflect the 

'Naterways 1 needs and potential. \\7e intend to give 

this area priority in our furure work. 

European Union 

-:.25 Some waterway authorities, often working 

\Vith local authorities, have succeeded in 

orrracting European funding such as ERDE 

LEADER and RECI-LA.R funds. There is clearlv 

potential for attracting more and for lobb:ying i.'l. 

Brussels for amended criteria \vhere necessary. 

Enhanced national status, a national policy 

frJ.meworkl and better support from deparrments 

of state and local authorities will greatly 

reinforce the case for such funding, but it will be 

::J.Donant to avoid duplication and contradictio::s 

="\ational sources 

-.26 ::-:arionai sources inciude national 

government and its agencies (see 3.7 above), 

::ational business sponsorship. and national 

voluntary organisations. \X·"e wiil assist in 

promoting the case for waterway funding from ail 

of these. 

Lottery funding 

7 .2i Waterway restoration and other waterway 

projects are eligible for National Lottery funding. 

Distributed by the Millennium Commission, :'lrts 

Council. Sports Council, )/ational Heritage 

.\1.emorial Fund and the Charitable Foundation, 

::...'J.ey must be matched by applicants. Each applies 

different criteria, but all have relevance to the 

watern·ays. 

7.28 Lottery fu.lding is an opportunity the 

waterways should exploit to the maximum. Their 

geographical spread, L~eir historical interest and 

the range of economic and social benefits thev 

offer make them exceptionally relevant to the 

.'vtillennium celebration in particular. This 

Commission is reported to be looking for quality 

projects that will make an impact in 

regeneration, development and social benefit 

fields. We will consult with the Commission to 

explore w.'1e possibility of formulating a policy base 

in order to provide a context for individual 

applications for lorrery fui1ding. \Vate!"\Vay 

authorities, local authorities, and business and 

voluntary organisations should \VOrk together to 

prepare carefully plan..'1ed projects that meet 

,Ytillennium criteria, and include conv1ncL."lg 

evidence of sustainable management and 

maintenance. Some, such as B\\7, are already 

well advanced. \\7 e strongly support, for instance, 

the imaginative bid EW has prepared for 

Scotland's lowland canals. 

7.29 \Xle also want to see low-cost parmership 

proposals prepared - for example, a ~ational 

\'Vaterways Walk, exploiting the national scale and 

status of the system. We know u.'J.:.n the cost of 
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:.:nailer 2.ppiicanrs. 

'/oluntary support 

.... 30 The watenvays, \Vith their \vide range oi 

::erirage, recreation and environmental features. 

are in a strong position ro develop voiunrary 

support at both national and local ieveis. At the 

:aner this is already t..~e case, if in a somewhat 

selective way. Tne extent of volu.."1tary input into 

.;ven long-term restoration schemes (including "in 

kind" support to which a value can be attributed) 

and the sheer number of waterway societies are 

both pointers to this. At the national leveL there is 

certainly support but whether this can be 

::ranslated into a significant source of external 

:Unding is more problematical. 

~ .31 We fully recogr1.ise the 

potential for national 

voluntary fu...'1ding, especially if 

it can tap financ1al support 

from the many who enjoy the 

warei'\-vays bur only as casual 

users. \Xle do, however, see the 

fragmentation of the system and u'le image and 

status of some of L~e authorities as significant 

drawbacks. 

-;- .32 wre have noted the proposed development by 

BW of a "Friends" scheme to help to generate 

income and support for its work. ::.:ational 

orgar..isations such as the National Trust and Royal 

Sociery for the Protection of Birds show the results 

that can accrue where they achieve a "feel-good" 

frame of mind among the public towards 

themselves and w.'-le precious assets they ca:-e for. 

T:'1ose national bodies that are set at a distance 

from government, are not seen as "commerciar' 

and have some form of charitable or trust status, 

are in a far better position to dra\v upon \·oluntary 

subscription, practical help and business 

sponsorship, than those which are nor. \V'e applaud 

the thinking behind a Friends scheme but v;o~der 

if BW's image and perceived stan.1s as a 

n:1tionalised industry will not add to the difficulty 

of establishment and limit its effectiveness. \Ve 

hope to come back to this issue in future work. 

Local sources 

-.33 At L~~ locailevei. r::e aim shouid :;e ro 

2~velop a \Vide span er· local support~ going 

beyond locai authorities to include a 8road range 

of businesses, community groups and voluntary 

organisations; the means should be development 

or- a parmership approach berween waterway 

authorities and a wide range of local interests. 

Local decisions should ret1ect these local interests. 

A national waterways forum 

~.34 In Chapter 2 we commended sreps being 

taken by the larger authorities towards 

harmonising regulations and services for waterway 

users, and u'-leir invitation to smaller authorities to 

discuss matters of murual interest. We believe there 

would be substantial benefits in taking this further. 

7.35 We commend the idea of a ~ational 

\V'aterways Forum, open ro all 

authorities and operating as a 

central resource for the industry. 

\Ve do not advocate a 

large, cxpens1ve or 

bureaucratic organisation; 

rather something in the nature of a voluntary trade 

associatior . .iprofessional institute/case-studying 

body. 

7.36 There is useful work for such a forum to do. 

It should be able to prepare, consult on and arrive 

ar a consensus on policies; talk to government; 

represent the views oi the industry at national and 

international level; and lobby for recognition and 

participation in programmes of the various 

agencies able to assist watenvay authorities. It 

could develop as a practical focus in other fields -

for example, professional expertise in \\-'aterway 

engineering, heritage and conservation work, 

co-ordinating funding bids, promotion and 

marketing liaison~ consumer protection services - if 

u.>:ese were seen to be useful. 

7.37 Ir is not for any single \Vaterway authority ro 

establish such a forum, though many may 

w-ish ro iend a hand in its foundation. Perhaps we 

can help by exploring, in the next stage of our 

work, whet..'"1er this is an acceptable v;ay 

forward. 
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3: THE FUTURE OF THE INL'i..J.~D WATERWAYS 

':fie waterways scene 

3.1 \"Ve compiled this repon on the inland 

··:ate!Vlays scene in order to help and guide us in 

Jur statutory remit to advise the Secretary oi State 

:-or the Environment and British \\,.aterways. Our 

·.vork has enabled us to identify much to approve 

ond applaud. There can be littie doubt that our 

\Vate!Vlays are in bener shape, more professionally 

:o:anaged, and enjoy a higher public orofile than at 

::1ny time for at least a generation. This is progress 

on which we must all build. 

3.2 On the other hand, we have found significant 

.C:cfects. \'Ve have seen (Chapter 2) t.'lat the 

_-.;::ruc::ure v.:ithin which the system 35 a whole is 

being managed, developed and funded is 
2cagmented and uneven. We have found (C:Oapter 

a heritage, environmental and recreational 

:-esource of enormous nchness and vanecy, &<l 

J.sset fully comparable with others already 

recognised by the nation, yet one that does not 

enJOY the starus and profile which they do and 

therefore is failing to maximise r...+,.e opporruniries it 

offers for business development, recreation. 

-.:ducation and the myriad of other ways it adds to 

the quaiitv of life of millions of our citizens. 

8.3 Above all, our waterways and their environs 

lack an appropriate policy framework which wili 

ensure that rhe basic asset is protected and 

conserved to a standard that will provide for the 

legacy we have inherited to continue to benetlt 

furure generations. 

8.4 We have looked (Chapter 3) at how waterways 

are treated in the policies and programmes of 

those whose decision-making \vill affect their 

future; we have looked (Chapter 4) at how they ~re 

being managed as heritage and recreational assets; 

\VC have looked (Chapter 5) at market and 

development possibilities; we have iooked (Chapter 

6) at how they arc being marketed and promoted; 

\\'C have iooi<ed (Chapter 7:: at the resources 

available for their maintenance and development. 

3.5 Taken as a whole~ in all these areas, \VC have 

found a worrying lack of consistency and direction 

and an emphasis on short-term financial 

performance to the detriment of sustainable 

long-term management. 

What needs to be done 

8.6 We see a higher starus for the system as 

fundamental to the changes we want to see. This 

should start with agreement on a special new 

designation (3.24) to re!1ect the scaie, character, 

qualities and national value of the asset itself. 

Armed with this, the necessary lobbying for a 

higher profile for the waterways in the objectives, 

policies and programmes of the European Union, 

government deparrmenrs and the wide range of 

national agencies (3. 7) will be more effective. An 

early priority is to advise government to produce a 

tailor-made planning policy framework for 

waterway development and protection (3. 9) 

including giving British Waterways, and possibly 

other authorities, srarutory consultee starus (4.23) 

in the planning conrroi system. 

8.7 Management policies (4.16 er seq.) can 

contribute by promoting a sustainable integrated 

approach to care of the asset and by working 

towards parmership-sryle management (5.46) 

which will mobilise extra resources and support at 

national and local level. l\1arkering and promotion 

should buiid on this (6.1 0) by emphasising the 

stewardship of the asset. The waterwav authorities 

t.loemselves shouid do more collectively (7.34) to 

lobby, promote and market the system. 

8.8 i\1ore resources are clearly needed for 

conservation and development. Given a new 

designated starus and this new planning 

framework, we sc:e extra income for the waterways 



;_,..,",,r 00 raineci L'1roug.h furw1.er C.evelopment of L'1e 
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). 1 ~ '"·z sc.:q.J; :.:.";.roug.h u";.e promm:ion or new 

·:isiror attractions (5.30 et seq.) via parmership 

:-ruiccrs in appropriate locations; t..'l.rough tb.e 

. ,..:::anon oi new r'oci for \Vaterside business, leisure 

_-:n0. residential uses in both urban and rural 

~;.;rungs .31 er seq.-!; :..~~rough a suDsrantial 

:.1crease in targeted grant (1.29 et seq.) from 

European and national (including the Lottery) 

,aencies, a.."1d through an extension of current 
-~ - -
\·oluntary support (7.30). 

Conservation: the strategic priority 

3.9 \'\!e are in no doubt that the strategic 

·::riorirv r·or our watenvay en\·ironments 

J.nd landscapes must be effective 

-:onservation~ first to secure and then to 

:-:1ainrain r.l)eir basic heritage, 

environmental and recreational 

\·alue !or the enjoyment of 

everyone - navigators, anglers 1 

:-amblers, nature-lovers, and 

many other users and potential 

·c.:sers among the general public. 

S.lO A basic dilemma has therer'ore to be faced. 

Conservation costs money. Tne most likely sources 

of future income we can see are the further use 

:md development of the \-Vatenvays for leisure, 

:-ecreation, sport and tourism but increased use 

:J.nd development can easily erode the fragile 

qualities it is most desired to conserve. Resolution 

of this dilemma lies not in purring our watenvays 

i:1 aspic but in shaping such use and development 

::o conservation-based objectives, a difficult, but 

~ssential, strategy which need not always involve 

corJ1icts of interests but which certainly requires 

more work and a new management approach. 

S.ll In turn, u'"lis means accepti..ng some 

~imitations on the ability of Ll:e waterways to 

generate their own income. \Xlaterway 

::1ana~ement must conlliJ.ue to be cost-effective ~ut 

:'uolic sector support remams essentiaL \VD.ether 

Jven-v.heL'Tiing_iy from core national fund..i.'l.g as no\-v 

,)r, as we have suggested. somewhat rebalanced 

benveen n:1tional and local statutory support . 

8.12 \l?harever the rlnancial mechanisms~ it would 

De wrong to see such support as different in kind 

from that given to our other national heritage and 

recreational assets. As with these, it ensures the 

maintenance and conservation of a resource of 

value to us all and it underpins the wide range of 

economic and social benefits that make. and that 

continue to make, investment in our \-vatenvays 

such good value for money. 

A time for change 

8.13 During the last fifry years, 

public awareness of our inland 

\-Vatenvays has emerged from 

serious neglect and indifference 

to a level of growing love and 

affection. Appreciation of this 

rich and varied world needs now 

to be strengthened and harnessed 

so as to engage all concerned in the necessary 

structural and policy changes in status anci value 

that are now so obviously required. 

8.14 It is hoped that, in thi~ respect, our report 

will have assisted in the search for imaginative 

initiatives that ret1ect the importance of the issues. 

8.15 A historic freight transport meditL.-n has 

changed i.."l.tO a national heritage and 

recreational resource offeri."lg enjoyment, pleasure, 

jobs, sport and recreation. It is evident to us that 

new terms of reference are needed for the system. 

~ew ideas that are responsive to the cultural 

landscape u'lrough which our waterways v;.."ind and 

:low need to be forged. The same enterprise and 

L.'i.itiatives which created our inland navigations must 

be rekindled. Our waterways deserve no less. 



THE DOE'S "REVIE'N 
0F ~AVIGATJON" -
OUR RESPONSE IN 
JUNE 1995 

'3.16 In the context of this report, we 

have considered and responded to the 

DOE's consultation paper "British 

~Vaterways and the National Rivers 

Authority - Review of Navigation 

Functions" (February 1995). Our full 

response is set out in 

SUPPLEMENTARY PAPER 11. In it 

we have reiterated one of the 

conclusions of this report (see 7.34 et 

seq.) that the creation of a voluntary 

forum of navigation authorities is 

desirable in its own right. 

8 .1 7 A forum alone, however, would 

not bring about the radical changes 

that we consider are required. lVe 

have weighed the DOE options against 

management. conservation and 

:leveiopment. offers in our view the 

best chance to put the running of our 

waterways on a sound and 

cost-effective footing. 

8.18 Out of a new body would come 

most of the changes that we have 

concluded are needed: a new national 

status for the system; a central focus 

on long-term conservation and 

sustainable use; devolution to local 

partnership management; a legislative 

basis for local authority support; the 

commercial ethos to draw in external 

investment; a profile and perception 

commensurate with the national value 

of the waterways, and a flexible 

relationship with the independent 

navigation authorities. 

criteria developed from this report 8.19 Such a structural change, 

and our considered view (which we coupled with the external policy 

note matches that of many other changes we have called for, would 

respondents) is that a new national maximise the social and economic 

statutory body to manage both the BW value of the waterways to the nation 

and 1VR.A waterways is needed. Such and to local communities and ensure 

a body, equipped with new powers for them a healthy and viable future 

and afresh remit for long-term through the twenty-first century. 

' 

J 

! • 



SUPPLEMENTARY PAPER 1 

IWAAC's Statutory Functions and Duties, and the current focus of 
its work. 

SUMMARY OF IWAAC'S STATUTORY FUNCTIONS AND DUTIES. 

TRANSPORT ACT 1968 

Primary functions - Section 110 

The functions of the Council are:-

(a) to advise the Minister on any proposal to add to or reduce the Cruising 
Waterways; 

(b) to consider, and, where it appears to be desirable, to make recommendations to 
BW or the Secretary of State with respect to, any other matter:-

i) affecting the use or development of the Cruising Waterways for amenity or 
recreational purposes; 

ii) with respect to the provision for those purposes of services or facilities in 
connection with the Cruising or Commercial Waterways, 

being a matter which has been:-

• referred to the Council by BW or the Secretary of State; 
• the subject of representations by any other person; or 
• a matter to which it appears to the Council that consideration ought to be 

given. 

Consultation relating to re-classification of certain waterways - Schedule 13 - 2. -{2) 

The Secretary of state is required to consult the Council before making an order re
classifying a waterway (Section 104 (3)) which either: 

a) adds to or reduces the waterways that are classed as Cruising Waterways; or 

b) removes a waterway from the Commercial classification without adding it to the 
Cruising classification (providing such a waterway is used to a substantial extent 
by cruising craft). 
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IWAAC's Statutory functions & duties and current focus (Continued) 

Consultation relating to maintenance standards- Schedule 13 - 3 

The Secretary of State is required to consult the Council before making an order which 
alters BWs duty to maintain a Cruising waterway in a suitable condition for cruising craft 
of a size that were customarily using that waterway in 1967, or which can use it as a result 
of restoration or improvement, or in relation to a Commercial Waterway that is used to a 
substantial extent by cruising craft (refer to Section 105 for full statutory requirements 
relating to the Secretary of State and BW). 

BRITISH WATERWAYS ACT 1974 

Consultation in relation to pleasure boat charge changes -Section 36 

The Council shall be consulted before increases are made to charges for the registration 
of pleasure boats under section 7 of the British Waterways Act 1971. 

BRITISH WATERWAYS ACT 1983 

Byelaws prescribing boat standards - Section 3(b) 

Repealed by British waterways Act 1995. 

Transfer of property or undertakings of other navigation authorities to BW -
Schedule 1 

The Secretary of State is required to consult the Council before deciding whether to make 
any order transferring the undertakings or property of any navigation authority to BW 
under Section 10 of the 1983 Act. 

TRANSPORT AND WORKS ACT 1992 

The Transport and Works Applications and Objections Procedure Rules 1992 requires:-

Rule 3(2) : Schedule 2 

The Council must be served with a notice of any intended application under the Act 
whose works will affect a BW owned inland waterway. 

Rule 8(3) : Schedule 5 

The Council must be issued with a copy of the application and documents for works which 
will affect a BW owned inland waterway. · 
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IWAAC's Statutory functions & duties and current focus (Continued) 

BRITISH WATERWAYS ACT 1995 

Standards for the construction and equipment of vessels - Schedule 2, Part 11 

Before prescribing, revoking or amending standards for the construction of vessels BW is 
required to consult the Council (and others) and have regard to the advice of the Council 
(and others). (Para. 6. (c) and 8). 

The Council is required to maintain a list of organisations which claim to represent a 
substantial number of builders, owners and operators that may be affected by the 
proposed standards (Para. 9). 

BW are required to give notice to the Council of the date upon which the proposed 
standards are to be prescribed, revoked or amended (Para. 7). 

BW must have regard to the advice of the Council as to the steps to be taken to bring the 
standards and the date of their introduction to the notice of those likely to be affected 
(Para. 8). 

If BW decide not to introduce standards notice must be given to the Council (Para. 7). 

The Council is required to appoint one member of the Standards Appeals Panel (Para. 
12) 
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IWAAC's Statutory functions & duties and current focus (Continued) 

IWAAC's CURRENT FOCUS 

In April 1993 the then Minister, Lord Strathclyde, announced a new emphasis in the 
Council's work: 

"IWAAC's primary role will be to advise Ministers and the Board on the 
development of the general policies, strategy and criteria that might be 
adopted by the Board with respect to its priorities, especially on 
heritage and environmental issues. IWAAC will also continue to fulfil its 
other statutory duties. IWAAC's main focus will be on the future. 
especially the long term development of the amenity value of the 
waterways. 

The combination of a clearer, strategic, focus for IWAAC and improved 
arrangements at BW for responding to customers. will I believe, provide 
a better framework both for current operations and the future 
development of the waterways." 

The Council was requested by the Department of the Environment to advise in particular 
on: 

• ways of maximising the amenity benefrt from the waterways, especially by 
broadening the customer base, increasing the revenue from beneficiaries and 
developing their commercial potential whilst conserving their heritage and 
environment; 

• criteria for determining a reasonable balance between the interests of different 
users; and 

• criteria for determining strategic long-term priorities particularly in relation to 
heritage and environmental issues. 

The decision to re-focus IWAAC's work was taken against a background of a radically 
changed BW (with its new customer complaints procedures and the appointment of an 
Ombudsman) and; the growing importance of heritage and environmental issues, the 
growth in use of the waterways in increasingly diverse ways, increasing pressures on the 
waterways through use and associated conflicts of interests, and the need to increase the 
resources available to BW. 

In order to achieve this objective, IWAAC's capacity to advise on strategic issues was 
developed by the Minister "inviting on to IWAAC people who, though may not be expert 
on how waterways are run now, have the experience from related fields and the 
imagination to envisage how their potential could be developed". 
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SUPPLEMENTARY PAPER 2 

Inland Waterways of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

The attached is a draft of what is intended to be a definitive list of the inland waterways of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland with details of the waterway authortty, if one exists, the 
length of the waterway and whether it is open, derelict or being restored. We hope that all 
who receive this paper will help us to ensure that it does become a definitive list of 
waterways and that we are kept informed as waterways are restored and re-opened. 

"INLAND WATERWAY'' 

We have not tried to define "inland waterway" exactly but in general terms have taken it to 
be a navigable channel (which was (generally) constructed for, or used regularly by, 
freight or passenger carrying boats or barges). We have not included those minor 
waterways which it is thought might have been constructed or might have been used by 
boats or barges but where this is not certain. There are some rivers which were 
occasionally used but were not improved for navigation and on which no right of 
navigation ever existed. We have not included these in the schedule. 

We have included estuaries which are linked with inland waterways. However, this 
inclusion may not be entirely consistent at present and further work is required. We have 
included lakes, Lochs, and Loughs which are connected to and form part of an inland 
waterway but excluded those which are not. 

EXPLANATION and KEY 

WATERWAY NAME 

Generally we have used the pre 1947 waterway names rather than those names which 
have evolved in recent years. In most cases, where waterways were grouped by pre
nationalisation amalgamation, the original waterway name has been noted as well as the 
grouped name. 

$ - For the meaning of this symbol see LENGTH below. 

WATERWAY AUTHORITY 

These are the authorities (or bodies) that are understood to own or control the greater 
part of the named waterway. They are not necessarily "navigation authorities" as some of 
the navigations have been abandoned and the right of navigation has been removed. In 
other cases the waterway has been fully or partially restored, but the body that controls 
the waterway is not formally a navigation authority, although it may act as such to a 
greater or lesser degree if navigation is permitted. 
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Inland waterways of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (Continued) 

If ?? has been added after the name this indicates that the authority is believed to be as 
indicated, but this needs to be confirmed. 

?? in the column indicates that it is believed that an authority exists, but its name has not 
yet been established. 

Most of the NRA waterways are rivers and for these the following key has been used: 

NRA- This indicates that the NRA is the navigation authority. 

NRA - Byelaws - This indicates that no controlling body exists, but NRA Land 
Drainage Byelaws or Pollution Control Byelaws have been applied. 

NRA- Conservancy- In this case the NRA is the navigation authority acting under 
inherited "conservancy" legislation. 

NRA- Ownership -These are canals which are in the ownership of the NRA (this 
includes long leases). 

In the case of British Waterways (BW) the current status of each waterway is shown, that 
is whether they are "Commercial", "Cruising" or "Remainder" waterways (see SP 3 for 
statutory definitions). 

AUTHORITY TYPE 

The following categories of authority types have been used: 

NA No authority or principle owner exists. In the case of a river there is no 
navigation authority although it should be noted that the NRA has, in 
general terms, duties relating to flood defence, pollution control, fisheries, 
conservation and recreation on all rivers. In the case of a canal NA 
indicates that the "land" ownership of the waterway has been significantly 
fragmented. 

BW British Waterways 

NRA The National Rivers Authority 

BA The Broads Authority 

DANI The Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland 

DA Drainage authorities. A range of commissioners, boards and the like. 

DC Development Corporation. 

LA Local authority. 
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Inland waterways of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (Continued) 

PA Port (or harbour) authority. A range of bodies that manage coastal 
harbours or ports, but have navigational responsibilities for sections of 
rivers, estuaries or canals. 

T Trust. (Generally charitable trusts In which a variety of bodies may be 
involved.) 

Co A private or public company. 

C Commissioners other than those which are primarily drainage authorities. 

NAVIGATION TYPE 

This column broadly identifies the type of navigation. The key is: 

TB Tub-boat canal. Canals that were constructed for small box-type boats in 
the order of 20' by 6' (6.10m by 1.83m) but with considerable variation. 
Often these canals used incline planes and boat lifts instead of pound 
locks. 

CN Narrow canal. The nominal boat size is 72' by 7' (21.98m by 2.13m) 
although many of the South Wales canals were navigated by craft of about 
60' by 9' (18.29m by 2.74m). 

CB Broad canal. With lock sizes in excess of about 1 0' (3.05m) wide and able 
to take "barges" rather than "boats". Dimensions vary considerable from 
waterway to waterway. 

CS Ship canal. A canal constructed for navigation by sea-going vessels. 

C? Canal size unknown. A canal whose lock dimensions are not known. 

DC Drainage canal. A drainage "canal" which was once used or is still used 
for navigation. 

L Lake, Loch or Lough. A natural inland water body that is connected to an 
inland waterway. 

RL River with locks or staunches. A river navigation whose water levels 
were controlled and navigation assisted by pound locks, flash locks, 
staunches or similar. 

RO An open river. A river that was or can be navigated, but where no 
navigational works were or are provided. (The break point between an 
open river and tidal navigation is variable and some open rivers are semi
tidal.) 

RON Right of navigation -An open river on which a right of navigation exists. 

RT Tidal river. A tidal river navigation. 
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Inland waterways of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (Continued) 

TE/R Tidal river/estuary. A tidal river navigation which extends into an estuary 
(The point at which a tidal river becomes an estuary is often not clear.) 

STATUS 

This is the navigational state of the waterway. The key is 

0 Open -A waterway that has remained essentially navigable throughout its 
history. 

D Derelict- A waterway that is no longer navigable and which is likely to 
have been formally abandoned. 

RP Restoration proposed - A waterway where a constituted body is actively 
proposing or pursuing restoration. Physical restoration work on many such 
projects has commenced, but is not yet on a substantial scale. 

RS Substantial restoration -A waterway where substantial restoration work 
has commenced. 

RA Restoration well advanced -A waterway whose restoration is well 
advanced. Extensive sections are likely to be already in use for navigation 
and other recreational uses. 

R Restored- A waterway that has been fully restored (which is generally, but 
not always available for navigation) or a restored section of a waterway 
which is connected to the national network. 

(Note - Due to the nature of restoration projects, the difficulties of allocation and 
the ever changing position our division into these categories should be 
used as a general guide only and is not definitive.) 

LENGTH 

These have been rounded to the nearest half-mile and then converted to kilometres. 

$ - This symbol indicates that the length of the waterway has been roughly estimated 
only. 

NOTES 

The following notes have been added to assist with identification and provided a key for 
further analysis: 

c Connected network - These waterways are part of the waterways system 
of England and Wales that once formed, essentially, an inter-connected 
network. 

b The Broads system -These waterways form the Broads area connected 
network. 
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Inland waterways of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (Continued) 

s The Scottish system -The waterways of Scotland. These do not form a 
connected network other than the Lowland canals. 

The Northern Ireland system - The waterways of Northern Ireland 

ic Irish connected system -A waterway which is part of the connected 
system of Northern (and Southern) Ireland. 

sw Southvvest system - The waterways of south-west England. These are not 
a connected network, but they, generally, have a distinct regional 
character. 

wls South Wales system - The waterways of South Wales. These are not a 
connected network , but they do, generally, have a distinct regional 
character. 
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Inland Waterways of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland 

NOTES 

Shannon Erne Waterway- A further 52 Km (32 miles) of the Shannon Erne Waterway 
lies in the Republic of Ireland. 10.7 Km (7 miles) of navigation forms the border 
between Northern Ireland and the Republic and has been included in the total 
within the schedule. 

Trent & Mersey Canal - Middlewich to Preston Brook - This section of canal has been 
shown as being a broad canal. However, the stop lock at Dutton, the aqueduct at 
Middlewich and the closure of the Anderton Lift restrict the size of vessel able to 
use this section. 

Ulster Canal- A further 32 Km (20 miles) of the Ulster Canal lies within the Republic of 
Ireland. 

Witham Navigable Drains- We have taken those connected drains with an air draught of 
over approximately 5' 0" and with a reasonable depth of water as being navigable. 



Inland Waterways of Britain 

waterway Name waterway Authority 

A&CN Aire & Ca/der Navigation:- c 
A&CN - Bamsley Canal NA CB RP 24.2 15.0 c 
A&CN- Branches NA CB D 2.4 1.5 c 

A&CN - Knottingley & Goo::.:l:e __ c::::a:::n_a=I-"'BCOW~-------.....f=BW~-C~m+-C=B=-~oc-+-=-270.:.741--~17.0 -~c 
A&CN- New Junction Canal BW BW-Cm CB 0 8.9 5.5 c 
A&CN - River Aire BW BW-Cm RL 0 37.8 23.5 c 
A&CN- River Aire- Tidal section NA RT D 27.4 17.0 c 
A&CN- Selby Canal BW BW-Cm CB 0 6.4 4.0..£_ 
A&CN- Wakefield Section BW BW-Cm RL 0 12.1 7.5 c 
Aberdare Canal NA CN D 11.3 7.0 wls 
Aberdeenshire Canal NA CN D 29.0 18.0 s 
Adelphi Canal NA TB B-~0-:.::8+-~~=-0.5c~-

r.Accdcc:u'-cr ;o--:-----------+N.:.:R.::..A - Byelaws NRA RT ...J...?::'.+ 20.9 13.0 
Aike Beck NA RL D 3.2 2.0 c 
Aire - See the Aire & Calder Navigation c 
Aide - Estuary NA TE/R 0 33.8 21.0 
Ancholme- Humber to Harlem Hill 
Lock NRA NRA RL 0 26.6 16.5 
Ancholme - Harlem Hill Lock to 
Bishopbridge NRA NRA RL RA 4.0 2.5 

r.A~ncc:d~ov~e~r~C~a~n~a~l ______________ -+~~~~~~-------.....f~N~A~~---~C~N~~D~--~3.5~.4 __ 22.Q 
Ant Broads Authority BA RO 0 12.9 8.0 b 
Arun- Arundel Bridge to Pallingham NRA - Byelaws NRA RT 0 29.8 18.5 ~c~ 
Arun- Sea to Arundel Bridge Local Authority Services Ltd Cc RT 0 11.3 7.0 c 
Arun Navigation- Hardham Cut NA CB D 4.0 2.5 c 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch Canal - Marston 
Jet. to Snarestone 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch Canal -
Snarestone to Moira 
Ashton-under-Lyne Canal -(a) Ducie 

BW 

Street to Dukinfiled Jet. BW 
Ashton-under-Lyne Canal -(b) 
Dukinfield Jet. to Huddersfield Canal BW 
Ashton-under-Lyne Canal- (c) 
Stockport Branch 

BW-Cr CN 0 

NA CN RP 

BW-Cr CN R 

BW-R CN R 

NA CN D 

35.4 22.0 c 

12.9 8.0 c 

10.5 6.5 c 

0.8 0.5 c 

8.1 5.0 c 
Ashton-under-Lyne Canal- (d) 

r.H~o~ll~in~g~wo~od~B~ra=n~c~h=-~~~~~+-----·--------------~N.:.:A~--1--C~N~~D~--~7~.2~ __ 4~.5..£. 
Ashton-under-Lyne Canal- (e) Beat 
Bank Branch NA CN D 4.8 3.0 c 
Ashton-under-Lyne Canal - (f) Minor 

~br~a~n=ch~e~s~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~N~A~~~C~N~~D~ __ -24.:.::0+-_~2~·:.::5_~ 
r.A'-'-v~o,n,-'c(B:Cn'C·so;to'CI:'-)_-C:(a=f)-7A-:'b'-'o7v~e.cH~a:c.n::ch:;.accm:..:L::.:o;:c:.:.:k_-""S:.:e:.::e-"tcche::..:.Kc::e:.:nn"'e:::I..::&::.:.:A.:.vo:::n~C;::an:.ca:::l __ +----l-·.....f------+---·-- _c; 
Avon (Bristol)- (b) Hanham Lock to 
Cumberland Basin Lock Port of Bristol Authority?? PA RL 0 8.1 5.0 c 
Avon (Bristol)- (c) Cumberland basin 

~t~H~~~sn~outh Port of Bristoi-~A-u~t-ho~n-·t_y~--~~=~~--I--R"R-"'~+-'~:::-J--..::;::::~::.-.~+.-...:::-3~:::·-;~~~-I 
r.A~v:.::o:.:.:n~(~VV~o:c.r:.~::.:-L)_-~ULpLpe:::r __________ ~ULpLpe::.:r~A~v:.::o~n~N~a~v~ig~a=t:.::io:.:.:n~T~ru:.s=t+T~---+~R=L-+~R~t--..::2~8~.2~_~17.5 1 _c; __ 
flvon (Wor~.)- Lower Lower Avon Navigation Trust T RL R 45.1 28.0 c 
Aylsham Navigation NA RL D 14.5 9.0 b 
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Inland Waterways of Britain 

z. c: 
0 .. "' ·;::: "' :::: Q) ::l Cl .. 

0 c. "' c. E "' "' waterway Name Waterway Authority - -.c: >- Cl>- "' X: .S! 0 
:il- ·:;: 1- -(/) ~ z 
~ "' z 

Bamsley Canal - See the Aire & Calder Navigation c 

Basingstoke Canal - Greywel Tunnel 
to Basingstoke NA CB RP 10.5 6.5 c 

--~ 

Basingstoke Canal - River Wye to 
Greywel Tunnel Basingstoke Canal Authority LA CB R 49.9 31.0 c 

------

Baybridge Canal NA CB D 5.6 3.5 
.. 

BCN Birmingham Canal Navigations:- c 
~~ 

"'" ____ 

Branches, Arms and Loops:- c--£. 
-Derelict BW BW-R CN D 4.8 3.0 c 

. 
D 46.7 29.0 -Derelict NA CN I~ 

- Open to navigation BW BW-R CN 0 6.4 4.0 

- Open to navigation BW BW-Cr CN 0 1.6 1.0 c 

- Restored to navigation BW BW-R CN R 7.2 4.5 c 
·- r---

(a schedule of these branches, arms and loops is available) . 

BCN- Bentley Canal NA CN D 5.6 3c~ c 
c---'-

BCN - Birmingham & Fazeley Canal -
Fazeley Jet. to Whittington Brook 
("Coventry Canal" section) BW BW-Cr CN 0 

f----· 
8.9 5.5 c 

BCN - Birmingham & Fazeley Canal -
Old Tum Jet. to Fazeley Jet. BW ----

BW-Cr CN 0 24.2 1~ c 

BCN - Cannock Extension Canal -
Pelsall Jet. to Walling St. Bfidge BW BW-R CN 0 2.4 1.5 c .. ·--- ~--
BCN - Cannock Extension Canal -
Walling St. Bridge to Hednesford NA CN D 6.4 4.0 c 

BCN - Daw End Branch BW BW-R CN 0 8.1 5.0 c ----

BCN - Dudley Canal No 1 - Black 
Del ph to Parkhead Jet. BW BW-Cr CN 0 3.2 2.0 c 

BCN- Dudley Canal No 1 - Parkhead 
Jet. to Tipton Jet. (Dudley Tunnel 
section) BW BW-R CN R 4.0 2.5 c 
BCN- Dudley Canal No 2- (a) 
Parkhead Jet. to Windmill End Jet. BW BW-Cr CN 0 4.0 2.5 c -----
BCN- Dudley Canal No 2- (b) 
~ndmill End Jet. to Coombesw:>od BW BW-R CN R 4.0 2.5 c 

··-

BCN - Dudley Canal No 2 - (c) 
CoomesV'A:JOd to Selly Oak Jet. NA CN RP 9.7 6.0 _c ___ 

BCN - Main line BW BW-Cr CN 0 25.0 15.5 c 

BCN - Netherton Tunnel Branch BW BW-Cr CN 0 4.8 3.0 c 

BCN - Old Main Line BW BW-R CN 0 9.7 6.0 _c 
BCN - Rushall Canal BW BW-R CN 0 4.8 3.0 c __ " ___ 

BCN- Tame Valley Canal BW BW-R CN 0 13.7 8.5 c 
BCN- Tipton Green & Toll End 
Communication Canal NA CN D 2.4 1.5 c 

BCN - Titford Canal BW BW-R CN R 3.2 
.... -c-'00 ---

2.0 c 
BCN - Walsall Canal BW BW-R CN 0 11.3 io --

c 
. 

BCN - Wednesbury Old Canal -
Pudding Green Jet. to Ryders Green 
Jet. BW BW-R CN 0 0.8 0.5 ,c 
b:--· . 

BCN - Wednesbury Old Canal -
Ryders Green Jet. to the soine road BW BW-R CN R 0.8 0.5 c 
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BCN - Wednesbury Old Canal - The 
spine road to terminus NA CN D 5.6 3.5 c 
BCN - Wyrley & Essington Canal -
Horseley Fields Jet. to Ogley Jet. BW BW-R CN - ~~ ~ 

0 26.6 16.5 c 
BCN - Wyrley & Essington Canal -
Ogley jet. to Huddlesford Jet. 
("Lichfield Canal") NA CN RP 11.3 7.0 c 
Bentley Canal -See "BCN" c .. 
Beverley Beck Beverley District Council LA RL 0 1.6 1.0 c 

'~~-~ ·--
Birmingham & Fazeley canal -See "BCN" c 
Birmingham & Liverpool Jet. Canal - See SUC c 
Birmingham & Warv.ick Jet. Canal - See GUC c 

··- -~-~-

Birmingham Canal Navigations- See "BCN" 
-~--o 

c .. 
Black Sluice Navigation ?? DA DC 33.8 21.0 c 
Blyth Navigation NA RL D 14.5 9.0 . -· 
Bond End Canal - See Trent 

--·-·--·~ ~-
Bottisham Lode (Cam) NA DC D 4.0 2.5 c f:;:-----· •...• .. ··-~~ 
Bourne Eau (Gien/Welland) NA RL D 5.6 3.5 

~----- ........ 
Bow Back Rivers- See the Lee Navigation 

. 
--~ ~------- ----- . 

Bradford Canal NA CB D 4.8 3.0 c ...... ~ ·- ···--~-- .... 
Brandon - See Little Ouse c 
Brecon & Abergavenny Canal BW BW-Cr CN R 53.1 33.0 vvis 

. .-

Breda NA RL D 12.9 8.0 
Bridgewater Canal - Castleford to 
~uncorn Manchester Ship Canal Co Co CB 0 44.3 27.5 c 

Manchester Ship Canal Co Co CB f--:: Bridgewater Canal - Leigh Branch 0 16.9 10.5 c 
Bridgewater Canal - Runcorn & 
Weston Canal Manchester Ship Canal Co Co CB D 1.6 1.0 c .. 
Bridgewater Canal - Runcorn Locks ?? NA CB D 0.8 0.5 c -----
Bridgwater & Taunton Canal BW BW-R CB R 24.2 15.0 SW 

Broads - Various dykes, meres, cuts, 
etc Broads Authority BA RO 0 8.1 5 b 
BroVI.ll's Canal (Somerset) NA TB D 1.6 10 

r--
_S.":'_ 

Bude Canal- (a) Ship section North Cornwall District 
Council LA CS 0 0.8 0.5 SW ---

Bude Canal- (b) Barge section North Cornwall District 
Council LA CB RP 1.6 1.0 SW 

---~--

Bude Canal- (c) Holsv-.orthy Branch North Cornwall District 
Council?? LA TB D 8.1 5.0 

~"" Bude Canal- (d) The balance 
. 

TB 
---~-- ~,--·-= ~------

NA 4 48.3 30.0 SW 

Bure Broads Authority 
---~-· 

.. _______ 
BA RO 0 50.7 31.5 b 

~re Navigation - Upper - See Ay/sham Navigation b 
NA TB D 

r--------r-------· 
Burnturk Canal - Fife 4.0 2.5 16-Burwell Lode (Cam) NRA NRA DC 0 4.8 3.0 
Caistor Canal NA CB D 6.4 4.0 

-~- ·--~--· ---- -- -----

Calder & Hebble Navigation - A&CN 
to Green\'\Od Lock BW BW-Cm RL 0 14.5 9.0 c . 

Calder & Hebble Navigation -
Grenv-.ood lock to Sowerby Bridge BW BW-Cr RL 0 20.1 12.5 c 
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----
Calder & Hebble Navigation - Halifax 
Branch NA CB D 3.2 2.0 c 
Caldon Canal - See Trent & Mersey Canal c 
Caledonian Canal BW BW-Cm CS 0 96.6 60.0 s 

-~ 

Cam NRA NRA RL 0 20.9 13.0 c -
Cam - Upper section Conservators of the River 

Cam c RL 0 1.6 1.0 c ---
Campeltown Canal NA C? D 4.8 3.0 r-~ 
Cann Quany Canal NA TB D 3.2 2.0 SW 

Cannock Extension Canal - See "BCN" c 
Car Dyke - Believed to be a Roman navigation (not included) 
Cartingwark Canal NA C? D 3.2 2.0 s 
Cartisle Canal NA CB D 17.7 11.0 

~ ...... -~. c Cassington Cut (Thames) _ NA CB D 1.6 1.0 
~hard_Canal NA TB D 21.7 13.5 SW 

Chamwood Forest Canal - See Leicester Nav_ c 
Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation The Company of the 

Proprietors of Chelmer & 
Blackwater Navigation eo RL 0 21.7 13.5 -------

Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation The Company of the 
Proprietors of Chelmer & 

-;: Blackwater Navigation Co RL R 0.8 0.5 
Chester Canal - See Shropshire Union Canal (SUC) 

.. --1--c 
Chesterfield Canal -(a) Stockwith to 
Retford BW BW-Cr CB 0 24.2 15.0 c 
Chesterfield Canal - (b) Retford to 
Worksop BW BW-Cr CN 0 17.7 11.0 c ---
Chesterfield Canal -(c) Worksop to 
Norv.ood BW BW-R CN RS 11.3 7.0 c 

··-~ 
_" _____ 

Chesterfield Canal- (d) Norv.ood to 
Stavely NA CN RS 13.7 8.5 c 
Chesterfield Canal- (e) Staveley to 
Chesterfield Derbyshire County Council LA CN RS 5.6 3.5 c -
Chesterfield Canal - (f) Branches NA CN D 3.2 2.0 c 
Chet Broads Authority BA RO 0 5.6 3.5 ~ Chichester Canal - See Portsmoth & Arundel Canal (P&AC) c ------
Cinderford Canal NA C? D 1.6 1.0 
Clay Dike ?? DA DC D 4.8 3.0 + Clyde Clyde port PA TEIR 0 47.5 29.5 
Col ne Navigation Colchester Borough Council LA RT 0 17.7 11.0 
Coombe Hill Canal ?? NA CB D 4.8 3c() c 
Cots'MJid Canals - See stroudwater Navigation and Thames & Sevem Canal 

~-~ 

c 
----

Cottenham Lode DA DC 0 3.2 2.0 c 
~--- L..::._ 

Counter Wash Drain NRA NRA DC 0 4.8 3.0 .. C: 
Coventry Canal (excl. BCN section) BW BW-Cr CN 0 52.3 32.5 c 

------

Coventry Canal - Griff Arm NA CN D _ __1.:§ 1.0 c 
CCrayford Creek - See Dartford & Crayford Navigation 

--··--
c -----

Crinan Canal BW BW-Cm CS 0 14.5 9.0 s -
Cromford Canal - (a) Langley Mill 
section BW BW-R CB R 0.8 0.5 c 
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Cromford Canal- (b) Langley Mill to 
Butteriey Tunnel NA CB 
Cromford Canal- (c) Butterley 

RP 6.4 4.0 "'c 

Tunnel to Ambergate NA CN D 7.2 4.5 c 
Cromford Canal - {d) Ambergate to 
Cromford Derbyshire County Council LA CN RP 8.9 5.5 c 
Cromford Canal - {e) Pinxton Branch NA CB D 3.2 2.0 ~ 
Cromford Canal - (f) Minor branches NA CN D 3.2 

.. ~ 
2.0 c 

Crouch - River Crouch Harbour Authority PA TEIR 0 28.2 17.5 
1-· 

·-
Croydon Canal NA CN D 14.5 9.0 c 
Cyfarthfa Canal NA CN D 3.2 2.0 wls 

·-
Darenth River - See Dartford & Crayford Navigation __ .... c 

..... ... ··~- ...... 
Dart Dart Harbour & Navigation 

Authority PA TE/R 0 16.1 10.0 
-~~ ----

Dartford & Crayford Navigation ?? NA RT 0 4.8 3.0 c 
Deame & Dove Canal - See S&SYN c 

.. ... .. ---- -

.l?.ebden NA TE/R 0 17.7 11.0 
.. 

NRA - Conservancy Dee - Tidal section 
Authority .. NRA RT 0 35.4 22.0 r; -;;o-- ·---... 

Dee - Upper section Chester City Council LA RO 0 16.1 10.0 c 
Derby Canal NA CB RP 23.3 14.5 c 
Derby Canal - Little Eat on Branch NA CB RP 4.8 3.0 

1---· 
c -------

Derwent (Derbyshire) NA RL D 16.1 W:Q c 
Derwent (Yorks.) - Barmby to 

1---· 

Stamford Bridge NRA - Byelaws NRA RL 0 35.4 22.0 c 
Derwent (Y arks.) - Stamford Bridge 
to Malton NA RL D 25.8 16.0 c 
Dick Brook (Wares.) NA RL D 1.6 fa r--· c .. 

Doctor's Canal NA CN D 1.6 1.0 wls 
Don - See S&SYN c 
Donnington Wood Canal NA TB D 12.1 7.5 c 
Dorset & Somerset Canal - Not completed and never opened ..• 
Douglas NA RL D 24.2 15.0 c 
Douglas - Tidal NA RT 0 6.4 4.0 c 
Driffield Navigation - Frodingham Driffield Navigation 
Beck Commissioners c RL 0 3.2 2.0 
Driffield Navigation - Great Driffield Driffield Navigation 
to Snakeholme lock Commissioners c RL RP 4.8 3.0 -------.. -~--------------
Driffield Navigation - Snakeholm Hill Driffield Navigation 
Lock to Struncheon Lock Commissioners c RL 0 6.4 4.0 

·-~ .. 
Driffield Navigation - Struncheon Hill Driffield Navigation 
Lock to Aike Commissioners c RT 0 6.4 4.0 re-Droitwich Barge Canal Droitwich Canals Trust T CB RA 9.7 ~0 
Droitwich Junction Canal Droitwich Canals Trust T CN RP 2.4 1.5 c 

.... .. -
Duckett's Canal - See GUC (Hertford Union) c 
Dudley Canals - See "BCN" .. I{ Dutch River NA RT D 12.9 8.0 
Earl of Ashbumham's Canal NA CN D 2.4 1.5 wls 
Edinburgh & Glasgow Union Canal BW BW-R CB RS 51.5 32.0 s 
Ellesmere & Chester Canal -See SUC c 
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Ellesmere Canal - Later El/esmere & Chester Canal- See_S=-U=-C:c __ tc~~ 
Emmet's Canal NA --

Erewash Canal - See GUC 
Exeter Ship Canal Corporation of the City of 

c: 
0 

:;::: ., 
"' Q. en,., 

·:; 1-

"' z 

-C? 

Cl) 
., 

= en Cl) - E "' $ 
"' :.:: .2! 0 -(/) ::!§ z 

---

1----- 1.0 
c 

D 
---

1.6 

- 1----- _c 

b.---:-:--:-------------t=Ex'-e..._t""e'-r ___ --------+LA:::__-+ __ C::S~ ~- __ !l._!f--- 5 0 sw 
~F~Ie=-e~t~C~a~n~a:I-~--------+-----------+N~A~--I-~C~?-+-=0 0.8 0.5 c 
~F::-Ie::.:t.;:;ch-'::e"-r'::Cs.::Cc::a7na=I---:-------+-------------~N:':A·'-----I---fN D _ ____2~f---1 ,~ c 
~;::o"-;rt7-'h-::&'-'C:?.a,rt~_C=an;?a,~I--;-----L.-;-----------1[NecAC..""";--J~C:;:B:-+~D 0.8 0.5 s 

E:F;::oc.:rt::.:h..::&:..C:::I"-yd:::e"-=--B::.r:.oa"'n"'ch:..:e:::s-__ ____ -EB='W=c--________ --+B~W,~-R=--+--C:C.:B::c--t- D 8.1 5.0~ 
Forth & Clyde Canal BW BW-R CB RS 56.4 35Jl s 

r;F;::o"rt"'-'h_-;;';EC'st'-Cuc:'a;dry'-:-;----;---;:::--;;;--;-;--::----fF~o"-'rt"-'h_:.P_:o"-'rt:::s:_A~uct:h::o"-'ri2ty __ ---IPA TEIR 0 99.8 62.0 s_ 
Foss - Monk Bridge to Sheriff Hutton 

t:::------=:--:o---:--cc;---c--:::-·~-----,b-:--::--- -cc---- _~LA __ /\__ RL \?--- ~1_f-_ 10.0 c 
Foss- River Ouse to Monk Bridge York Corporation RL 0 1.6 ~-i?. c 

:.;;;F;=o:s_s::.:d"y:..:k:c.e..cCc.=a=-n=a,__l __________ --+B=-W·'-'----c:-:--c-------------t=B"-W-'----C'"r+ CB 0 17.7 11.0f--c 
Fowey Fowey Harbour 

Commissioners 
NRA - Byelaws (Poole Frame 

PA TEIR 0 11.3 - 7.0f---

C:::--c:---:--:::----;-;;~---:c-----+H=arccb:.=o=u'-r C=om=mc.:i=-ss::.io::.:nc.:e:.:r_s::c):__ __ +~N':-R'-A'---+T"'E"'/R ~---1_2 9 ____13,()_,__ 
Gallon's Canal (Somerset) c----+---------------~N-"'A_:.__ ___ -t---'TB _Q_ -- 2,~ _ ___l_5_ SW 

Gand Union Canal -See GUC --~- ·:eo c 
General Warde's Canal (Dafen) NA___ C? _£--_ ___()J3 __ 0.5 IMs 
General Warde's Canal (Yspitty) ~ C? D 1.6 1.0 ~-
Giant's Grave & Briton Ferry (Jersey) 
Canal NA CN D OJl. 0.5 ~s ---

~~--· Gibson's Canal - See Tattersha/1 Can""a"'l--:--:c-----------+-----f----+--f-----+-----
Gipping - See Ipswich & stowm_,ark=e,_t -~N"'a'-'vi_,_g,.a,t"'io::n:___ _______ l-----l-------+--1--- ---

CN D 41.1 25.5 ~ _,, .. , Giamorganshire Canal ?? NA 
Glan-y-wem Canal (see the Tennant 

CN RP 1------- V\A·S ------~C~a~n~a~I)_=~~--:~~-----+'-P~ort~~T_:e:_:n_:na~n:_:t_:C~o~U=d.__ ____ +C=-o~-+--~~~ 
Glasgow Paisley & Johnstone Canal 

NA CN D 17.7 11.0 _c; __ 
r.G~I=as::.:t=-on~b::.:u::.ryL.::C:.=a=-n=ai'--------+~~------------+N~A~~-+-~C~B--~~D~I---~2~2=.5~~14_:_:·~0~-~ 
Glen NRA NRA R? 0 18.5 11.5f----_ 
Gloucester & Berkeley Ship Canal -see Gloucester & Sharpness Canal c 
Gloucester & Sharpness Canal -~ BW-Cm ~c~s4.__o---lc---_:2::.:7-'-A."J. _ _12_()_ _c .. 
Goole Canal -See the Aire & Calder Navigation ==~" c 
~~~~:----'-='"-"-C:-'-':~~~~.::=-:==:.:------+----l----+----1---+-·-- --
Grand Junction Canal- See GUC (_::G~J)!-------- ------1------+--+-----1----- _c 
~rand Surrey Canal________________ NA CB D ~~----3.0 c 
Grand Surrey Canal - Peckham 
Branch NA CB D 0.8 0.5 c =:=.--+--"--+- --=+------ -· 

"'G:-'r-=anccd:;-;::U:.cn:..:io7n__,(:c.ol:::dc-) _-;;:;S-:ce-=,e,.:G'"U=-C=--c-c--:--+--------------+---~-----1-- ______ ___ _c 
Grand Westem Canal - Lovvdwells to 
"I:iverton Devon County Council 
Grand Westem Canal- Taunton to 

LA CB _B._ 17.7 _ ___1_1.:() ~-·----

Lovvdwells NA TB D 21.7 13.5 SW 

Grantham Canal BW 
Greasbrough (Park Gate) Canal 

BW-R CB ~_§_ f----53. 1 33.0 SW 
~------

NA CB D 2.4 1.5 c 
Great Ouse - (a) The Wash to 
Denver Sluice NRA NRA RT 0 25.8 16.0 c 
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------

Great Ouse - (b) Denver Sluice to 
Barford Lock NRA NRA RL 0 74.1 46.0 c 
Great Ouse - (c) Bartord Lock to 
Bedford NRA NRA RL R 20.9 13.0 c 
Grosvenor Canal Westminster City Council LA CB 0 1.6 1.0 ~-GUC Grand Union Canal (GJ = Grand Junction):-
~_(GJ) -Aylesbury Arm _ -~ BW BW-Cr CN 0 9.7 6.0 c 

~~---------

RP 
... ,c._o 

GUC (GJ) - Buckingham Branch NA CN 16.9 10.5 c -
GUC (GJ) - Northampton Arm BW BW-Cr CN 0 8.1 5.0 c 

-
~(GJ)- Paddington Branch BW BW-R CB 0 21.7 13.5 r(;_ 
GUC (GJ)- Slough Arm BW BW-Cr CB 0 8.1 5.0 c ----- 1--
GUC (GJ) - Wendover Arm - Main 
line to Tringford BW BW-R CB 0 2.4 1.5 c 

----~~---

-=-:..c ____ c--=-'-- ----
GUC (GJ) - Wendover Arm -
Tringford to Wendover BW BW-R CB RP 8.1 5.0 f(; 
GUC - ("old" GU ) - Welford Arm BW BW-R CN R 2.4 -~ c 

----
GUC - ("old" GU) - Foxton to Norton BW BW-Cr CN 0 37.0 23.0 , ___ c_ 
GUC - (L&NU) - Leicester to Market 
Harborough BW BW-Cr CB 0 38.6 24.0 c ----- ---

GUC - Birmingham & Waf'Mck Jet BW BW-Cr CN 0 4.0 2.5 c 
----~ 

GUC - Erewash Canal BW BW-Cr CB 0 19.3 12.0 c 
GUC - Grand Junction main line BW BW-Cr CB 0 150.5 93.5 _c__ 
GUC - Hertford Union BW BW-Cr CB 0 1.6 1.0 c 

I 
GUC - Leicester Navigation BW 

. 
BW-Cr CB 0 25.8 16.0 c -----

G.UC - Loughbrough Navigation BW BW-Cr RL 0 1.!~ 9.0 c 
GUC - Regent's Canal BW BW-Cr CB 0 

1------- f--· 
16.1 10.0 + GUC - Waf'Mck & Birmingham BW BW-Cr CB 0 36.2 22.5 ---

GUC - Waf'Mck & Napton BW BW-Cr CB 0 22.5 14.0 c ---
Hackney Canal (Devon) NA CB D 0.8 0.5 SW 

Haddiscoe Cut Broads Authority BA CB 0 4.0 2.5 
;·-
b 

--~--

Halesv-.orth Navigation - See Blyth Navigation 
Hamble \Hampshire County Council LA RT 0 12.1 7.5 

·-· 
Hatherton Canal- See S&WC Hatherton Branch c ------
Herefordshire & Gloucestershire 
Canal NA CN RP 54.7 34.0 c 
Hertford Union - See GUC c ---------

Hopkin's Canal NA C? D 0.8 0.5 v-As 
Homcastle Navigation NA RL D 1~,~ ---~ c 
Horsey Mere/Hicl<ling Broad ____ Broads Authority 

~~-Cr RO 0 9.7 6 b 
=-o-;--·---------~--- --. 

Huddersfield (Broad) Canal BW CB 0 6.4 4.0 c ----
Huddersfield (Narrow) Canal BW BW-R CN RA 32.2 20.0 c -'-
Hull Hull Corporation LA RT 0 25.8 16.0 -----------"="- 0- -58.8 ------ ----

Humber - River Associated British Ports PA TE/R 36.5 
Hundred Foot River - See New Bedford River c 
Idle (Nottinghamshire) NA RO D 16.1 10.0 c --- ----

Ipswich & Stowmarket Navigation NA RL RP 27.4 17.0 
NA '1:6 ----- ----

Isle (Somerset) _; _____ RL D 1.0 SW 
---~------ r=----

Isle of Dogs Canal- Became part of the South West India Dock 
lichen NA RL D 16.9 

·c=-= -
10.5 ------ . ------ -----

lvel (Bedfordshire) NA RO D 17.7 11.0 c 
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lvel (Somerset) - See Yea SW 

lvelchester & Langport Navigation- See Yea (Somerset) SW 

K&A - Kennet & Avon Canal:- c 
·--·-

K&A -(a) Avon Navigation BW BW-Cr RL 0 18.5 11.5 c 
-

K&A- (b) Kennel & Avon Canal-
Bath to Hamstead Lock BW BW-R CB R 86.1 53.5 c 

K&A - (c) Kennel & Avon Canal -
~amstead Lock to Newbury BW BW-Cr CB 0 5.6 3.5 c 

K&A- (d) Kennel Navigation -
Newbury to Bulls lock BW BW-Cr RL 0 4.0 2.5 c 

K&A - (e) Kennel Navigation - Bulls 
lock to Tyle Mill lock BW BW-R RL R 12.9 8.0 c 

K&A -(f) Kennel Navigation- Tyle 
Mill lock to Reading --·-- BW BW-Cr RL 0 12.9 8.0 c 

~'---·----------- 'NRA ···;;c 

Kennel - Reading section NRA RL 0 1.6 1.0 c 

Kensington Canal ?? NA CB D 3.2 :z~ f--c. 
Ketley Canal NA TB D 2.4 1.5 c 

fc-:· NA TB D 15.3 9.5 IMs Kidwelly & Llanelly Canal ······-

Kilbagie Canal NA C? _ _[:)_ 1.6 1.0 s 
---· 

Kington & Leominster Canal- See Leominster Canal 
Knottingley & Goole Canal - See Aire & Calder Navigation 
J<yme Eau - See Sleaford Navigation 

3~0 
c 

Kymer's Canal NA CN D 4.8 IMs 

L&L Leeds & Liverpool Canal:- c 

L&L - Lancaster Canal section -
Walton Summit Branch BW BW-R CB D 4.8 3.0 c 

L&L - Lancaster Canal section -
Wigan to Johnson's Hillock BW BW-Cr CB 0 16.1 10.0 c 

~~---

L&L - Leigh Branch BW BW-Cr CB 0 7.0 11.3 c --
L&L - Main Line - Leeds to Aintree BW BW-Cr CB 0 174.7 108.5 c 

---"-
L&L - Main Line - Aintree to Liverpool 

BW BW-R CB 0 13.7 8.5 c 
··-

L&L - Rufford Branch BW BW-Cr CB 0 11.3 7.0 c --
Lakenheath Lode NA DC D 4.8 3.0 c 

1--'-· 
Lancaster Canal - (a) Preston to 
Tewitfield BW BW-Cr CB 0 67.6 42.0 

-
Lancaster Canal- (b) Te'Nitfield to 

~~- . 
BW BW-R CB RP 19.3 12.0 

--
Lancaster Canal- (c) Glasson Dock 
~anch . -~BW BW-Cr CB 0 4.0 2.5 
Lapal Canal - See BCN, Dudley Canaftfo: 2 

--· 

Lark- Judes Ferry to Bury St. 
Edmunds NA RL D 17.7 11.0 c -------
Lark- River Ouse to Judes Ferry NRA NRA RL 0 20.9 13.0 c 

Lee Navigation - Bow Creek PA RT 0 1.6 1.0 c .. 

Lee Navigation - Hertford to 
Limehouse Basin BW BW-Cm RL 0 44.3 27~ ~ 
Lee Navigation - Bow Back Rivers BW? . BW-R? RT RA 4.8 3.0 1-·c .. F----
Leicester Navigation - Chamv..<Jod 
Forest Canal NA CB D 12.9 8.0 c 
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Leicestershire & Northamptonshire Union - See GUC c 

r=L~e~om=in'::s~te="r-;C"'a"'n"'a,_l -------+=--------~-~.:.:N,_A.__--"~C:.:cN~...-~~D:~+~~ 29~ _18 !3 ~-···· ... 
Leven Canal ?? NA CB D 4.8 3.0 ~~c-

r=L~ich~fi~el~d~C~a~n~a~l~-~S~e~e~"B~C~N~"~~~+----------~--~~-~~-~-4---4-~~-~~~-
Linton Lock- See Ouse (Yorkshire) _£_ 
Liskeard & Looe Union Canal NA CB D 9.7 6.0 sw 
Little Ouse- (a) Great Ouse to 

f=B~rn~n~d~o~n~S~ta~u~n~ch=-~-~~-~-~N~R~A~--------4N~R~A-~R~0~~0~-2~0~-~9i~--1~3.0 c 
Little Ouse -(b) Brandon Staunch to 
Brandon NRA NRA RL R 2.4 1.5 c 

Lit! I e Ouse - (c) Brandon to Th"e"'lf:::_o,_-rd='-+------~~---J.'.N~A-'---t-R=L--+-'D::.-t-~1c:6::-. 9+ _ _:.1 0-::·.:-5 f--c_ 
Llangollen Canal - See SUC c 
==:~~~~==~~~~--~+~--~--------4~-~-+~-~~"~+--~c--~~~~ 

f'L~Ia,n~s=a;c.m,_.,le"'t~C:o;a="n'::a,_l ----c:---·--:-----cc-::~----:-::----:-::-::-:-:::::--:::-----c~N~A-~-~-+---·C-~N~+--'D~ _ __:_-4::-.8'+---~~3.0!y,1s 
_L()rd :I_h__anets's Canal -see Leeds & Liverpool Canal (L&LC) Branches ~ c 

Loughborough Navig=at:::io:::n,~---S=-e:::e=-:::G:.::U:.::C:.,. _________ -+.=--+--=-=-+==1f----=~.ot--~ot---=-c-l 
r.Lcco..c.utcch--:C'-'aC:-n'::;a'--1 :---------r.-----:--:--~-c-:---;-;;~--:~-~~+N~A:_ _ __.j__.:-C:=B~.:.:R::.P-J-__:_-1_-o9c:. 3+-~_:.120 ~-···· 
Lowestoft Cut Associated British Ports PA CB 0 3.2 2.0 b 
Lugg NRA- Byelaws NRA RL D 8.1 5.0 
Lydney Canal NRA- ownersh,.iPo:o__ ____ -+N~R;..:A:;;--+-~C;S~_O~f----;-;1~.63-----;;c0;1~.0 __ 
~M~a~c=ci::-e=s~fie:::l.:-d_,C~a~n=a~I-~~~-~-~+B=-VV~--------~B:::VV~-C-::r--+~C:::N~~o::.-t-~4~2~.7~~~~26~.5 c 
Manchester & Salford Junction Canal 

0.5 _c_ 
36.0 c 

t-;-;---;--:---~·---;;::----:--~~---~~-+.co----;-- NA CB D 0.8 
~M7a:::n=c::-h.::.es~t=er~S~h~irp_,C~a~n~a~I-~-~-+M~an~c:::h=e=~=e~r:.::S~h~ip~C-=-a=n~a:::I:.::C:.::o~~C~o~~-t-C=-S=--_~0~~-:.::5~8,.0~ 
Manchester, Bolton & Bury Canal BVV BVV-R CN RP 17.7 ---11.0 c 
Manchester, Bolton & Bury Canal -

BVV Bury Branch BVV-R CN RP 8. 1 5.0 c 

~M:'=a"Crdc-'yC::k:';ec;-;---;-;---.-::.~:--:----+.-;--:---c-;-;--;-c-;-:----;;:--c---4N~A~_+-C:::B:::__I--"D~ _ _:8~.-'-1 f--~5-~0l- ~-~~ 
Market VVeighton Canal Mariket VVeighton Drainage 

~~~-------------~~B~o~ar:.::d~-----~~---4~D=A~-+-C~B=-~D~ __ ~14~.-=-5c--_~9.~0 __ _ 
Medway NRA NRA RL 0 27.4 17.0 
Medway- Tidal section Medway Ports Authority PA RT 0 40.3 25.0 

Melton Mowbray Navigation ----I-;-;---;;;--;---;:---;-;--;---+N~A~-I---'R_.::L::.__I--"D~-!:224~.2+-_1,_-5~.0:::J-_--cc_1 
Mersey Mersey Docks & Harbour 

Mersey & lrwell Navigation (The 
Manchester Ship Canal was built 

Board PA TEIR 0 10.5 6.5 c 

over sections) -c-;::---c---:c--·~~-~ ~<lfl~Ch~e~ste::.r . .:S:,h::iP,c~c:C.=a::na:::I..:Ccco=--+C=-o=----+--'R~=Lc+-'D=-~f---..:.16=.:_:1 ~---1::0::·_0c+~cc_ 1 
Mb-Mm~eLeveiNav~~~a~ff~on0,s~:------l~------------------+------l-----4--~----~----+-c~1 
ML - Bevilles Learn 

~:~~-:-~~~~~~~~--:-~M::i~d~dl::e..:L~e:_:v..:.ec..IC~o~m~m::is~s~io::.n::e~rs~D~A~--~D~C=---~0~ __ _.::_8.:_:1~~ 5.0 ~-
ML- Black Ham Drain & Yaxley Lode 

ML - Farce! River 

ML - Forty Foot River - Jet. with 
Sixteen Foot river to Jet. with 
Counter vvash Drain r.o: ML- Forty Foot River- Old Nene to 
Sixteen Foot Drain 

Middle Level Commissioners DA DC 0 5.6 3.5 c 

Middle Level Commissioners DA DC D 5.6 3.5 c 

?? DA DC R 4.0 2.5 c 

Middle Level Commissioners DA DC 0 12.1 7.5 c 
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---

ML- Great Raveley Drain 
Middle Level Commissioners DA DC D 4_0 2.5 c 

ML - King's Dyke 
Middle Level Commissioners DA DC 0 6.4 4.0 c 

ML- Middle Level Drain 
Middle Level Commissioners DA DC D 3.2 2.0 c c----

ML - Monks Lode 
Middle Level Commissioners DA DC 0 2.4 1.5 c 

ML- New Dyke 
Middle Level Commissioners DA DC 0 4.8 3.0 c 

ML- Old Nene 
Middle Level Commissioners DA RL 0 41.:_~ 26.0 j--£._ j--·---

ML- Popham's Eau 
Middle Level Commissioners DA DC 0 ~:Cl j----

2.5 c 

ML- Ramsey High Lode 

'Mi: -Sixteen Foot River 
Middle Level Commissioners DA DC 0 1.6 1.0 c --· 

Middle Level Commissioners DA DC 0 15.3 9.5 c ---
ML- Twenty Foot River 

Middle Level Commissioners DA DC 0 16.9 10.5 c-£. 
ML- Vermuyden's Drain - See Forty Foot River -·-· fc·-· 
ML - Well Creek 

Middle Level Commissioners DA RL R 8.9 5.5 .c 
ML- Whittlesey Dyke 

Middle Level Commissioners DA DC 0 9.7 6.0 c 
Monkland Canal BW BW-R CB D 24.2 15.0 s 

- --

Monmouthshire & Brecon Canal - See Brecon & Abergavenny and Monmouthshire Canals wls 
Monmouthshire Canal - (a) 
Pontymoyle to Crown Bridge BW BW-Cr CN R 1.6 1.0 wls 

·-----

Monmouthshire Canal- (b) Crown 
Bridge to Cwmbran BW BW-R CN R 1.6 1.0 wls 

Monmouthshire Canal -(c) Cwmbran 
to Newport Local authorities ?? LA CN RP 12.9 8.0 

1 
wls 

Monmouthshire Canal - (d) Crumlin 
___ cc_ 

Arm Local authorities ?? LA CN RP 17.7 11.0 ~-
Montgomery Canal - See SUC c 
Morris's canal NA C? D 1.6 1.0 wl~ 
Muirkirk Canal NA C? D 1_6 1.0 s ---- --

Nar (Norfolk) NA RL D 24.2 15.0 

1-Jeath NA RL D 2.4 1.5 wls 
·-

Neath Canal LA? LA? CN RS 20.9 13.0 ,,...s 
Nene - (a) The Wash to Bevis Hall Port of Wisbech PA RT 0 22.5 14.0 c 
Nene- (b) Bevis Hall to "Dog" lock NRA NRA RT 0 18.5 11.5 c 
Nene- (c) "Dog" lock to Northampton 

NRA NRA RL 0 105.5 65.5 '·--c .. 
New Bedford River NRA NRA DC 0 32.2 20.0 c 
Newcastle-under-Lyme Canal NA CN D 6.4 

------~ r---
4.0 c 

·--
~wcastle-under-Lyme Jet. Canal NA CN D f-- 1.6 1.0 c 

--~-

Newdigate Canals NA TB D 8.9 5.5 ,.c. 
New Junction Canal - See A ire & Ca/der Navigation 
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Newport Pagnell Canal NA CN D 1.6 1.0 c 

North Walsham & Dilham Canal North Walsham & Dilham 
Canal eo. eo CB RP 14.5 9.0 b 

·- ~---

North Wilts Canal - see Wilts & Berks Canal 
~----"--

__<:__ 
Northern Stratford - See stratford-upon-Avon Canal c 
Nof'Mch & Lowestoft Navigation - See River Yare and Haddiscoe Cut 

3~5 
b 

~'·--
Nottingham Canal - Branches CB D 5.6 c 
Nottingham Canal - Langley Mill to 
Lent on NA CB D 19.3 12.0 c 
Nottingham Canal - Lenton to 
Meadow lane BW BW-Cm CB 0 4.0 2.5 1--_c 
Nutbrook Canal NA CB D 7.2 4.5 c 
Oakham Canal NA CB D 24.2 15.0 c 
Old Bedford River NRA NRA DC 0 19.3 12.0 c 
Oulton Dyke & Broad Broads Authority BA RO 0 f----- 4.0 2.5 b 
Ouse (Sussex) -Above Lewes NA RL D 37.0 23.0 + 
Ouse (Sussex) -Sea to Lewes NRA - Byelaws NRA RT 0 14.5 9.0 

- ------
Ouse (Yorkshire)- (a) Trent Falls to 
Goole Associated British Ports PA RT 0 16.1 10.0 c ------
Ouse (Yorkshire)- (b) Goole to 
Nabum Lock BW BW-Cm RT 0 43.5 27.0 c 
Ouse (Yorkshire)- (c) Nabum to 
Clition Bridge (York) BW BW-Cm RL 0 12.9 8:<J c 

-···· 

Ouse (Yorkshire)- (d) Clifton Bridge 
to Widdington lngs BW BW-Cr RL 0 10.5 6.5 c 
Ouse (Yorkshire)- (e) Widdington 
lngs to Swale Nab (Linton Lock Linton Lock Navigation 
Navigation) Commissioners c RL R 15.3 9.5 c 
Oxford Canal - Branches BW BW-R CN 0 2.4 1.5 c 
Oxford Canal - New line BW BW-Cr CN 0 124.8 77.5 _c 
Oxford Canal - Old loops (derelict) NA CN D 16.9 10.5 c 
Oxford Canal - Old loops (used) BW BW-R CN 0 4.8 3.0 c ---=:. .. 
P&AC Portsmoth & Arundel Canal:- c 

------
P&AC- (a) Ford to Hunston NA CB D 13.7 ~- 8c~ _c;_ 
P&AC -(b) Hunston to Birdham LA LA CB RP 4.8 3.0 c ----
P&AC - (c) Birdham to Saltems LA LA CB 0 1.6 1.0 c 
P&AC - (d) Chichester Branch LA LA CB RP 2.4 1.5 c 

-----

P&AC - (e) Portsea Canal NA CB 
-

D 4.0 2.5 
Par Canal NA CB D 3.2 2.0 SW 

Parrett- (a) Sea to Bridgwater Sedgmoor District Council LA RT 0 30.6 19.0 SW 

Parrett- (b) Bridgwater to Oath ?? NA RT 0 14.5 9.0 SW --
Parrett- (c) Oath to Thomey NA RL D 10.5 6.5 SW 

- ---~ 
Peak Forest Canal - (a) Dukinfield to 
Marple BW BW-Cr CN R 12.9 8.0 c 
Peak Forest Canal- (b) Marple to 
Jet. 'hith Wihaley Bridge Branch BW BW-Cr CN 0 9.7 6.0 (; 
Peak Forest Canal - (c) Jet. to 
Bugsworth BW BW-R CN 0 1.6 1.0 c 
Peak Forest Canal- (d) Wihaley 
Bridge Branch BW BW-Cr CN 0 0.8 0.5 c 
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Pembrey Canal NA C? D 3.2 2.0 wls 
Pen-clav.dd canal NA C? D 5.6 3.5 wls 
Penrhiv.tyn Canal NA C? D 2.4 1.5 wts 
Pensnett Canal NA CN D 1.6 1.0 c 
Petwlrth Canal - see Rather- Petworth Branch 
Pidcock's Canal NA CN D 2.4 1.5 wts 

NA CN D 0.8 
·t···· 

Plas Kynaston Canal 0.5 c 
Pocklington Canal - Cottingll'<ith to 
Melbourne BW BW-R CB R 7.2 4.5 c 
Pocklington Canal - Melbourne to 
Canal Head BW BW-R CB RA 8.9 5.5 c 
Portsea Canal - See P&AC ·c -~-.. .. 
Portsmouth & Arundel Canal - See P&AC 

-----

Reach Lode NRA NRA_~ DC 0 4.8 3.0 c 
~-~ 

Red Jacket Canal - See the Tennant Canal wts 
Regent's Canal - See GUC c 

t5ipon Canal - Lower section BW BW-Cr CB 0 1.6 1.0 c 
------

Ripen Canal - Upper section BW BW-R CB RA 1.6 1.0 c 
. 

Rochdale Canal Rochdale Canal Co. Co CB RA 51.5 32.0 c 
Rochdale Canal - Branches Rochdale Canal Co. Co CB D 3.2 2.0 c 
Rochdale Canal -''The nine" Rochdale Canal Co. eo CB R 1.6 1.0 r·c -~ 

Roding Navigation Barking & llford Navigation 
Co eo RT 0 3.2 2.0 c 

Rolle Canal - See Torrington Canal SW . ·-c~· ---- ~~ 

Romford Canal - Work started but not completed. 
---"'""" r-~·-;o-;;- r Rather - Eastem NRA - Byelaws NRA RL D 25.8 16.0 - . 

Rather- Petv..orth Branch NA CB D 1.6 1.0 -
Rather- West em NA RL D 17.7 11.0 

!---· Royal Military Canal NRA - ownership NRA CB D 48.3 30.0 
Runcom & Latchford Canal - Part of Mersey & lrwe/1 Navigation c 
Rushall Canal - See "BCN" I c 
S&SYN Sheffield & South Yorkshire Navigation:- c 
S&SYN - Deame & Dove Canal NA CB RP 16.1 10.0 c 
S&SYN - Deame & Dove Canal -
Branches NA CB RP 6.4 4.0 c -----
S&SYN - River Don - Stainforth to 
Tinsley BW BW-Cm RL 0 41.9 26.0 c 
S&SYN - River Don - Fishlake to 
Stainforth NA RL ~~ 4.8 3.0 c 
S&SYN - Sheffield Canal BW BW-R CB 0 4.8 3.0 c 
's&sYN - Stainforth & Keadby Canal 

----

BW BW-Cm CB 0 20.9 13.0 c 
S&WC Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal:-
S&WC - Branches NA CN D 3.2 2.0 c 
S&WC - Hatherton Branch BW BW-R CN RP 9.7 6.0 ,~.; 
S&WC - Main Line BW BW-Cr CN 0 74.1 46.0 ~ 
§alisbury & Southampton Canal NA CN D 20.9 13.0 ---------.----
~alwarpe- Works not completed, superceded by the Droitwich Canal c 
Sankey Brook- See St Helens Canal! 

-

Selbv Canal - See the Aire & Calder Naviqation c 
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Waterway Name Waterway Authority 

NA TEIR 0 
BW-Cm RL 0 
NA RON D 

~~--~~c~~~-~~-·~~~ 
Sir Nigel Gresley's Canal 3.0 c 

Slea- See Sleaford Navigation ~·----·+---l-~....jf.-.~·-~~-~+·c 
CSieaford Navigation ==-''----+··~---· 10.0 c 

Soar- See GUC Loughborough & Leicester Navigations c 
Soham Lode --~ 4.5 c 
Somersetshire Coal Canal ==...r::= 18.0 c 
Southem Stratford - See stratford-upon-Avon Canal c _, __ 

- -

SouthiMck Canal Shorham Port Authon"''tLy __ ~;---~~· 

~t Columb C:::a::cnc:;a"-1 -~ -··----·-+=~···-- ·-·--~·· 
St Helens Canal BW 

2.0 
6.5 SW 

12.0 
St Helens Canal - Branches 5.5 
Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal - See S& WC c 
Stainforth & Keadby Canal - See S&SYN ··--····--- c 
~~~ta~,l~ha~m~D~y~k~e~~.~~~~~~TB~r~o-a~d-s~A-u~th-o~ri7ty---.-.-.~tB~A~~~~t~~~~t~~~;~~~12.6~;~~1~~~· 
Stevenston Canal NA 3.2 2.0 s 

~S~to~rt.~=-~----·-----bB~W~-------·--+B~VV~-C~r~~~~~-2~2=·~5f.-.~1~4.~0 1 ~c 

RO 0 
C? D 
RL 0 

~tour(Es=s=ex2)~~c··-~--·--~N~R~A~~~~~---~N~RA~....j~~~~-~40~.~3•~~2~5~.o~ ....... 1 
Stour (Kent) -(a) The sea to Sandwich Port & Haven 

RL RP 

Sandwich Commissioners c RT 0 6.4 
Stour (Kent) - (b) Sandwich to 

RON 0 Fordwich ;--;-;~---+--- NA 24.2 ~~~~~~~- -·-------·~~-+~~~+-~~-~+· 
Stour (Kent)- (c) Fordwich to 
Canterbury RL RL D 
Stour (Wares.) - Works not completed, superceded by staffs. & Worcs. Canal 
Stourbridge Canal BW BW-Cr CN R . 

Stourbridge Canal - Stourbridge Arm BW BW-R CN R 
Stourbridge Canal - Fens Branch BW BW-R CN D 

CN D Stourbridge Extension Canal . ------t:Nc:A:.-..._+-='-+~· 
Stourbridge Extension Canal -

4.0 
c 

10.5 .~ c 
~2.4_.1,5 c 

1.6 J~ c 
3.2 2.0 c 

CN D 
CB D 

Bffin~es_~~-·-c·------4--·---·------~N~A~....j--"~4-~~·--·~_...:1...:.0~1_.~c~ 
Stover Canal (Devon) NA 3.2 2.0 sw 
Stratford-upon-Avon Canal - Kings 

"=N:.::oc:.:rt.:oon:.:.::to:..:L:::a:r:P::cwo=:rtcc.h ~-~---f"B:.:W..:....... ... ~------.+B:.:W~-..,c~r.f..-"C"'N".....J....:0::.. 1 .. 20 .!~:.5 c_ 
Stratford-upon-Avon Canal -

r.;L.a;cpc..wo~rt.c.h"ct"'o.c;Sc.;:tr.ccacctfo.ccrc:d-----+-8c'W.:...._~·=-·~C";"-~-f'B:..:W..:..c-R.:......f-.=C:.:.N.=....t..cRc __ 2() . ..:.11--"1•2=~·5=+-c=· 
Stroudwater Navigation Company of Proprietors of 

the Stoudwater navigation Co CB RS 
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.. 
"' tl) .. ~ 
~ 0 
:E z 

to Nant'hich BW BW-Cr CN 0 63.6 39,~~ 
SUC- (b) Chester Canal BW BW-Cr CB 0 30.6 -· 19.0 c 
SUC- (c) E&C Wirral Line BW BW-Cr CB 0 14.5 9~~ _c_ 
SUC- (d) B&LJ Ne::wp=oc:rt'-"B'"'"ra::::n"'c"'h:_--t------------+N.::A:___-1c....::Cc:.N:....t-=cD+_1:.::6.9 10.5 _ _c_ 
SUC - (e) Shrewsbury Canal -

f:S::Oh'Cr~ews:_:::;:b;cury";!;:_,to::_W:=.'a::tp:t'p::e;;;ns"-'h"=a~II_,.J::c::L ---1-------------+N:..:A:.:__. CN D _ 24.2 15.0 c 
SUC - (f) Shrewsbury Canal -
Wappenshall Jet to Wombridge 

1-'C::a:::.n::::a:...l ~-=-~~"CC"~~~~-+="'"'""-----------.....;I'cN"-cA~--t~T.::B'-+-'D~---~3~?, 2.0f-c . 
SUC- (g) E&C MiddleiNich Branch BW BW-Cr CN 0 16.1 10.0~ 
SUC- (h) E&C Llangollen Canal -
!;!urieston to Llangollen BW __ _l:liiii-Cr CN R 7 4.1 46.0 c 

SUC- (i) E&C Whitchurch Branch ----·---·----t"N-"Ac..__f--'C::Nc._I~R_::P_l--"""'1·'"'·6:+ 1 0~ 
SUC - (j) E&C Prees Branch -to the-e--· 
marina BW BW-R CN R 2.4 1.5 c 
SUC - (k) E&C Prees Branch - end 
section BW 
SUC -(I) E&C Llanymynech Branch 
(part of the "Montgomery Canal") BW 
SUC - (m) E&C - Weston Branch 
SUC - (n) Montgomeryshire Canal -

BW-R CN D 3.2 2.0 c 

"Eastern Branch" BW _________ ~f=B"'W"'--..:.R.:_t--'C::.:N.c._l-RA:..::c+--=25Jl __ ~Q c 
SUC- (o) Montgomeryshire Canal-
Guilsfield Branch BW BW-R CN D 3.2 2.0 c 
SUC - (p) Montgomeryshire Canal 

~·vv:c::.:e~s~te~rnc:..::B~ra=n~c~h~"~~---·----+B~W~--------------~B~VV:...-:...R~__,.C::N:....J~RA~+-~12~.:..:1+-_~7~.5-~ 
r.S~wa~ffh~a~m~B~ul:.:b~e~ck~Lod~e~-----+~~-----·---------+N=.A~=-+-~D~C:-+~o~l---='5::.76!--~3.5~ 
Swansea Canal BW BW-R CN RP 24.2 15.0 INis 

Swansea Canal - Branch.::e:.:s:__ __ --+------·- ---+Nc:Ac:__+-~C:..N~~D+ __ 1::.67l-- 1.0 INis 
Tamar Manure Navigation NA RL D 4.8 3.0~. 

Tame Valley Canal- See"BCN" c 
Tarnar Queen's Harbour Master PA TEIR 0 30.6 19.0 
Tattershall Canal -Absorbed by the Homcast/e Navigation 

~T~a~v~is~m:.:c~k~C~a~n~a~I-=--~-----+N:..:=ru~io~n"a~I:...P::owe~r~?:....?:...·----+C~o~---+-~T.::B-+_::D~>---"~~--4.0~~ 
Tavistock Canal- Branch NA TB D 3.2 2.0 sw 

·-
Tay- Estua::Jry'-----c· ------+D?un_::d::eo;:e:.:H;:Oa,r.::b.:oou::::r_::T::ru=st,____-+P~A_:__f-CT.=E::IR~_::0"-11---=4~9~.9~_~3:..:1:-:.0+·:s, 1 
Tees - Upper section Teeside Development 

Corporation 
Tees - Lower section Teeside Development 

Corporation 

DC RL 0 17.7 11.0 

DC TE/R 0 20.9 13::.:.0:+- I 
J.:.c.ec.crne-e_,(W-:-:::oC"""rcs--'7. ) __________ ~:--:-=--"""""C-=-~;-;----+:cN:...Ac__--+-R70~ D 2.4 1 . 5 c 
'"T"'e::n:::na=nC"t-'C::a::cn:::a::.l -:-----·---+P-"o::.:rtc..T:..:e:::.n::..:n"a''"'nt~C=o=.'-"L::td:-:· __ --f.::C.::o_--tc....::C:::.N.:-J~R.::P'-J-. -~ __ 5.0 INis 
Tern (Shropshire) NA RL D 2.4 1.5 c 

-~---

I:;T;;;.h:=ac.:m.:cec:s-;&~M;-'e-';d"'-wa=y-:::Cc'a~ncca;-1 =--:----1-:c:...Railtrack Co ... -+__::C.::B~..:.R.::P_+ _ _:B::.:._1, l--.._::5::.0:+--
Thames & Medway Canal (Strood 
tunnel) 
Thames & Severn Canal 
Thames & Severn Canal -
Cirencester Branch 

Railtr<!C::.:k~-~-~-~lc'C:.:o:.__J--C:C:::B-+""D"=-!~~3.,.2::1----'2.0 ~-
-----J-~--------+N.::A-.:.__t--C::.:B=---if-'R..:.S=+ .. -6c2.8 39.0 _c . 

NA CB D 2.4 1.5 c 
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"rhames- (a) BelowTeddington 
~·~~~~;c c---.. ·-~ . 

Port of London Authority PA RT 0 25.8 16.0 c 
~~~-'~ -------

Thames- (b) Teddington Lock to 
lnglesham NRA NRA RL 0 202.1 125.5 c 
Thames- (c) Lechlade to Cricklade NRA NRA RO D 15.3 9.5 c 
Thomey River NA DC D 5.6 3.5 c -----
Thume Broads Authority BA RO 0 9.7 6.0 b ---- _" ______ 

Tinsley Canal - See S&SYN Sheffield Canal c 
Tipton Green & Toll End Communication Canal - See "BCN" c 

~ 

Titford Canal - See "BCN" c 
~~ 

Tone- (a) Burrow Br. to New Br. NA RT 0 6.4 4.0 SW 
~ 

Tone- (b) New Br. to Firepool NA RL D 12.1 7.5 SW --------
Tone - (c) Upstream of Firepool ?? NA RL R 1.6 1.0 SW 

. ~ -----
Torrington Canal NA TB D 

f-~ 
9.7 6.0 SW 

- --------

Trent & Mersey - Minor branches NA CN D 4.0 2.5 c 
Trent & Mersey Canal BW BW-Cr CN 0 124.0 77.0 

c---
c 
------

Trent & Mersey Canal BW BW-Cr CB 0 26.6 16c~ r£-Trent & Mersey Canal - Caldon Br BW BW-Cr CN R 28.2 17.5 c 
Trent & Mersey Canal - Leek Branch 

BW BW-Cr CN R 4.0 -~-2:§ __<:_ 
Trent & Mersey Canal - Leek Branch 
~section . NA CN D 0.8 0.5 c 
Trent & Mersey Canal - Uttoxeter 

~~·-~ -~· 

Branch ~ CN D 20.9 13.0 c 
·~ ------~- . ·--~ ---- ~~-· 

Trent- (a) Trent Falls to 
Gainsborough Associated British Ports PA RT 0 41.9 26.0 c 
Trent- (b) Gainsborough to Cromwell 
Lock BW BW-Cm RT 0 41.9 26.0 c 
Trent- (c) Cromwell Lock to 
Nottingham Canal BW BW-Cm RL 0 46.7 29.0 c "" ________ 

-----

Trent- (d) Nottingham Canal to 
Wilden Ferry BW BW-Cr RL 0 17.7 11.0 c 
Trent- (e) Wilden Ferry to Burton NA RL D 32.2 

c--·---
20.0 c 

Trent- (f) Bond End Branch NA CB D 1.6 1.0 c 
Trewyddfa canal NA CN D 2.4 1.5 WS 
Tyne- River Port of Tyne Au1hority PA TE/R 0 ~ 30:6 

~--~ 

19.0 --
Ulverston Canal Glaxo Co CS D 

. ·---;-;: ------

2.4 1.5 
Union Canal - See Edinburgh & Glasgow Union Canal s 
Ure Navigation BW BW-Cr RL ~ -1z':9 .. ·--o"" --

0 8.0 c 
Uttoxeter Canal - See Trent & Mersey Canal c 

-~ 

Vmwy - Not included 
~ 

Walsall Canal - See "BCN" 
. -~-.. ~· .. ·~- le 

~beck Wansbeck District Council RL 0 
~ .. 

LA 4.8 3.0 
Warwck & Birmingham Canal - See GUC le 
Warwck & Napton Canal - See GUC ... c 

6- ~- ---------1;; Waterbeach Lode NA DC 0.8 1--· oct; -~ 1-'·~· 
Waveney- Geldeston Lock to 

[3_ungay -·-~- ·- NA RL D 6.4 4.0 b 
-----~- ----------

Waveney- River Yare to Geldeston 
Lock Broads Authority BA RO 0 33.8 21.0 b 

·~~-~-.. -------~-- ·-
Wear Port of Sunderland Au1hority PA TE/R 0 16.9 10.5 
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<( .. z 

Weaver Navigation BW BW-Cm RL 0 25.8 16.0 c 
Weaver Navigation - Frodsharn Cut BW BW-R RL D 1.6 1.0 c 
Weaver Navigation - Weston Canal BW BW-Crn CS 0 6.4 4.0 c 
Wednesbury Old Canal - See "BCN" c 
Welland - (a) Wash to Fosdyke 
Bridge Port of Fosdyke Ltd PA RT 0 3.2 2.0 
Welland -(b) Fosdyke Br. to 
Spalding NRA NRA RT 0 10.5 6.5 
Welland - (c) Spalding to Folly River NRA NRA RL 0 22.5 14.0 
Welland - (d) Folly River to Stamford NRA NRA RL D 21.7 13.5 
Welsh Canal - see sue "Liangollen Canal" c 
Wensurn Broads Authority BA RO 0 3.2 2.0 b 
Werncanal NA C? D 1.6 1.0 wts 
Weston Canal - See Weaver navigation c 
Westport Canal NRA - o\Mlership NRA CB D 3.2 2.0 SW 

Wey National Trust T RL 0 24.2 15.0 c 
~---

Wey & Arun Canal NA CB RS 29.8 18.5 c 
Wey (Godalming) National Trust T RL 0 7.2 4.5 c 
Wicken Lode NRA NRA DC 0 2.4 1.5 c 
Wilts & Berks Canal NA CN RP 82.1 51.0 re 
Wilts & Berks Canal - Calne Branch NA CN RP 4.8 3.0 c 
Wilts & Berks Canal - Chippenham 
Branch NA CN RP 3.2 2.0 r<: 
Wilts & Berks Canal - Minor 
branches NA CN RP 1.6 1.0 c 

-
Wilts & Berks Canal - North Wilts 
Canal NA CN RP 14.5 9.0 c 
Wisbech Canal Wisbech Corporation LA CB D 8.1 5.0 c 
Wissey NRA NRA RO 0 19.3 12.0 c 
Witharn - Boston to the Wash Port of Boston PA RT 0 8.1 ·s.o ~--c 
Witharn - Lincoln to Boston BW BW-Cr RL 0 53.1 33.0 c 
WND - Wlf:ham Navigable Drains c 
WND - Bell Water Drain Witharn Fourth Internal 

Drainage Board DA DC D 8.1 5.0 c 
WND - Castle Dyke Witharn Fourth Internal 

Drainage Board DA DC 0 4.0 2.5 c -
WND - Cowblidge Drain Witham Fourth Internal 

Drainage Board DA DC D 2.4 1.5 c 
WND - East Fen Catchwater Drain Witham Fourth Internal 

Drainage Board DA DC D 7.2 4.5 c 
WND - Fodder Dyke Witharn Fourth Internal 

Drainage Board DA DC D 4.8 3.0 c 
WND - Frith Bank Drain Witham Fourth Internal 

Drainage Board DA DC 0 3.2 2.0 c 
WND- Hobhole Drain Witham Fourth Internal 

Drainage Board DA DC 0 21.7 13.5 c -
WND - Howbridge Drain Witham Fourth Internal 

Drainage Board DA DC D 4.0 2.5 c .. -
WND - Lush's Drain Witharn Fourth Internal 

Drainage Board DA DC D 2.4 1.5 c 
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Inland Waterways of Britain 
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WND - Maud Foster Drain Witham Fourth Internal 
Drainage Board DA DC 0 4.0 2.5 c 

WND - Medlam Drain Witham Fourth Internal 
Drainage Board DA DC D 10.5 6.5 c 

WND - Ne'Mlam Drain Witham Fourth Internal 
Drainage Board DA DC 0 5.6 3.5 f~c 

WND - Stone Bridge Drain Witham Fourth Internal 
Drainage Board DA DC 0 6.4 4.0 c 

WND -West Fen Catchwater Drain Witham Fourth Internal 
Drainage Board DA DC D 10.5 6.5 c 

WND - West Fen Drain Witham Fourth Internal 
Drainage Board DA DC 0 10.5 6.5 c 

~~:~~~~: ~:~~~ 
NA TB D 3.2 2.0 c 
NA C? D 2.4 1.5 

Worcester & Birmingham Canal BW BW-Cr CN 0 48.3 30.0 c 
Worsley Underground Canals - Not included c 

~ -
Wreak - See Me/ton Mowbray Navigation c 
Wye NA RON D 111.9 69.5 

~ ~ - ----~-

Wyney & Essington Canal - See"BCN" c 
~~ - -- -
Yare - Breydon Water to the sea Great Yarmouth Port 

Authority PA RT 0 11.3 7.0 b ----
Yare- R Wensum to Breydon Water 

Broads Authority BA RO 0 37.0 23.0 b 
Yea (Somerset) 
~~-

Sedgemoor District Council LA RL 
., 

D I 12.9 8.0 SW 

-~·· 

TOTALS:- 8457.3 5254.0 
CTWAAC 

~ ~ 

~ 

Revision F ~ 5191f15 

~-

~~~ 

·-~-- ~ 
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Inland Waterways of Northern Ireland 

~ 
c 
0 ., en en ·;:::::, Q) = Q) Cl 

0 Q. "' Q. E "' 
::l ., 

Waterway Name Waterway Authority - -.c "' Cl>- l<: ~ ~ 0 :11- ·:;: t- :E rJ) z 
ot "' z 

Ballinamore & Ballyconnell Canal - See Shannon Eme Waterway 
Bann Navigation- Lower DANI DANI RL 51.5 32.0 0 ic 

~-r-
Bann Navigation - Upper DANI DANI RL 33.8 21.0 D IC 

Blackwater Navigation -
Ulster DANI DANI RO 17.7 11.0 D ic 

NA C? 3.2 2.0 
···~ ··c-

Broharris Canal ? I 

Coalisland Canal NA CB 6.4 4.0 D ic_ 
Duchart's canal NA TBC 5.6 3.5 D IC 

Erne Navigation DANI DANI RUL 80.5 50.0 0 ic 
Foyle Navigation Strabane & Foyle Navigation 

eo. eo RT 54.7 34.0 0 i 
. 

CB 41.9 26.0 D 
-c·-

Lagan Navigation DANI DANI IC 

Lough Neagh DANI DANI L 30.6 19.0 0 ic 
Maghery Cut DANI DANI CB 0.8 0.5 D ic 
NewryCanal Local autholiti es LA CB 29.8 18.5 RP ic 
Newry Ship Canal Local autholiti es LA CS 4.8 3.0 RP ic 
Shannon Erne Waterway 
(Northern Ireland and border section) 

DANI DANI CB/RL 12.1 7.5 R ic ..• --" 
Strabane Canal Strabane & Foyle Navigation 

Co. eo CB 6.4 4.0 D i 
Tyrone Navigation - See Coa/is/and Canal 
Ulster Canal 
(Northern Ireland section) NA CB 38.6 24.0 RP ~ 

TOTALS:- 418.6 260.0 
1--

ciWAAC 

Revision E ~ 26/8195 

Notes:-

a) A further 51 Km (32 miles) of The Shannon-Erne Waterway lies in the llish Republic. 
The 10.7 Km (7 miles) V>klich forms the border between Northern Ireland and the Republic has been 
included in the total. 

b) A further 32 Km (20 miles) of the Ulster Canal lies v-.ithin the llish Republic. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY PAPER 3 

Summary of the legislation relating to BW, the NRA and the Broads 
Authority 

A BRITISH WATERWAYS 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 The British Waterways Board (now known as British Waterways and abbreviated 
as BW) was established under the 1962 Transport Act (TA 62) to manage the 
inland waterways, and associated docks of Great Britain that had been 
nationalised in 1947. In addition to its other duties BW was required to review its 
waterways and formulate proposals for putting them to the "best use". This review 
effectively resulted in the 1968 Transport Act (TA 68) which acknowledged, to 
some extent, the changing role of the waterways. No primary legislation relating to 
BW has been enacted since this date. 

1.2 The 1968 Act divided BWs waterways into three categories. These are: 

• "the Commercial Waterways" - which are to be principally available for 
the commercial carriage of freight; 

• ''the Cruising Waterways" - which are to be principally available for 
cruising, fishing and other recreational purposes; and 

• ''the Remainder". 

1.3 BWs fundamental functions, duties and rights remain as enshrined in the 1962 
and 1968 Transport Acts, but a whole series of public and private acts have been 
passed since the 1968 Act, that either directly or indirectly affect BWs 
management of its waterways. In addition it has inherited rights and obligations 
from the hundreds of Enabling Acts that the nationalised canal and river navigation 
companies operated under. The statutory position is thus complex and often 
regarded as outdated. 

2.0 Principal Functions and Duties 

2.1 Provision of services and facilities - TA 62 s.10(1) & TA 68 s.107(1) - In the 
exercising of its statutory powers, having due regard to efficiency and safety, BW 
has the duty to provide, to the extent it thinks expedient: 

1. services and facilities on the Commercial and Cruising Waterways; and 
2. port facilities at its harbours. 

2.2 Maintenance - TA 68 s.105 - SW has a duty to maintain the Commercial and 
Cruising Waterways in a suitable condition for the use by commercial and cruising 

. craft respectively; ''with a view to securing the general availability of the 
Commercial and Cruising waterways for public use". 
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British Waterways (Continued) 

2.3 Remainder Waterways - TA s.1 07(2) (a) - BW has a duty to deal with the 
Remainder Waterways in the most economical manner possible consistent with 
public health, safety and amenity. The BW Act 1995- s.(2) (d)- amends this duty 
by requiring it to take into account the desirability of protecting such a waterway 
should it have potential for future use as a Cruising waterway. 

2.4 Assets not required for services or facilities- TA 68 s.107(2) (b)- BW 's duty is 
to deal with assets, other than waterways or harbours, not required in connection 
with the provision of services and facilities so as to secure the best possible 
financial return by exploitation, development or disposal. 

2.5 Duty to act commercially- TA 68 s.134- BW is required to act in certain cases 
as if it were a company engaged in commercial enterprise, for example the 
development of non-operational land. 

3.0 Financial duties 

3.1 BW has a statutory duty not to make a loss on its revenue account ·~aking one 
year with another'' - TA 68 s. 41 (2). lt raises revenue from a wide variety of 
commercial activities relating to its assets, it charges fees and dues for navigation 
and fisheries, and receives grants from a variety of sources, particularly local 
authorities. However, it has no rights to raise income for such uses as land 
drainage and the general provision of fisheries. Local authorities have the powers 
to contribute towards the maintenance of BWs waterways, but this relies upon 
local agreements (TA 68 s.114). 

3.2 BWs expenditure has exceeded the income it can derive from commercial or 
chargeable sources since was created. The difference between its income and 
inescapable liabilities is financed by an annual grant-in-aid. 

4.0 General environmental and recreational duties 

4.1 The BW Act 1995 (s.22) made it a duty of BW: "in formulating or considering any 
proposals relating to their functions" (which includes duties and powers), to take 
into account, or have regard for, certain general environmental and recreational 
considerations. In summary these are: 

Sub-section ( 1) 

(a) further the conservation and enhancement of natural beauty and 
the conservation of flora and fauna and geological or 
physiographical features of special interest, so far as this is 
consistent with the purposes of any enactment relating to its 
functions; 

(b) to have regard to the desirability of conserving buildings, sites and 
objects of archaeological, architectural, engineering or historic 
interest; and 
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British Waterways (Continued) 

(c) to take into account any effect which the proposals would have on 
the beauty or amenity of any area or the features and objects listed 
in (a) and (b) above. 

Sub-section (2) requires BW to take into account the desirability of 
maintaining public access to towing paths, open land, and the features and 
objects described in (b) above. However, this sub-section is secondary to 
the duties laid down in the first sub-section regarding conservation. 

5.0 The Board 

5.1 The members of the British Waterways Board are appointed by the Secretary of 
State for the Environment from among persons who have had experience of the 
management of inland navigations, have special knowledge of some aspect of 
BWs work, or have shown capacity in transport, industry, commerce, and the like 
(TA 62 s.1 (6)). 

6.0 Advisory bodies 

6.1 The 1968 Act also created the Inland Waterways Amenity Advisory Council 
(IWAAC). The Council's principal function is to make recommendations to the 
Secretary of State, or the Board, on any matter affecting the use or development 
for recreation of the Cruising Waterways and the provision of facilities on 
Commercial and Cruising waterways. lt has certain other limited functions and its 
Chairman and members are appointed by the Secretary of State for the 
Environment (TA 68 s.110.) The matters that SW are required to consuH with or 
seek recommendations from IWAAC are only limited (see Supplementary Paper 
1 ). 

6.2 The legislation does not require any regional or local advisory bodies to be 
established. 

7.0 Consultation and publication of plans 

7.1 BW is not required to consult interested parties or publish any of its planning 
documents. 

8.0 Other matters 

8.1 SW is allowed to enter into a agreements with certain third parties to maintain 
Remainder Waterways on its behalf or to transfer them completely (TA 68 s.114). 

8.2 SW is afforded an advantageous status under the water resources management 
provisions of the Water Resources Act 1991 (WRA 91 s.66). (see also TA 62 s63 
provisions for further rights and restrictions) 
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8 NATIONAL RIVERS AUTHORITY 

1.0 Introduction 

1. 1 The National Rivers Authority was established under the Water Act 1989 (WA 89). 
This act amalgamated some of the functions of the regional water authorities in 
England and Wales and prepared the water authorities, as water supply and 
sewerage disposal companies, for privatisation. Functions in respect of pollution 
and water abstraction control, flood defence and fisheries were given to the N RA 
and a range of harbour, conservancy and navigational functions were also 
transferred to it. Legislation relating to the NRA's functions was consolidated by 
the Water Resources Act 1991 (WRA 91 ). A Bill is before Parliament to transfer all 
of the NRA's functions to the proposed Environment Agency (EA). 

1.2 The NRA's statutory position is complex due to the nature and range of its 
functions rather than an historical accumulation of rights and obligations. However, 
in relation to navigation on some rivers it has inherited certain rights and 
obligations that date back to much earlier legislation. 

2.0 Principal Functions and Duties 

2.1 The functions of the NRA are as follows. In general terms these functions apply to 
all inland and coastal waters with the exception of navigation that applies only to 
specific waterways: 

Water resources - The management of water resources - WRA 91 s.19-
81. 

Water Pollution - The control of the pollution of water resources - WRA 91 
s 82-104. 

Flood Defence - The general supervision of flood defence including the 
issuing of levies- WRA 91 s.107-113. 

Fisheries - The maintenance, improvement and development of all 
fisheries- WRA 91 s. 114-116. 

Navigation - The Water Act 1989 transferred to the NRA the various rights 
and duties that the Water Authorities had largely inherited from a range of 
other bodies. In a similar way to BW there are a wide range of local and 
special Acts and Orders, some dating back many years. (WA 89 s.142) 

2.2 The NRA has a duty (WRA 91 s.(2)); ·~o such extent as it considers desirable, 
generally to promote: 

(a) the conservation and enhancement of the natural beauty and 
amenity of inland and coastal waters and of land associated with 
such waters; 
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The National Rivers Authority (Continued) 

(b) the conservation of flora and fauna which are dependant on an 
aquatic environment; and 

(c) the use of such waters for recreational purposes". 

3.0 Financial duties 

3.1 The NRA receives grant-in-aid (GIA), which is allocated by ministerial order to 
certain of its functions (and activities) (WRA 1991 s.117 (1). However, a 
substantial proportion of its income is "self-generated" and derived from a variety 
of statutory charging rights that it has. These rights include water abstraction and 
discharge fees, precepts and levies for land drainage, the National Rod Licence 
for fisheries, and charges for navigation. 

4.0 General environmental and recreational duties 

4.1 In addition to the conservation and recreational functions detailed within section 2 
(2) of the Water Resources Act 1991 the N RA also has general environmental and 
recreational duties that are very similar to those of BW outlined in section 4.0 
above. A difference is that the duties are not only imposed on the NRA, but also 
the relevant Ministers of State when considering proposals relating to the authority 
(WRA 1991 s.16 (4)). 

4.2 Related to the NRA's general environmental and recreational duties the "Ministers" 
have the power to approve "codes of practice" relating to these duties. These 
codes are for the purpose of giving practical guidance and promoting desirable 
practices. Before such codes are issued the Minister is required to consult such 
bodies as the Countryside Commission, the Sports Council, English Heritage and 
others (WRA 91 s.18). 

5.0 The Authority's Board 

5.1 Two members of the authority's Board are appointed by the Minister and the 
remainder by the Secretary of State. In making such appointments they are 
required to; "have regard to the desirability of appointing a person[s] who has 
experience of, and has shown capacity in, some matter relevant to the functions of 
the Authority" (WRA 1991 s.1 (4). 

6.0 Advisory Bodies 

6.1 The NRA is required to establish and maintain regional "river'' advisory 
committees, an advisory committee covering Wales, regional and local fisheries 
advisory committees, and regional and local flood defence committees. In addition 
it is required to consult these committees on a wide range of matters (WRA 1991 
Ch. 11). 

6.2 The Authority is required to appoint to the Regional Advisory Committees 
. members who have an interest in matters likely to be affected by the manner in 
which the Authority carries out its functions. The Authority. has the duty to consult 
these committees about proposals relating generally to the manner in which it 
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The National Rivers Authority (Continued) 

carries out is functions. In addition the Authority must consider any representations 
made to it by an advisory committee. (WRA 1991 s.7). 

7.0 Consultation and Publication of Plans 

7.1 The NRA is required to publish an annual report on its activities (WRA s.187 (1)). 

C THE BROADS AUTHORITY 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 The Broads Authority (BA) was established under the Norfolk and Suffolk Broads 
Ad 1988 (N&SBA 88). There are many similarities between the BA and the 
National Park authorities, for example composition, planning responsibilities and 
status and funding arrangements. 

2.0 Principal Functions and Duties 

2.1 The general duties of the BA is to manage the Broads for the purposes of (N&SBA 
88 s.2 (1)): 

(a) conserving and enhancing the natural beauty of the Broads; 

(b) promoting the enjoyment of the Broads by the public; and 

(c) protecting the interest of navigation. 

2.2 In addition the BA is required to have regard to (N&SBA 88 s.2 (3): 

(a) the national importance of the Broads as an area of natural beauty 
and one which affords opportunities for open-air recreation; 

(b) the desirability of protecting the natural resources of the broads 
from damage; and 

(c) the needs of agriculture and forestry and the economic and social 
interest of those who live or work in the Broads. 

2.3 The BA is the sole distrid planning authority for the Broads area (N&SBA 88 s.2 
(5)). 

2.4 The authority also has a wide range of miscellaneous functions including, for 
example; providing facilities, undertaking conservation work on buildings or 
vessels, the compulsory purchase of land including the creation of new rights, and 
the publication of information, delivery of ledures, and the like (N&SBA 88 s. 2 (6) 

· Part 11 of Schedule 3). 
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The Broads Authority (Continued) 

2.5 The BA has the power; ''to do anything which is necessary or expedient for the 
purpose of enabling it to carry out its functions" (N&SBA 88 s. 2 (7)). 

2.6 In relation to navigation the authority is required to maintain the defined 
"navigation area" to the navigational standards that it feels to be reasonably 
required and to take steps to improve and develop the navigation area as it thinks 
frt. 

3.0 Financial duties 

3.1 The BA is required to manage its affairs such that the expenses it incurs on its 
navigation functions are covered by its navigation related charges. No expenditure 
incurred in connection with the conservation of the natural beauty of the area can 
be charged to its navigation function. (N&SBA 88 s.13). 

3.2 The BA is able to raise income by making levies on the local authorities within the 
Broads area (N&SBA 88 s.14). 

3.3 The Secretary of State may: "make grants to the Authority for such purposes, and 
on such terms and conditions, as he thinks frt". He is required to consult with the 
Countryside Commission about the level of such grant and the purposes for which 
it is made. (N&SBA 88 s.15). 

4.0 General environmental and recreational duties 

4.1 The fundamental functions of the BA include conservation of the environment and 
recreational promotion (see section 2.0 above.) 

5.0 The Authority 

5.1 The Broads Authority is a corporate body consisting of the following members: 
eighteen appointed by each of the seven County, District, Borough and City 
Councils within the Broads area; two by the Countryside Commission; one by the 
Nature Conservancy Council; two by the Great Yarmouth Port and Haven 
Commissioners; one by the NRA; nine by the Secretary of State, which must 
include at least three representing boating interests, and at least two representing 
farming and land owning interests; and two from the "navigation Committee" - see 
5.2 below. (N&SBA 88 s.1) 

5.2 The Authority is required to appoint a "Navigation Committee" which it must 
consult on certain matters and to which it can delegate its functions in relation to 
the navigation area. The Navigation Committee comprises of seven members of 
the Authority itself and seven members appointed after consultation with bodies 
such as hire boat companies, boating interests and other users of the navigation 
area. (N&SBA 88 s.9). 

6.0 Advisory Bodies 

6.1 With the Act requiring the membership of the Authority to represent a wide cross 
section of interests and with the specialist navigation committee no advisory 

. bodies are required by legislation. 
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The Broads Authority (Continued) 

7.0 Consultation and Publication of Plans 

7. 1 The Authority is required to draft, consult on and publish a plan setting out its 
policy with respect to its functions. lt is required to review this plan every five 
years (N&SBA 88 s.3). 

7.2 The Authority is also required to prepare a map showing areas within the Broads 
whose natural beauty it is particularly important to conserve. 

D LEGISLATION RELA TJNG TO INLAND WATERWAYS GENERALLY 

1.0 Other provisions relevant to inland waterways generally 

1.1 The 1968 Transport Act also contains certain wider inland waterway provisions. 
These are: 

1. The Secretary of State has the power to extinguish statutory rights and 
obligations in respect of non-BW canals (TA 68 s.112). 

2. The Secretary of State can confer on a waterway authority powers to make 
byelaws (TA 68 s.113). 

3. The Act also has an important general provision allowing local authorities to; 
"assist any other person (whether financially, by the provision of services or 
facilities, or otherwise) in maintaining or improving for amenity or recreational 
purposes", any inland waterway within its area (TA 68 s.114). 

1.2 Under the British Waterways Act 1983, the Secretary of State may, on application 
by BW, make an order transferring the undertaking, functions and property of an 
navigation authority to BW. The section makes clear that such an authority can be 
a body that no longer has members, or one which is responsible for a waterway 
that is no longer navigable. (BWA 83 s.1 0) 

1.3 The Water Resources Act contains a number of more general provisions:-

1. The NRA can apply to the Minister for the transfer of the functions or property 
of a navigation authority to it (WRA 91 s.2 schedule 2). (See also Land 
Drainage Act 1991 (s. 35). 
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General waterways legislation (Continued) 

2. The NRA, ''with a view to improving the drainage of any land", may enter into 
arrangements to transfer from a navigation authority to them: the whole or part 
of the authority, or its duties, etc.; the alteration or improvement of any works; 
and related payments (WRA 91 s.111 ). This right also applies to the Drainage 
Boards under the Land Drainage Act 1991 (s. 19) 

3. The NRA has the right to exempt from water abstraction charges, or levy 
reduced charges, any person whose ''works"; "have made, or will make, a 
beneficial contribution towards the fulfilment of the purposes of the functions of 
the Authority" (WRA 91 s. 126 (1) & (2). 

4. The Minister has the power to order that the owners and occupiers of fisheries 
in an area to pay contributions to the Authority in respect of the NRA's 
expenses in carrying out its fisheries function within that area (WRA 91 s.142 
(1 )). 

5. The Secretary of State can order that tolls be imposed upon navigable waters 
that are not subject to the control of any navigation authority (WRA 91 s.143 
(3)). (See also the land Drainage Act 1991 (s. 56) 

8.3 The Town and Country Planning Act General Development Order 1988 classes 
certain works on inland waterways as "permitted development" and thus they are 
deemed to have planning consent. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY PAPER 4 

British Waterways' Statement of Objectives 

The attached document is the "Statement of Objectives" which the British 
Waterways Board agreed with the Department of the Environment in 1984 (dated 
31 July 1984). No revised objectives have published since this date. 
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British Waterways Board: statement of objectives agreed with the 
Department of the Environment (31 July 1984) 

General I. Consistant with its statutory obligations and powers, the Board should, so 

Freight 

Leisure, recreation and 
amenity 

Land holdings 

Malntenance and 
engineering works 

far as practicable, run its affairs on a commercial basis. 

2. In promoting the fullest practicable use of the waterways for leisure, 
recreation and amenity, and for freight transport where appropriate, the Board 
should aim (a) to achieve value for money in all its activities including the 
maintenance of waterways, (b) to secure an adequate rate of return on specific 
activities and (c) consistently with its other objectives to increase opportunities for 
private sector participation in the business for example through direct investment, 
joint ventures, asset sales, contracting out and hiving off. By these means the 
Board's demands on Exchequer funds should be kept to a minimum. 

3. The Board should comply with financial targets and external financing limits 
set by the Secretary of State and should achieve performance aims, agreed with the 
Secretary of State, for manpower and other operating costs for each part of the 
Board's activities. Proposals by the Board for capital investment should be subject 
to proper investment appraisal as in the Department's gnidelines dated 25 May 
1983. Those outside the delegated limits agreed from time to time between the 
Secretary of State and the Board should be submitted for approvaL The currently 
agreed limit for this is £200,000. 

4. That part of the network which is suitable for freight transport should be 
managed (in addition to the purposes set out below) primarily for the commercial 
traffic of private operators. The Board's direct freight activities (as distinct from 
the upkeep of the waterways) should be confined to those which can achieve an 
adequate rate of return. Those which do not should be sold off or closed down. 
Opportunities to attract private sector capital for the expansion and development 
of commercial freight traffic, including the relevant waterways, possibly by means 
of joint venrures, should be pursued. Maintenance standards should be 
appropriate to the actual use (including land drainage where necessary), and the 
prospects of use, of the stretches of each waterway. 

5. The greater part of the network is unlikely to be suitable for freight transport 
and should be managed imaginatively for the purposes of leisure, recreation, 
amenity, conservation (and land drainage as necessary). Public use and enjoyment 
of the waterways should be enhanced including where practicable that of the 
disabled. Opportunities to expand and develop profitable activities (in 
conjunction with the private sector where possible) should be pursued in ways 
which would increase the Board's resources. Charges should be kept under review, 
with the aim of maximising revenue. Maintenance standards should be 
appropriate to the actual use (including land drainage where necessary) and the 
prospects of use, of the various stretches of each waterway. 

6. The Board should define as operational only such land as (a) is essential to 
the maintenance of the waterways, or (b) must be held by the Board for ruuning its 
freight, leisure, recreation and amenity activities. Non-operational holdings of 
land and buildings should be sold freehold to the private sector as soon as this is 
commercially sensible, or developed with the private sector through profitable 
joint ventures. The Board should maintain an up-to-date appraisal of their land 
holdings and their capital valuation. 

7. The scope and standards of maintenance of particular stetches of waterway 
should be appropriate to their use and to prospects for future use. They should be 
kept under review taking into account the number and size of vessels using them. 



The Board should make proposals to the Secretary of State for any desirable 
changes in the statutory standards and classifications of commercial, cruising and 
remainder waterways. The Board should contract out maintenance work to the 
private sector wherever that is cost effective. In the case of waterways which are 
also ·main rivers' for land drainage purposes the Board should seek to co-operate 
with the relevant authority (the Regional Water Authority in England and Wales) 
to maintain the waterways as economically as possible. The possibilities of either 
the Board or the relevant authority undertaking all work subject to reimbursement 
should be pursued. 

Re,;.,arch and development 8. The Board's research programmes should be geared to its objectives and 
should be settled annually with the approval of the Secretary of State as required 
by section 46 of the Transport Act I 968. 

Corporate Plan 9. The Board should develop procedures whereby its objectives and 
performance are kept under review, the efficiency and effectiveness of its operation 
are monitored and the results reported to the Secretary of State. This will require 
the early adoption of a corporate plan, updated annually, for approval by the 
Secretary of State, the settling of performance aims and indicators, and the further 
development of performance review and financial monitoring. 

Accounts and audit 10. The Board should adopt management accounting systems compatible with 
the form of accounts directive, and its businesses as defined in the Corporate Plan. 
The auditors, who are appointed by the Secretary of State, will carry out a 
proportion of value-for-money audit annually, reporting on that and other audit 
matters to the Board in the first instance. 

Relations with nsers 11. The Board should consult waterways users and others affected by the 
Board's activities about their needs and about the Board's policies. On matters 
affecting leisure, recreation and amenity the Board should liaise closely with the 
Inland Waterways Amenity Advisory Council, making use of the Council's links 
with user organisations; and, so far as practicable, consulting the Council in 
advance of decisions upon proposals of significant interest to them. 

Source: DoE. 
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THE WATERWAYS- Benefits, beneficiaries, direct income and value 

Use (or asset) Benefits Beneficiary Direct Income to Value 
Waterway Authority 

Forfiood • Much of the canal system has become • Land ov.ners • Generally none • The total value is not knov.n 
prevention an integral part of the land drainage • Local communities (However, the NRA and Land • lt is estimated that, in BWs case 

system • The highway Drainage Authorities receive precept alone, the drainage value provided by 
• Many highways discharge storm water authorities funding.) its canals is £60m p.a. 
into canals 
(Such discharges can add significantly to 
maintenance costs.) 
• On rivers land drainage improvements 
can be used as a cost effective means of 
maintaining and restoring navigation. 

As a utility • Total use is limited at present, but not • The existing value of all utility uses 
un-important. is largely (but, not entirely) 

represented by the current direct 
income. 

For water transfer • The national waterways system has the • The water companies • Yes • The potential value could be highly 
and supply potential for a far more significant role • The nation significant. 

particularly the connected netv.{)rk. 

As a services • The waterways netv.{)rk links most major • The utility company • Yes • The potential value is believed to be 
route English cities and many major tov.ns. (But, the privatised utilities have significant. 

• Largely a "single-ov.ner'' route. inherited advantageous rights) 

For hydro-electric • A sustainable and environmentally • The utility company • Yes • The potential value, especially in 
I generation friendly energy source. • The nation environmental terms, is believed to 

• Not yet developed to any great extent. be significant. '· 
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Use (Asset) Benefit Beneficiary Direct Income to Value ! 

Waterway Authority 

I 

For freight • Water transport has substantial • The freight haulier. • Yes • The current value is only partially 
haulage environmental advantages over road • Local communities. represented by the existing income. 

haulage. • The nation • The potential economic and environmental 
(Just one Euro-barge size vessel carries a value is thought to be substantial (but, 
load equivalent to 30 or more heavy lorries significant investment would be required). 
and is 5 times more fuel efficient.) 

LEISURE, RECREATION AND TOURISM USE 

Use (Asset) Benefit Beneficiary Direct Income to Value 
Waterway Authority 

Overview • The wate!Ways provide a unique sporting, • The nation. • Mixed • Total value not knoV>fi and is 
recreational and tourist resource for a wde • Local communities. • Yes - in the case of formal certainly not represented by the 
variety of active, open-air activities. These • Related businesses users such as powered boating. income received by the wate~Way 
provide a V'<ide range of benefits. • Their users • Generally none from informal authorities. 
• The wate~Ways have a special quality as a users such as walkers. • The current social and economic 
relaxing environment. • The Broads Authority receives value is know to be highly significant. 
• The wale~Ways geographical spread, range national and local funding in • Recent research has found that the 
of uses and other factors make them of recognition of the recreational 'WIIingness to pay" value of BWs 
national importance, but, in addition, they are importance of its area. canals is in the order of £150 million. 
"local" to most major centres of population • Some individual wate!Ways are • lt is estimated that in the order of 15 
(50% of the population live V'<ilhin 5 miles of a fully or partially funded by local million people (over 25% of the 
BW wale!Way). authorities in recognition of their population) use the wale~Way for 
• Demand for active, open-air, recreation is economic and social value. recreation each year. 
grov.ing and interest in heritage and the • The wale!Ways have a significant 
environment is grov.ing. potential for increased recreational, 
• Recreational and tourist spending provides a sporting and tourist uses and thus 
significant contribution to local economies increased value. 
and the national economy. The multiplier 
effect is particular1y significant. 
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RECREATIONAL, SPORTING AND TOURIST USE (Continued) 

Use (Asset) Benefit Beneficiary Direct Income to Value 
Waterway Authority 

As a major • The waterways are a significant • The user • Yes (in the case of formal activities.) • Total value not knoVvn, but total UK 
national and attraction for overseas visitors bringing • The tourist industry • No (in the case of most informal tourism is a £28 billion industry. 
international substantial economic benefits. • Local communities activities.) • The waterways have the potential for 
tourist attraction • Home tourism brings a range of • The nation greater tourist use in a wde range of 

economic and environmental benefits . ways thus delivering an increased 
commercial, economic and social 
value. 
• The multiplier effect of waterway 
related tourism is know to be 
substantial. 

Powered boating • Many other users benefit as boating • The boat user • Yes • Represented, to some extent, by the 
activity is an important part of the • Many other direct income obtained (In BWs case 

(This includes hire attraction of the waterways for them. waterway users this is almost £7 million p.a. or 18% of 
boating private boating, • Boating holidays attract overseas • The inland marine self-generated income). 
trip boats, youth and 
community boats, etc} tourists and reduce the taking of overseas industry • Boating has a greater value than its 

holidays by UK residents. • Local communities direct income in particular due to the 
• The nation attraction moving boats provide for 

other users and the economic activity 
generated. (The inland marine industry 
alone has a turnover of about £75 
million p.a. and employs some 5,000 
people.) 

Non-powered • Provides, formal and informal, active, • The user • Yes • The total current value is not knoVvn. 
boating outdoor, recreation for a wde variety Of • The marine industry (but only limited) • The potential for greater use, 

people. • Local communities providing far greater social (and 
• Such use has only a limited impact on • The nation economic) value, is viewed as being 
the environment. significant. 
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RECREATIONAL, SPORTING AND TOURIST USE (Continued) 

Use (Asset) Benefit Beneficiary Direct Income to Value 
Waterway Authority 

Angling ·Angling is an inexpensive, open-air, • The user • Not in all cases. • The total value is not knoiM1. lt is only 
recreational activity for a IMde range of • The angling industry • The NRA has overall responsibility partially represented by the direct 

(Angling is the most people. • Local communities for fisheries in England and Wales income obtained. 
popular participant • The nation and receives all of the income from • Over 300,000 coarse anglers fish in 
leisure activity in the the National Rod Licence. the canals of England and Wales. UK) 

• BW receives no income from the • The total annual spend by all coarse 
majority of anglers V>kto use its canals. anglers in England & Wales is 

estimated to be £2.4 billion . . 
Informal uses • The waterways provide for a IMde ra(lge • The user • None • The total value is not knOIM1 

of informal recreational uses. • Local communities • BW receives no specific national • The value of the informal use of BWs 
(such uses include long • The towpath system provides a unique, • The nation funding and only limited (and waterways alone has been calculated 
distance and local inter-connected, traffic free, national (No associated inconsistent) local funding for the to be in the order of £75 million p.a. 
walking, cycUng, and a footpath system V>ktich penetrates many industry of any size informal recreational use of its • The waterways have a great potential 
range of general and 
specialist visiting) urban areas. has developed yet.) waterways and its development. for increased informal recreational use. 

(see also comments under 
"overview•.) 

--------
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HERITAGE AND ENVIRONMENT 

Use (Asset) Benefit Beneficiary Direct Income to Value 
Waterway Authority 

Built 
environment:-

Scheduled • The waterways, particularly the canal • The nation • Generally none. • The value is not knov.n 
Monuments and system, are a unique heritage of civil • Local communities (but see overview below) (but, see overview below) 
listed structures engineering and transport infrastructure. • Many waterway • BW vilich is responsible for the 

• They contain a substantial number of users most significant part of the 
listed structures and monuments. waterways' built heritage receives no 

specific national funding in 
recognition of its responsibilities. 

Other built • The extent and importance of such • The nation • Generally none. • The value is not knov.n. 
environment features has been partially recognised by • Local communities (but see overview below). (but see overview below) 
features the extensive designation of waterways • Many waterway • In general terms no specific, 

as Conservation Areas or by Scheduling. users national or local funding is provided 
to those Waterway Authorities vilo 
are responsible for the care and 
maintenance of extensive lengths of 
such designated areas. 

Natural 
environment:-

Nationally • The waterways contain a significant • The nation • Generally none • The value is not knov.n 
designated sites of number of formally designated sites such • Local communities (but see overview below) (but see overview below) 
special scientific asSSSI's • Some users • The BA has a special status and 
interest funding regime in recognition of its 

responsibilities. 
I 
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HERITAGE AND ENVIRONMENT (Continued) 

Use (Asset) Benefit Beneficiary Direct Income to value 
Waterway Authority 

Natural 
environment:-

Locally • The watePNays contain an extensive • The nation • Generally none • The value is not knoWJ 
designated sites number and range of such sites. • Local communities (but see overview below) (but see overview below) 
of importance • Many users • The BA has a special status and 
for nature funding regime in recognition of its 
conservation responsibilities. 

WatePNay • The two national watePNay museums play • The nation • Yes (if OWJed by the WatePNay • Value not knoWJ. 
museums a vital role in preserving the history and • Their visitors. Authority) • The cultural heritage of the national 

culture of a key part of Britain's industrial • Unlike most other national watePNays museums can be compared 
past. museums, the national watePNays with that of other national museums. 
• The museums provide an important museums receive no significant 
educational resource. funding from the Department of 

National Heritage. 

The preservation • These boats are an integral and important • The nation • Yes (directly from the oWJers of • Value not knoWJ. 
and use of part of the waterways' heritage. • Local communities such craft) 
historic boats • Their use helps to maintain traditional • Many users in a 

skills. variety of ways 
(including those used • Such boats are an attraction for most 
for freight haulage) recreational users. 

-~~ ' ---------
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HERITAGE AND ENVIRONMENT (Continued) 

Use (Asset) Benefit Beneficiary Direct Income to value 
Waterway Authority 

Overview • The waterways are a heritage of both national • The nation • Generally none • Value not knooo. 
and international importance. BW alone is • Local (However, the special qualities and • The "existence value" of BWs 
responsible for more listed structures than the communities visual attraction of the waterways' waterways alone has been calculated to 
National Trust and is second only to the Church • Associated heritage and environment is be in the order of £150 million p.a. (The 
and Crown. No other transport system dating industries fundamental to their social and associated research shows that the 
from the industrial revolution has survived in • Most users economic value and much of their public see the canals as a precious 
such a complete form and is versatile enough to commercial value.) heritage resource) 
cater for modem day recreational, commercial 
and economic requirements. • The waterways' heritage and 
• The special qualities of the water environment is central to the 
environment, the human scale of the structures, commercial, economic and social 
the extent of the system and its geographical values identified under most other uses 
spread make the importance of the waterways of the waterways in addition to their 
comparable to that of the National Parks. very significant value as a national and 
• They are a "local" heritage resource - 50% of international heritage in their ooo right 
the population lives v.ithin 8 km (5 miles) of a 
BW waterway. 
• Some 600 km (370 miles) of waterway have 
been fully restored to date, some 525 km (325 
miles) are under restoration and well over 750 
km (500 miles) have future potential for 
restoration. These projects plus a v.ide range of 
improvement projects have already, or have the 
potential, to restore and ensure the economic 
retention of hundreds, if not thousands, of 
heritage features. 
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PROPERTY ("Use" by adjacent property owners and nearby businesses) 

Use (Asset) Benefit Beneficiary Direct Income to Value 
Waterway Authority 

Commercial and • Certain types of commercial • The development • None • Not knO'M1 
residential development derive significant additional O'Mler. (except v.llere the property is OW"!ed • However studies have shoW"! that a 
property and value due to the presence of a waterway. • The user. by the Waterway Authority or living waterway significantly enhances 
developments • Most residential property adjacent to a • Local communities partnerships can be established). the value of much of the pro}"'rty that 

waterway has an enhanced value. adjoins it ( in many cases by 10% or 
• Well designed waterside developments more). 
v-.ithin urban areas can both gain value 
from the waterway and enhance the value • There are thousands of sites around 
of the waterway itself. the country that have the potential to be 
• Property oW'led by the Waterway combined v-.ith a waterway to gain value 
Authorities can be used to provide an and enhance the value of the waterway. 
income to help to sustain the waterway. 
• Many waterside buildings are an 
important part of the waterways' heritage. 
Commercial uses can provide the 
resources for their conservation. 

Businesses • They can derive significant trade directly • The businesses. • Generally none • Value not knoW"! 
from the waterway or due to the attraction • Waterway users (in (except v.llere the Waterway 

(that draw trade from it provides. the v-.idest sense). Authority can make an access charge 
the watetWay or • These businesses provide facilities for • Local communities e.g. for marinas.) 
because of the both informal and formal users. • Some local authorities provide presence of the 
waterway, e.g. shops, funding, to various extents, in 
restaurants and pubs) recognition of the economic stimulus 

that their local waterway provides. 
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PROPERTY (continued) 

Use (Asset) Benefit Beneficiary Direct Income to Value 
Waterwa_}l_ Authority 

Residential boats • These boats help to meet a strong • The boat resident. • Generally yes. • Value not knov.n. 
demand for low cost housing. • Local communities 

Boats used as • They cater for the demand for a flexible 
residential homes and and more informal way of life. 
which are generaHy 

• The presence of residential boats can static or semi-static. 
provide security for other users and the 
waterways' infrastructure. 

-----······-···········- '-- - '-- - --------

EDUCATION 

Use (Asset) Benefit Beneficiary Direct Income to Value 
Waterway Author!ty 

As an • The waterways provide a very good • The students • Generally none • Not knov.n 
educational base resource for a wide range of • Local communities (but, in the longer term, the waterway (but, it is believed to be significant 
resource educational v.urk at many levels. • The nation authorities can obtain financial benefits and to have far greater potential) 

• They provide an important, local, easily through increased awareness, 
accessible and relatively safe resource appreciation and care for the 
for a wide range of educational fieldv.urk waterways.) 
projects. 

---·······-·· - -· - -· ---···-····-----
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WATERWAYS AS A FOCUS FOR RE-GENERATION, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

Use (Asset) Benefits Beneficiary Direct Income to Value 
Waterway Authority 

As a catalyst for • Waterways per se provide an extremely • The nation • No • Total value not known. 
re-generation good focus for re-generation projects in • Local communities {although some Waterways Authorities • Coopers & Lybrand have found that 

both urban and rural areas. • Property owners. receive direct income from property one 32 Km {20 mile) restoration 
• Waterway restoration and improvement • Local businesses. development and increased formal project v.ill generate £ 135m of private 
projects act as an important re-generation recreational use.) sector investment, 3,3000 full time 
catalyst particularly v.ithin urban areas. • Most restoration and improvement jobs, 600,000 sq. ft of business space 
• The multiplier effect is highly significant. projects are not self-financing. The and has a good public to private 
• Such restoration and improvement return upon investment accrues from sector leverage ratio. 
projects can tum liabilities into significant the considerable economic and social • Over 40 restoration projects 
assets. benefits that follow. covering in excess of 1,000 km (620 
• These projects provide v.ide-ranging • Some local authorities provide miles) of Wclterway are proposed or 
social and economic benefits .. continuing maintenance and are in progress. 
• They increase the recreational capacity management funding for restored or • A great many miles of urban 
and potential of the Wclterways. improved Wclterways as well as capital. Wclterway have the potential to make 
• The direct and in-direct commercial a significant contribution to the re-
potential of the Wclterway is increased vitalisation of adjoining areas. 
significantly. 
• The restoration and enhancement of the 
Wclterways' heritage and environment can 
be an integral part of such projects. 

As a focus for • Waterways, particularly restoration and • The nation • Generally none • Not known. 
community improvement projects can provide an • Local communities {but costs can be reduced) • A v.ide range of organisations and 
involvement extremely important focus for the active • The community • However, some local authorities groups are involved in Wclterway 

involvement of communities, particularly user. provide continuing maintenance and restoration and improvement projects 
(applies in particular to for younger people. • Other users management funding in recognition of {probably well in excess of 1 ,000) 
urban waterways) • Such involvement can ease social the v.ide ranging community value of v.ith many tens of thousands of 

problems, reduce vandalism and make their local Wclterways. people being involved. 
the Wclterway safer for other users. • There are 5,000 km {3, 110 miles) of 
• Opportunities for active youth navigable Wclterway and over 1,000 
involvement and skills training have been km {620 miles) of derelict Wclterway 
shown to be considerable. under restoration all v.ith potential for 

community use and involvement. 

---- . 
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Waterway Restoration Projects of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland 

INTRODUCTION 

The attached schedule is a listing of waterway restoration projects in Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland. [For our definftion of "restoration" see below.] This list includes those waterways 
(or significant features) that have been restored from dereliction, are in the process of 
being restored, or where a proposal has been put forward for restoration by a formally 
constituted body. We have also listed the projects for the construction of new waterways 
and those projects that have been abandoned (at present). 

We have identified separately those projects where restoration is understood to be well 
advanced (i.e. where significant lengths are already available for navigation) and those 
major projects where substantial work is in progress. The status of projects in the latter 
category is wide ranging. Some are at a very early stage with little or no physical work 
having been carried out and planning work at an early stage. Others are at the stage 
where substantial funding packages are being put together and rnajor work is expected to 
commence soon. Inevitably this allocation is, to some extent, subjective and the picture is 
a moving one. lt should be used as a general guide only. 

This list is not intended to be definitive. Its purpose is to give a flavour of the extent, scale 
and nature of waterways restoration projects around the country. A full review of 
restoration projects covering such key areas as partnership techniques, funding sources, 
actual or projected benefits, post restoration management and funding, etc. would 
undoubtedly provide benefits to all who have an interest in waterways restoration. 

We acknowledge that this listing may contain errors and omissions. We would be grateful 
if those who receive this paper would assist us by informing us of such errors and 
providing information to fill any gaps. 

"Restoration" - definition 

We have defined "restoration" as the re-establishment of a waterway such that it can be 
navigated by boats larger than canoes or other small craft. Locks must be in working 
order and bridges at a height to allow the passage of such vessels. 

(Generally waterways are restored for a wide range of uses and reasons, but with boating 
being the fundamental use. However, in some cases waterways have been restored with 
boating not being the fundamental use. The Grand Western Canal in Devon is an 
example of this.) 
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Waterway restoration projects (Continued) 

EXPLANATION AND KEY 

WATERWAY NAME 

We have used the current common name for the waterway not the historically correct 
name. 

NAVIGATION TYPE 

This column broadly identifies the type of navigation. The key is: 

TB Tub-boat canal. Canals that were constructed for small box-type boats in 
the order of 20' by 6' (6.1 Om by 1.83m), but with considerable variation. 
Often these canals used incline planes and boat lifts instead of pound 
locks. 

CN Narrow canal. The nominal boat size is 72' by 7' (21.98m by 2.13m) 
although many of the South Wales canals were navigated by craft of about 
60' by 9' (18.29m by 2.74m). 

CB Broad canal. With lock sizes in excess of about 1 0' (3.05m) wide and able 
to take "barges" rather than "boats". Dimensions vary considerable from 
waterway to waterway. 

CS Ship canal. A canal constructed for navigation by sea-going vessels. 

DC Drainage canal. A drainage "canal" which was once used or is still used 
for navigation. 

RL River with locks or staunches. A river navigation whose water levels 
were controlled and navigation assisted by pound locks, flash locks, 
staunches or similar. 

RO An open river. A river that was navigable or which can still be navigated, 
but where no navigational works were originally provided. (The break point 
between an open river and tidal navigation is not always clear.) 

RON Right of navigation- An open river on which a right of navigation exists. 

LENGTH 

In the case of "Fully Restored" waterways the length used is generally the length of 
waterway that has been restored not the length of the named navigation. 

In the case of waterways where restoration has started, or is well advanced, the length 
shown is the total length on which restoration is proposed, not the length that is currently 
un-navigable. 
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Waterway restoration projects (Continued) 

YEAR COMPLETED 

This is the year the project was "completed", that is when the waterway was opened to 
through navigation or the project practically completed. 

RESTORATION BODY 

This is the principal types of organisation(s) that are managing the project and raising 
funds. With many projects a wide range of organisations are involved to varying extents. 

BW British Waterways 

DA Drainage authority 

DANI Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland 

GT Groundwork Trust 

LA Local authority 

NPA National Park Authority 

NRA National Rivers Authority 

VB Voluntary body such as a charitable trust or society 

WA Water Authority (prior to the creation of the NRA) 

WATERWAY AUTHORITY 

These are the authorities (or bodies) that are understood to own (or manage) the greater 
part of the named waterway. In some cases whilst the greater part of the waterway is 
owned by the named authority some shorter sections may be owned by third parties. 
"Multiple ownership" indicates that the ownership of the line of the canal has been split up 
and is now vested in many individual owners. 

In the case of BW waterways we have indicated whether the waterway is classed as a 
"Remainder Waterway" in accordance with the 1968 Transport Act. "Upgraded" means 
that it has subsequently been up-graded to a "Cruiseway". lt should be noted that BW still 
own some isolated sections of waterways that are now the subject of restoration 
proposals. An example of this is Manchester, Bolton and Bury Canal. BWs role in such 
restoration projects is constrained by the Transport Act 1968. However, the British 
Waterways Act 1995 obliges BW to take into account the desirability of protecting 
Remainder Waterways for future use as cruising waterways when carrying out its 
statutory functions. 
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Waterway restoration projects (Continued) 

The NRA in carrying out its functions can have a considerable impact on many restoration 
projects. For example flood prevention works can be designed to allow for navigation and 
decisions relating to water resources are often very important in relation to the feasibility 
of projects. The NRA's legislation does not include any specific references to waterway 
restoration. However, it has a duty to promote the recreational use of all inland waters and 
associated land in England and Wales. 
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Waterway Name 

1\\/~n: L_pwer (Worcs ) 
Avon- Upper (Worcs.) 

Basingstoke Canal 
(to Greywe/1 Tunnef) 

- ---

RL 
RL 

CB I 

Bridgwater & Taunton Canal I CB 
(includes 1 mile of the River Tone) 

-------· - "" 

"Caldon Canal" CN 

"Caldon Canal" - Leek Branch I CN 
(excludes final section into Leek) 

Chelmer & Blackwater 
Navigation 

'"'---------
Dilham Dyke 
(Part of Broads navigations) _____________ ,._ 

Dudley Canal No 2 - BCN 
(Windmill End to Hafesowen) 

Dudley Tunnel - BCN 
(Includes asociated access sections 
of canal) 

RL 

CN 

CN 

,_ 
Waterway Restoration Projects in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

~ 
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28.0 
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0 
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1974 

1962 
1974 

31.01 1991 

Restoration 
body 

VB/LAJBW 

VB 
.~'"-~-~·-· 

VB 

---~--"------·-

VB/LA 

25.81 16.01 1994 ILA/BWNB 

28.21 17.51 1974 IVB/LAJBW 

3.01 1974 

0.51 1993 IVB 

1972 IVB 

2.51 1974 ILA/BWNB 

4.0 2.51 1972 IVB/LAJBW 

Waterway Authority Comments 

BW Remainder (upgraded) !An urban waterway l'ilich was a substantial liability. Now an 
important amenity. 

D~~~~~~ ~=~~:\\~~ t%~\ ~~~~J~~~~~(jn~f~~~~;~i~~~J~~~i~ bb~d~ voluntary 
body. Extensive use made of prison and borstal labour, and 
the armed service. 

Basing stoke Canal Authority !Canal compulsorliY!ll.irchasedby-ihe local authorities. 

BW Remainder 

Substantial use made of volunteers and MSC schemes. 
L0_11jl SE)_Gtj()f]~ ()fl_he(;£lnal fll'!lnow SS§I~ .. _ 
An attractive rural waterway. Informal recreational use well 
catered for. 

BW Remainder (upgraded) jA very attraciiverural wateiWayCiose to a major 
conurbation. 

BW Remainder (upgraded) iThlscanafdoes noireach Leek-asthefinal section has an 
industrial estate built on it. 

The Company of Proprieters 
of the Chelmer & Blackwater 
t>j<J_vig~ti()f1_ 
Broads Authority 

BW Remainder 

BW Remainder 

Page 1 

This project has helped the regeneration of part of 
Chlmsford. Plans approved for the navigation to be 
extended. ----- .. ,,,,_,______ - ----·-·-·------------·-... ·-·--- "' -- ·- _________ ,.... . -·- -

01M1ed and restored by the East Anglian Waterways 
Association 
-~ """~-------·-·--- "-·-------· """"" -- -~ '" "" -~----···--"'"'"'----- -

An attractive urban waterway. Gives access to large off-line 

moorings _ ··~··· _ . _ 
Includes 2.9 km (1.8 mile) long tunnel. Restored in 1972, 
but was then closed due to the failure of the tunnel. 
Recently re-opened again. Part of the tunnel is a very 
ooular visitor attraction. 



Waterway Name 

Forty Foot River 

Grand Western Canal 
(Barge section) 
-----~ 

Great Ouse 
Kennel & Avon Canal 
(canal section Bath to Hamstead 
Lock) 

Kennel & Avon Canal 
(Kennet Navigation- Bulls Lock to 
Tyle Mill Lock) 

Little Ouse -- ----·-- ---

Liangollen Canal 

"Monmouthshire & Brecon 
<::<111<11 '' {to Crown Bnd~e) 
Birmingham Canal - Old Main 
Line "loops" 

Ouse (Yorkshire) - Linton 
Lock 
Peak Forest Canal - "Lower" 

-- ----

Pocklington Canal 
(lower section) 

Prees Branch 
(Liangoffen Canal) 

~I 

RL 

CN 54.7 

CN 6.4 

RL 

CN 2.4 

Waterway Restoration Projects in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

'0 ., ., 
"' m ~ I Restoration I .. 
.9! 
~ 

>- E body 
0 u 

11.0 1991 VB/DB 

11.0 1973 LA 

- -- ·-----------

13.0 1978 VBIWA 
53.5 1990 VB/LA/BW 

8.5 ? IVB/LAIBW 

1.5 1995 NRA 
46.0 1955 BW 

34.0 1970 LA/BW/NPA 

4.0 

9.5 VB/BW 

8.0 
4.0 

1.5 1980 BW 

Waterway Authority 

Devon County Council 

Comments 

Restoration of Welches Dam Lock allowed through 
navigation. However, due to leakage problems the 

V'JalefV>Iay is f1()1rel!lJi<JriY avaii<Jbl(l forn_a:viQation . 
Ex BW Remainder waterway. Restored by the County 

NRA 
---~---I<:;()[Jnc;il v.A-lo hav_El~_El~i[l_natedii<JCOUI)lry P<irk. 

Restorati()_nt:()_mbin~~ with lall_d~r<Jina!le works _ 
BW Remainder 

NRA 
BW 

BW Remainder (upgraded) 

Linton Lock Navigation 
Commissioners 
------ ------
BW Remainder (upQraded) 
BW Remainder 

BW Remainder 

Page 2 

A very attractive rural waterway with considerable potential. 
Through navigation is now possible, but extensive further 
work is required in particular to improve water supplies. 

-~- -------

In addition to this section and that listed above parts of the 
Kennel Navigation and the Canal section remained open 
and were classed as Cruiseways in the 1968 Transport Act. 

~x1El_n_ds na:viQ<!Ii()_n_to ~r<Jf1d()l) 
Its use for water supply led to its restoration from semi
dereliction. 

------·-·· - ~--·---- --·----

very attractive rural waterway within the National Park 

Urban waterways. Three loops that were part of "Brindley's" 
original canal line. Each loop gives access to either 

rn()()rinQ~. ~oatyard~, or B\1\lproJJ~rt¥· _ 
Linton Lock is in danger of closing again due to structural 
probi_Elrns. 
An attractive and well us_Eld V'Jal(!rway. 
The completion of the restoration of upper section is on 
hol(j <JSJl<JrtS ofthe canal <Jre a §SSL 
An attractive rural waterway that gives access to off-line 
moorings. Contains two of the last four Welsh canal lift 
bridaes. 



Waterway Name 

"Ridgeacre Canal" 
(Part of the BCN's Wednesbury Old 
CanaV 

Rochdale Canal -"The nine" I CB 

"Shannon-Erne Waterway" I CB 
(Formally the Baffinamore & 
Ballyconne/1 Canal) 

Stourbridge Canal 

Stourbridge Arm · I CN 
Stratford-upon-Avon Canal - CN 
Southern section 

Titford Canal - BCN 

Welford Arm 
(Grand Union Canal- Leicester 
section) 

Well Creek 
(Part of Middle Level navigations) 

~ 

2.4 

1.6 

12.1 

10.5 

3.2 
20.1 

~-
Waterway Restoration Projects in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

~ 
"' ..!!:! 
:E 

., 
'- ; .,_ 
.. Q. 

>- E 
0 
u 

Restoration 
body 

VB 

Waterway Authority 

BW Remainder 

Rochdale Canal Co. 

Comments 

A short urban waterway little used by boats. Part of the 
restored waterway has been isolated by a new road. 

DANI 

A key link in the restored Cheshire Ring of waterways. The 
canal company is owned by a property company. 
Restoration carried out by the Peak Forest Canal Society. 

Department of Agriculture for jAjoinlresioration pro)eclv.iiil ill-e-irtshRepublic -
Northern Ireland 

VB/BW BW 

&~~~;:~ ~~~tLP.JBW BW Remainder -- _____ ,_ - " ·-· --

BW Remainder 

1974 ILA/BWNB lBW Remainder 

1.51 1969 lBW____ IBWRemainder 

5.51 1975 IVB/MLC 

364.0 

Page 3 

. ··~-~-----·----~--··-
An attractive urban waterway. A key waterway in the history 
of canal restoration. 
----·--~-- --~--- ---- --· -------

All attractive_ ur~<l__n'l>lfll!)fV'I<l'ltllat_isf1()~>\'eii_[JS!)~,
The project that effectively started the canal restoration 
movement Restored under the auspices of the National 
Trust Now transferred back to BW but still classed as a 
Bei11<Jindervv_a~!)fVI(<Iyde~[>il!)it~_hea\fy_uS_!) ____ _ 
An urban waterway Vvith potential, but Vvith water supply 
problems. In recent years it has fallen into a state of semi
dereliction. However, the Coombesv.ood Canal Trust and 
BWare()llnyiJ1f! outifT1[>roV!l111E!f11'1oQ_r~, _____ _ 
An attractive rural waterway that is an important water 
feeder. 

An important link in the Middle Level navigations. 



Waterway Name 

Othf!!r projects 

Hawne Basin - BCN 

Claverton vvater pump -
Kennel & Avon Canal 
Crofton steam pumps
Kennel & Avon Canal 
Ellesmere Port 

Great Northern Basin -
Cromford, Nottingham & GU 
canals 
Gloucester Docks 

Lea Wood steam pumps -
Cromford Canal 
--' ~~~- -- - ----- ---- --

Oxfo_r~ g<~_nal - \JVyken arm 
Pensnett Canal and 

c 
0 
:; QJ 

.!2' . 
~~-
z 

~ 

Watervvay Restoration Projects in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

., 
"' .. 
.!!! 
:E 

.. ~ .. _ 

., Q. 

>- E 
0 
u 

Restoration 
body 

VB/LA 

1970 IVB 

VB/LA 

1973 IVB 

BW/LA 

VB 

Waterway Authority Comments 

Coombesv.ood Canal Trust lA canal/railvvay inter-change basin that is now used for 
moorings. Its presence has re-vitalised the Dudley No 2 
canal. 

··~~·--~--- -·----~+~--~~-·----~- ·-·------··· 
Water supply pumps driven by vvater \l'tieel 

Was BW now Trust 

BW 

BW 

BW 

? 

-------- ----- --------------

Includes the oldest in-situ Boullon & Watt steam engine. 

A major canal port wth many heritage features. The home 
of the Boat Museum. ---- ---- ~-- ---------~---- ------
Now an important canal centre wth moorings and boat 
repair facilities. 

Major former inland port. Buildings and docks adapted for 
leisure and commercial uses. --- --- ---- -------

Steam driven vvater supply pumps 

-~ -- ----------·------··-

108/LAisw · ~~~W!~aT~Je~iUf1c:il .US_(l!J.for ex1_1lnsive _c>ff-lil1~_1ll()<)~fjgs, _ _ .. ___ _ 
Restoration part of package of measures associated wth 
the restoration and development of Dudley Tunnel 

BW Remainder 
···-· .... 1- - -··-··~·····---~-~--------~- .. -·~··-----~------· -·-

An important off-line canal centre close to the heart of 
WarWck. 

-------------
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Waterway Name E 
:.:: 

8,· .. 
.!!! 
:E 

PROJECTS THAT ARE WELL ADVANCED 

/\nCh()lf11(l,_River 
Bow Back Rivers 

RL 
RT 

Droitvvicil Barge canal 1 CB 

"Union Canal" I CB 

Forth & Clyde Canal I CB 

Huddersfield Canal 
(Includes a short section of the Ashton 
canal) 

Montgomery Canal 

Pocklington Canal 
{Upper section) 
·--·-·---
Bifl~nQan~l 
Rochdale Canal 

Sleaford Nayigation 

CN 

CB 

6.4 

11.3 

51.5 32.0 

56.4 35.0 

33.8 21.0 

57.2 35.5 

8.9 5.5 

2.0 
32.0 

16.1 10.0 
300.3 

, 
~; .. _ 
"' c. >- E 

0 

"' 

--------

Restoration 
body 

Waterway Authority 

NRA 
BW? 

Droitwich Canals Trust 

LA/BWNB lBW Remainder 

LA/BWNB lBW Remainder 

LANB/BW ···· lBW Remainder 

LA/BWNB 

VB/BW BW Remainder 

•"------ ----·· - --------------
BW/LA BW Remainder 
··--~------- -------- -------
VB/LA Rochdale Canal Co. 

- --- ---~------

VB None ---------------
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Comments 

. ------------
[lnf()fma.fi()f1 reguire~J ·-- ·-·· ····- .......... - ..... . 
An inter-connected series of river channels in the East End 
of London. 

.. ---- '''''"'-- --- -- ---- ---·-------- --- -

The final major push to complete the restoration is 

(l)(fl(l(;fEl~ t 0 c;()ITI_Ill (lf]c;(lS()~n :.l,in~s v,it~. 8_1/1/ VV<]tefYV8yS : .... 
Part of BWs Millennium bid. The combined Forth & Clyde 
<Jnd Unio_n Q<J.n<JIS link Glas!:jO'tJ v,ith Edinbur!:jh. 
Part of BWs Millennium bid. The combined Forth & Clyde 
and Uni()n Can.<JI!> linJ<<Oii<J!>IJOW with f::dinburQh 
An attractive waterway running through a densely populated 
area. The Coopers & Lybrand report into this restoration 
highlights the significant economic benefits of such 

projE)c;ts._ ... --···- ·····-
A very attractive rural waterway which connects with the 
busy Llangollen canaL Contains several SSSis and many 
Si(lni~c:<Jtll h(lrii<J()e feature~ . 
Restoration v..ork is largly complete, but has stopped due to 
(lc;()l()(lical_c_(lf]!>i~(lfalio!l.S: ... 
1\c;c;e~s\/i<J.Linton Loc;k (sell entry. abQV(l) 
An attractive waterway running through a densely populated 
area. The canal company is owned by a property 
devel()flf11ent c;.omjJ.<JnL 
A riverlla\/i1Jat!Qn. "fhf!r.JBII i!>f>rO\/i<J.in_g some assistance. 



Waterway Name 

Other Projects 

Castlefields Basins -
Ejridg\N'ilt{lf" Canal 
Bugsv.orth Basins- Peak 
Forest Canal 

Brecon terminus - Brecon & 
~~ergavenny Canal 
Dudley underground canals 

c: 
.!2 n; ., 
Cl 
·;; !'-

"' z 

CB 

CN 

CN 

~ 

Waterway Restoration Projects in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

~ 
.;! 
:E 

, 
$ .... .. .,_ 

.. Q. 
>- E 

8 

Restoration 
body 

LA 

VB 

VB 

Waterway Authority 

BW Remainder 

? 

? 

Comments 

~,---------- ... - -----------~-"''' ----- ~-"- -

Being used as a focus for urban re-generation. The area 
hi!~ bet:Jn designated a '"UrtJ_an t1t:lritage Par~··._ 
The basins are a canal/tramway interchange. They have 
been designated as a scheduled ancient monument and are 

o_'Mle~ by !3\11/.. -----~ _ . _ 
[Information required. Understood to be part of a 

d~v~l()piTHlnlpCI(;ka(leJ ···-···· .. _ 
A system of underground canals linked to Dudley Tunnel. A 
popular visitor attraction. Some new tunnels constructed. 

MAJOR PROJECTS WHERE SUBSTANTIAL RESTORATION WORK IS IN PROGRESS ----- --- -- - -- - --- r --- -- ---- -· ~ - ------- -------- ~-- - -- - - ----- --~- -- -- -------- --

Chesterfield Canal 
(Norwood to Chesterfield terminus) 

Chesterfield Canal 
(Worksop to Norwood Tunnel) 

--- ----------
Grantham Canal 

Neath Canal 
·-~·· -

Stroudwater Navigation 

CN 

CN 11.3 

53.1 

20.9 
CB 12.9 

VB/LA- ·· · · ·I Part Derbyshire County 

Council 
--·-- ........... ... __ _I 

7.0 VB/LA/BW 

·--·-·-·-
33.0 BW/LAIVB . - I 13.0 LA/VB ? 

8.0 VB Company of Proprietors or 
the Stroudwater navination 

Page 6 

Links With the BW seciionoftheChesterfield Canal where 
major restoration v.orks have commenced . 

Major v.orks to restore the complete the restoration of this 
secti()[lhCI\IEl_re_c:~ntlyt:()fl11llellce~ _ ~ 
An attractive rural waterway. Major v.orks have recently 
commenced. 

- --------- ------

Major v.orks undertaken by the local authority. --1-· .. ---------·-··········-·····-···~·- . ·-
Part of the Thames to Severn link (see below). 



c: 
0 
~ IV 
en Waterway Name 
·;: 1-.. z 

Thames & Sevem Canal CB 

Wey & Arun Canal 

Ashby-de-la-Zouch Canal I CN I 
(Upper section) 

Bamsley Canal I CB 
CB 

RO 
(Northern Ireland) 

Buckingham Branch I CN 
(~~~-':~ ___ i!_l}_i'?.~ ~l!n~Q 
Bude Canal I CB I 
(barge section) 

"Chichester Canal" I CB I 

i ... 

Waterway Restoration Projects in Great Britain and Northem Ireland 

., 
E 

en .. 
:.: ., 

:E 

62.8 39.0 

29.81 18.5 

180.31 112.0 

12.91 8.0 

1.6 

7.21 4.51 

'0 ., 
m i I Restoration I 
>- E body 

Waterway Authority 

0 
u 

IVB I No single oVvner. 

- --------- - - - ----

VB No single OVvner 

Multiple oVvnership 

--·--·--------------

Multiple OVvnt)f5hip 
Multiple oVvnership 

Comments 

A very attractive waterway v.;th great potential. The divided 
OVvnership and damage since abandonment are significant 
problems to be overcome, but support for the restoration is 
grov.;ng. DoT road proposals at Latton are a serious 

PI()tJifO_rnCI'.IJrE'lse11t, ·--~ .. 
An attractive waterway v.;th great potential. The divided 
oVvnership and damage since abandonment are significant 
problems to be overcome. However, good progress is being 
made. 

'''''' ····~·····~·-------- --

A project manager has recently been appointed by the local 
authority to pusue the restoration of the canal. Links v.;th a 

E3\I\/"':J'ltE)f\'/!ly,_ ~- - ············ 
Iht3 canalrtJf1S thr()_ugh old mining e~reas 
The local authority has recently launched a major 
consultation exercise v.;th local interests. 

Department of Agriculture for ri...inkslough Neagh lfviththe.UisierCanai 
Northem Ireland --- --------------
Multiple oVvnership 

-- ---

North Comwall District 
Council 

IVB Local authority 
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-- - __ , -----------
Some work has been carried out by the Waterway 
Rec:<Jvery Gr()upJVIfR§L .... 
lt is proposed that the restoration project is used to provide 
flood relief to Chicester. 



Waterway Restoration Projects in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

c ., 
0 ., ., 

-.;:::: Q,) Cll ... - Restoration 
Waterway Name .~! E .. .. ~ Waterway Authority Comments 11: ~ 

., Q. 
body 

~ >- E .. 0 z " 
= ~ ~ 

6.0 
- ------ - -------- " .... -----

Cromford Canal CB 9.7 VB Multiple ov.nership (part BW Major study recently published that proposes full 
(Broad section - south of Butterly 
TunneO 

Remainder) restoration. The canal links >Mth a BW Cruiseway 
.... 

CN 8.9 
" 

Cromford Canal 
......... """''""""""'""""'" --- -----~---------------------- ;;.; . . .... ···-~·-··-~· .. . -·· ~ ····--·---~-- ·- ................ 

5.5 LA Derbyshire County council Former BW Remainder Waterway. Partially restored some 
(Upper narrow section) 

... yea.r.s.~!:!~~rvlanf!!:!!lcl .. fl.~ .. f! .. nf!tl1re.resE!_rvE!. 1:.:. -
CB 

-

14.() 
. ...... ----

Dearne & Dove Canal 22.5 VB Multiple ov.nership The canal runs through old mining areas. Major problems to 
(Includes branches) be overcome. 
·~-----· 

er\! 
-- ------------~------------ -·-- _,_,..__, ____ ---------------------------~~·------- ----- -- """"" 

DE!r~y (;final 24.2 15.0 VB 1\11LJitipi.El ()v.f!ership fVIaj()f_study recen_tly Pll~lisl!ec! pr()p():;ingrestoration, 
CB 

---- -------··· ····· 
Driffield Navigation 4.8 3.0 VB Driffield Navigation Restoration subject to local difficulties at present 
(Upper section) Commissioners 
------ -- -

CN 
--

VB/LA 
.. -----·------··--------·- .. ·---- ----" ----- --- ------------------ ---- ·------·--- -·-·------ --- " -- ----- ---- -- -- -- ---- ---· ---- - -- ------- -· ~ -

Droit>Mch Junction Canal 3.2 2.0 Droit\Mch Canals Trust Includes the most "modern" extant narrow locks in the 

- ---- --- -~ ----~ 

(C()fl1fliE!tf31ine not QV;fled) _ . countfL§f313 <li~Qr()it.,..,;ch 13f!r!!!l C:<lfl<!L __ ---·--· ... _ 
"Lapal Canal" CN 9.7 6.0 VB Multiple ov.nership The route includes the Lapaltunnel >Mhich is still ov.ned by 

•cc - . .................... BW 
9.7 1

VB 
- - ------- ~---------· . i;;; -······ , ..... --· ~···- ............................................... ~--- . 

"Hatherton Canal" CN 6.0 Multiple ov.nership (part BW Part a BW Remainder Waterway used as a feeder. Links 

I CN 
R!lf11f!if1~E!r) ~ _ IMth the northern BCN 

----- - -------~-- ------ ---------- -- ----- -· - -·-·-

Herefordshire & 54.7 34.0 VB Multiple ov.nership A good deal of the canal line has been lost Ho\Never, the 
Gloucestershire Canal local authorities are taking a positive attitude towards the 

.... . ·············; ---- rest()I"!Jti~n an.cJ protecting ltlt!lif1E! ()ft~!l~nf!l. .,... --~ 
lps\Mch & Stowmarket RL 27.4 17.0 VB/NRA NRA (as the drainage Some v.ork has been carried out by the NRA in conjunction 
Nf!\{i\)ation _ 

--.----.-----~----· 

<luthori_ty )~ .. - __ .. ~· . _ ..... .,..,;ltll<ind drainage v.or~---- ~ ..... -~ _ __" ____ 
Lancaster Canal - "The CB 19.3 12.0 VB/LA Partially BW Remainder A restoration trust is in the process of being formed by the 

1 
~()rthern Reaches" 

...... 

8.9 
····· - - ... local authorities . 

- ~ ~ ""' ___ -- - ------'""""'~'"""''"''"''"''"""""'' ____ ,- ------- -----------------~--------

"Lichfield Canal" CN 5.5 VB Multiple ov.nership This restoration is vie\Ned by many as being an important 
element in the rejuvenation of the northern BCN Remainder 
Waterways. The Birmingham Northern Relief Road 11.111 cut 
the line of the canal (at public inquiry stage at present). 

-------··-- -----· ·---······ ----- --------------------------"----------------~· - - --- ____ " ___________ 
~-- - ---

Louth Canal CB 19.3 12.0 vs~·····- ? [lnformation_required] 
-----~- - --------

Page 8 



Waterway Name 

Manchester, Bolton & Bury 
Canal 
Monmouthshire Canal 

Monmouthshire Canal -
CrumlinArm 
NeiM)' Canal 

NeiM)' Ship Canal 

North Walsham & Dilham 
Canal 
SI Helens Canal 
Stour 
Swansea Canal 

T ennant Canal 
Thames & Medway Canal 

Ulster Canal 
(Northern Ireland section) 

Wendover Arm 
(Grand Union Canal) 

Whitchurch Arm 
(Uangollen Canal) 

Wilts & Berks Canal 

c: 
0 
·.; Q) 

.~ 
iaf
z 

CN 

CN 

CN 

CB 

CS 

blllll 

Waterway Restoration Projects in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

~ 
.. 
0> 

1 
:E 

24.21 15.0 

11.0 

17.71 11.0 

3.0 

9.0 

38.6 

107.1 

688.3 

'C 
j!! 

... .. .,_ 

.. Q. 

>- E 
0 

" 

Restoration 
body 

VB 

LA 

LA 

LANB 

LANB 

VB 

VB/LA/GW 
VB 
VB/LA/SW 

VB/LA 
~-- ~~---- - ---~--

VB/GW 

Cross border 
project 

VB 

VB/LA 

VB 

Waterway Authority 

Partially SW Remainder 

Mainly local authorities 

Local authorities ? 

Local authorities 

Local authorities 

North Walsham & Dilham 
(;an131. (;()mpany _ 
f'<!rtially SW Remainder 
NRA 
Partially SW Remainder 

Port Tennant Co. Ltd. 
----- - - -------- -- -- ----- - - -

Railtrack 

Multiple ov.nersllip. 

SW Remainder 

Multiple ov.nership 

Multiple ov.nership 

Page 9 

Comments 

Some sections have been sold in the past by SW. 

An ex SW Remainder waterway. Short section restored and 
linked to the "Monmouthshire & Brecon Canal" [information 

req[Jir,;(j on the remain(jerJ ........................................ . 
[Information required[ 

Recreational use being developed and full restoration 
proposed. 
Recreational use being developed and full restoration 
proposed'- _ 
The right of navigation is believed still to exist. 

The local G_r~und~rk Tru_stareplaying a key role. 
Lilt!~ progress ha~ beefl rnacJEl if1reCf'lnt years. 
The local authorities see the canal as an important local 
ame[lity and f1eritage f~ature. 
Links v-.ith the Neath Canal. 
Complete restoration not possible. A major DLG funded 
dredgingproj~()ji~if1(lf()9ress, . ... _ 
Part of this waterway lies in the Irish Republic. The Brady 
Shipman Martin report recommended to the Irish 
govemrne11t thatjjs r_Elil\Orf!ti~nt)e ahigh~riority. 
A recent road public inquiry found in favour of allov-.ing for 
future navigf!tio_n _ _ 
The restoration is proposed to include a new section of 
can<!l '/\4th an inclined plane. 
A substantial, long-term, project which is attracting a great 
deal of local interest 



Waterway Name 

Qth~r RH>j~Ct$ 

Anderton Boat Lift 

Bude Canal - boat lifts 

Foxton Inclined Plane 

lifts and other features 

Walsall ToW"~ Arm- BCN 

Avon (Warks.) "Higher Avon" 

Chelmer 
Severn - Upper section 
Greai <::>use - 1 R/c 
(Bedford to Grand Union CanaQ 

Ribble Link ·1 Ric 
(Lancaster Canal to Leeds & Liverpool 
Canal) 

E 
:.:: 

Waterway Restoration Projects in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

.. 
Ol 

"' .!!! 
~ 

'tl 
$ ... .. .,_ 

.. Q. 

>- E 
8 

Restoration 
body 

BW/LANB 

VB 

VB 

VB 

LA/BW 

VB 

? 
VB 
VB 

VB 

Waterway Authority 

BW 

In private OW"~ership 

BW? 

In private OW"~ership 

'"~" ---~-- ~--

BW Remainder 

Comments 

An ancient monument that was closed by BW due to 
structural problems. A Trust has been formed to restore the 
lift <Jn~ provi~E) f()r it~ future maintefja_n<;e_, 
Some maintenace/clearance v.ork on one of the listed 
structures has been carried out by WRG in conjunction with 

the 1()(;<11 <:<Jf1<JI"()cjety, __ _ ..... ___ _ 
An ancient monument. In the long-term the trust proposes 
to construct a 
Some maintenace/clearance v.ork on these listed structures 
has been carried out by WRG in conjunction with the local 
canal society. ___ -·-·· 
Closed due to subsidence problems. The arm is being used 
as a focus for a major toW"~ centre re-generation project. 

In its ear1y days this project attracted a good deal of 

. __ • oppo~li()f1: 
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[Information reguire~J ................ __ _ __ _ 
~ rigbt of n_<~vi£jati()n<Jire<J~Y e)(ists . 
Planned as a key link between BW and NRA waterways as 
well as a local recreational resource. 

• w"w'"•-~--~w•~---- ,, -- ---------- -- ••-••••••••--•·•·•-••• 

Would link the isolated Lancaster Canal with the 
interconnected netv.ork. 
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Waterway Restoration Projects in Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

Waterway Name 

Rother 
(Chesterfield Canal to S&SYN) 

c 
.!2 ; ., 
.2' . 
>I-

~ 

E 
l.:: 

., 
Cl 

~ 
:E 

RESTORATION PROJECTS IN ABEYANCE 

Derwent (Yorkshire) 16.0 

Coombe Hill Canal 4.8 

ciWAAC 

Revison B - 26/8195 

-g 
'-1ii .. _ 
"' Cl. >- E 

0 
u 

Restoration 
body 

VB 

Waterway Authority 

No authority 

Not known 
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Comments 

A short link betvveen two BW waterways in an area v.llere re 
.• generationis irnport<mt. 

Court case ruled that there is no longer a right of navigation 

Understood to have been sold by restoration body and is 
now a nature reserve. 

--- - ---- - ~ 



SUPPLEMENTARY PAPER 7 

BWs Remainder Waterways 

Summary of changes since the 1968 Transport Act and the current situation 
on each waterway. 

Length Length 
km Miles 

REMAINDER WATERWAYS CURRENTLY OWNED BY BW:-

Waterways that have always been navigable, but v.ilich are classified 
as Remainder 114 71 

Waterways that have been fully restored to navigation, but v.ilich have 
not been upgraded. 182 113 

Waterways that are in the process of restoration. Some projects are 
well advanced others are just beginning, (In some cases short 
sections of an individual waterway have been sold off prior to 355 220 
restoration being proposed.). 

Derelict waterways. Some are isolated lengths on waterways that have 
been mainly disposed of on a piecemeal basis, others are 
more complete sections or branches. 107 67 

Total currently owned by BW:- 758 471 

REMAINDER WATERWAYS UPGRADED TO CRUISEWAYS:-

Waterways restored (or improved) and up-graded to Cruiseways under 
the British Waterways Act 1983 130 81 

Sub-total (Remainder waterways & up-graded waterways):- 888 552 

REMAINDER WATERWAYS SOLD OFF:-

Complete sections of waterway transferred to local authorities. 43 27 

Sections of waterways disposed of or eliminated -sold on a piecemeal 
basis. (Approximate figure only) 120 75 

Approximate total length of Remainder waterway at the date of 1,051 653 
the 1968 Transport Act (km) (miles) 

Notes:-
1. The waterway lengths are obtained from SW data, the Fraenkel report and the latest edition of 

"Edward's". Some length discrepancies occur as a result of differences between these sources. The 
attached tables show the current lengths understood to be owned by SW, not the length owned in 1968. 

2. The Remainder Waterways are all canals, none are river navigations. 
3, The south em section of the Stratford Canal has been classified as a Remainder waterway not a 

Cruiseway (Ref. 1983 SW Act). 
4, Some canals have been classified as "always navigable", but at one time were at varying stages of semi

dereliction with little use. 
5, A wide range of structures with varying degrees of liability exist on Remainder waterways. 
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Length Length 
Waterway Km miles Present status 

(see note 1) 

Ashton Canal:-
Main line to Dukinfield - - 10.1 Km (6.3 miles) Restored in co-operation v-.ith local authorities and voluntary groups. 

Upgraded to Cruise>Nay in 1983. 
Dukinfield to Huddersfield Canal 0.7 0.4 Restored. Link to restored section of the Huddersfield Canal. 
Branches 10.0 6.2 Derelict. 

Birmingham Canal Navigations 156.2 97.0 See attached schedule. 

Bridgwater & 'Taunton Canal 23.0 14.3 Recently restored in co-operation v-.ith local authorities. Informal recreational use well catered 
for. 

• 

I 

Caldon Canal - - 28.0 Km (17.4 miles) Restored in co-operation v-.ith local authorities and voluntary groups. 
Upgraded to Cruiseway in 1983. 

Chesterfield Canal (part) 11.9 7.4 The canal was a total of 74 Km (46 miles) long. The first 42 Km (26 miles) is a Cruiseway. 
The remainder (un-navigable) length has generally been sold leaving 12 Km (7 miles) 
as Remainder Water>Nay. The >Mlole canal, including the section that has been sold, is 
being actively restored by the local authorities and volunteers. BW is involved in the 
restoration of the section that it still ov.ns. 

Cromford Canal 4.5 2.8 Derelict. Restoration study has been prepared. Contractor's cost estimate is £6m for 
restoration. Links v-.ith Cruiseway. 

Cromford Canal (isolated section) - - Part navigable. 8.0 Km transferred to Derbyshire County Council. Part restored. and available 
for light boats, part nature reserve. Runs through very attractive countryside. 

Erewash Canal - - 18.9 Km (11.7 miles) Always navigable. Upgraded to Cruiseway in 1983. 

--
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Length Length 
Waterway Km miles Present status 

Grand Union Canal branches:-
City Road Basin 0.3 0.2 Navigable. Land surrounding has been partially re-developed. 
Paddington Basin 0.7 0.4 Navigable and part used for residential moorings. The basin is to form a focus for major 

property development involving BW. 
Slough Arm 7.9 4.9 Always navigable. Upgraded to Cruiseway in 1983. 
Wendover Arm 11.2 12.4 Part a navigable feeder. The remainder is un-navigable but used as a feeder. Restoration is 

proposed. A public inquiry has resulted in the provision of a bridge >M thin a new road 
project to allow for the canal v.tlen restored . 

Old Stratford Arm 2.0 1.2 Part derelict and dry. A short section is used for moorings. 
Saltisford Arm 0.8 0.5 Restored by voluntary group. Used for moorings and access to Warv.ick. 
Welford An'rl 2.9 1.8 Restored. An attractive canal giving access to the town. A marina and property development 

is proposed on the arm. 

Grantham Canal 50.9 31.6 Un-navigable. An attractive rural waterway linking Nottingham v.ith Grantham. lt has many 
lowered bridges and other problems. Restoration has started - BW, voluntary groups 
and local authorities. DLG funding has been used. 

Huddersfield Narrow Canal 32.2 20.0 Un-navigable. An attractive and interesting canal v.tlich includes the longest canal tunnel in 
the country. Restoration is well advanced - BW, voluntary groups and local authorities 
are v.orking in partnership. The estimated completion cost is £23m v.ith a study by 
Coopers & Lybrand shov.ing very significant economic benefits resulting from the 
restoration. 

Kennet & Avon Canal 99.0 61.5 Navigable. One quarter of this 139 Km (68 mile) waterway is classed as a Cruiseway. The 
remainder was derelict but has now been completely re-opened. Water supply is a 
problem as is continuing local authority input. 
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Length Length 
Waterway Km miles Present status 

Lancaster Canal - Northern section 14.5 9.0 Un-navigable. This is the top section of the canal that used to extend to Kendal. The M6 
motoJVVay has isolated it. Restoration is proposed and some v.ork has been canied 
out. 

Leeds & Liverpool Canal:-
Main line - Aintree to the Mersey 12.6 7.8 Navigable. This section has generally been little used but community based projects are being 

developed. 

Walton Summit Branch 3.4 2.1 Un-navigable. Rural branch. 
Springs Branch 0.8 Navigable. An attractive branch in Skipton. 

• 
. 

Manchester, Bolton & Bury Canal 25.2 15.7 Un-navigable. Some sections disposed of. Restoration proposed. Some v.ork has 
commenced. 

Monmouthshire Canal:-
Main line {part) 4.0 2.5 Restored & linked to Brecon & Abergevenny Canal 
Main line to Newport - - Un-navigable. 11.3 Km transferred to local authorities. Subject to full restoration proposals & 

parts restored by LA. Links to BW section. 
Crumlin Branch - - Un-navigable. 17.7 Km transferred to local authorities. Contains a unique and spectacular lock 

flight. 

Brecon & Abergevenny Canal - - 52.3 Km (32.5 miles) Restored in conjunction v.1th LAs. Upgraded to Cruiseway in 1983. 

Oxford Canal (North) 1.5 0.9 Old loops from original line. 2 are moorings and 1 is a feeder. The remainder are abandoned. 
Parts have been sold off. 

' 
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Length Length 
Waterway Km miles Present status 

Nottingham Canal - - Disposed of in a piecemeal manner. Part transferred to the local authority. 

Peak Forest Canal:-
Lower section - - 13.0 Km (8.1 miles) Restored in co-operation v.ith LAs and voluntary groups. Upgraded to 

Cruiseway in 1983 
Bugs~MJrth Arm & Basin 1.2 0.7 Partially un-navigable. The basins are a canal/tramway inter-change that is a scheduled 

Ancient Monument. They are being restored by a voluntary society. 

Pocklington Canal 15.3 9.5 Partially restored. Part of the canal is a SSSI. 

SI Helens Canal 17.5 10.9 Un-navigable. Some restoration ~MJrk has been canied out. 

Sheffield & South Yorkshire Navigation 4.3 2.7 Navigable. Upgrading to Cruiseway status applied for. Terminal basin in Sheffield is a focus 
(Tinsley section) tor a re-development project. 

Shropshire Union Canal:-
Montgomery Canal 53.3 33.1 Under restoration. BW obtained Act in 1984 to assist v.ith the restoration of the canal. The 

project is a joint BW, local authority and voluntary one. The canal contains a number 
of SSSis and a v.ide range of heritage features. 

Ditto Weston and Guilsfield arms 3.0 1.9 Derelict. The Guilsfield arm is a SSSI. 
Newport, Trench and Shrewsbury 9.9 6.1 Derelict. Substantial sections disposed of in a piecemeal basis leaving a balance of 9.9 km. 

branches The canal contains a number of heritage features. 
Prees Branch 6.0 3.7 Part restored. The first section serves a large mooring basin and contains a unique skew lift 

bridge. The un-navigable section is a nature reserve. 

Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal:-
Hatherton Branch 2.6 1.6 Un-navigable. Used as a water feeder. Subject to restoration proposals. 
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Waterway Length Length Present status 
Km miles 

Stourbridge Canal:-
Stourbridge Arm 2.0 1.2 Restored in co-operation v.ith local authorities and voluntary groups. Well used for a v-ide 

range of activities. 
Fens Branch 3.3 2.0 Derelict but used for water supply. Is seen as having potential for a variety of uses. 

Stratford Canal:-
Southern section 20.7 12.9 Restored under the auspices of the National Trust. Transferred back to BW in 1983. A popular 

canal for boating, angling, walking, etc. lt contains many distinctive heritage features. 
Ear1sw::>od feeder 0.4 0.2 Feeder used as moorings. 

Swansea Canal 26.0 16.1 Derelict. Subject to restoration proposals as part of a South Wales waterways netw::>rk. 

Weaver navigation - Frodsham Cut 1.0 0.6 Derelict. 

Forth & Clyde Canal 52.9 32.9 Un-navigable. Restoration is being carried out in conjunction v.ith the local authorities and 
other interests. Millennium funding for complete restoration applied for by BW. 

Monkland Canal 20.0 12.4 Un-navigable. 

Union Canal 48.0 29.8 Un-navigable. Some sections have bee restored. Links Edinburgh v.ith the Forth & Clyde 
Canal. Millennium funding applied for. 

TOTALS:- 763.6 474.3 
(Km) (Miles) 
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length Length 
Waterway Km miles Present status 

(See note 1) 

Birmingham Canal Navigations (BCN). The BCN waterways run through a mixture of industrial areas, residential areas, urban open 
space, derelict land and some urban fringe countryside. Most are an integral part of 
the area's storm water drainage system and also act as water feeders to many other 
waterways. 

Birmingham Canal :-
Old Main Line 10.7 6.7 Open to navigation. Parts are a focus for Black Country Development Corporation (BCDC) 

regeneration projects. 
Span Lane Locks 0.7 0.4 Open to navigation. Lightly used. 
Gower Branch 0.8 0.5 Open to navigation. The canal forms a feature IMthin a run-do'M1 area. 
Soholoop 2.3 1.4 Restored IMth LA funding. Residential moorings established. Well used fishery by community 

club. 
lcknield Port Loop 1.1 0.7 Restored IMth LA funding. No towpath. Carries feed from reservoir. Original canal 

maintenance depot located on loop this is O'M1ed by BW and no longer used. The site 
has development potential. 

Oozells Street Loop 0.7 0.4 Located \Mthin International Convention Centre development zone. Moorings and boatyard 
located on loop utilising BW property. 

Engine branch 0.7 0.4 Navigable. Water feed that is not used at present. Rarely used by boats. Adjacent land use is 
industrial. 

Wednesbury Old Canal 2.3 1.4 Restored some years ago in co-operation IMth LA. Recently isolated by new road construction. 

Wednesbury Oak Loop 3.1 1.9 Navigable but lightly used. One of the main water feeds to the BCN as a whole. Gives access 
to BWs main Midlands workshops. 

Titford Canal:-
Main section, "pools" and 3.0 1.9 Restored in co-operation IMth the LA and volunteers. The "pools" are an attractive water 

Portway Arm feature used for water supply. However, at present, navigation is often restricted. 

Dudley Canals:-
Dudley tunnel 3.8 2.4 Restored to navigation in co-operation IMth LA. part ERDF funded, Part of the tunnel is used 

for popular public trips from the Black Country Museum. The remaindefof the tunnel 
is little used, but a significant liability which has to be maintained. 

Dudley No2 5.3 3.3 Restored in co-operation \Mth the LA. A voluntary group have restored a basin for moorings. 
Moorings and facilities well used. Towpath well used. 

Ditto- Lapal Tunnel 3.5 2.2 Isolated derelict tunnel. Housing estate situated above part of the tunnel. 
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Length Length 
Waterway Km miles Present status 

Walsall Canal 12.9 8.0 Little used canaL Rubbish has been a significant problem. Now a focus for urban re-
generation projects by BCDC and others. 

Tame Valley Canal 14.1 6.6 Navigable. Lightly used by boats. one of the last narrow canals built in the country containing 
impressive engineering features. 

WYrley & Essington Canal:-
Main line (part only) 28.5 17.7 Navigable. Feeds water to the Birmingham Main line and other canals. A generally attractive 

urban waterway but rubbish is a problem. Lightly used by boats. Many sections are 
well used by local people for informal recreation including fishing. 

Cannock Extension 2.5 1.6 Contains a number of boatyards and moorings. Part of canal is a SS SI. 
Anglesey Branch 2.4 1.5 Navigable. Little used but important water feeder. 
Daw End Branch 8.2 5.1 Navigable. Partially rural waterway. Lightly used by boats. 

Restoration of two link canals connecting with the navigable sections of the Wyrtey & 
Essington are proposed. these links are seen as an essential part of breathing new life 
into the northern part of the BC N. 

Rushall Canal 5.1 3.2 Navigable. Mainly an attractive urban lock flight. Lightly used by boats. Well used by local 
people for walking, etc .. 

Various branches and sections of old lines 44.5 27.6 Derelict and in various states of decay or elimination. A few sections have been improved as 
attractive water features. Most have continuing maintenance costs. 

TOTALS:- 156.2 97.0 
(Km) (Miles) 

Revision A- Minor amendments 317/fl5 
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Conflict on the Waterways 

INTRODUCTION 

This supplementary paper takes "conflict" in its widest form. We have divided it into four 
categories, although these do to some extent overlap with one another. The categories 
we have used are: 

1. direct conflict between users; 
2. conflicts of interest between different groups; 
3. conflict between waterway users and individuals or communities who are 

adjacent to a waterway; and 
4. the anti-social or criminal activities of people that affect the waterways and 

their users. 

Inevitably with a multi-use asset such as the waterways, where the level of use is 
increasing, and at a time when environmental awareness is growing, conflict will occur. 
We are not aware of any systematic study or evaluation of the subject, although we are 
aware that some studies have been made of some individual problems. 

The following is a summary of the conflicts that we are aware of with a note of whether 
the indications point to a growth or diminution of the particular problem. In compiling this 
paper we have drawn upon the responses to the questionnaire that we distributed to 
national user organisations, and reports, letters and articles from a wide range of sources. 
In addition we have drawn upon our discussions with BW and others and the personal 
experience of Council members and staff. 

Our overall assessment is that conflict is not a serious problem, but it does detract from 
users enjoyment of the waterways, can restrict their potential and can have wider 
implications. However, we would highlight three areas of particular concern, these are:-

• The impact of un-social and criminal behaviour on the use of urban waterways, for 
example physical assaults on users. 

• The increasing conflict on the towpath as levels of use increase. This includes in 
particular cycling, obstruction by anglers and dog fouling problems. 

• Conflict between recreational users (and recreational development) and 
conservation and ecological interests. 
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Conflict on the waterways (continued) 

1.0 DIRECT CONFLICT 

1.1 Towpath obstruction by anglers - The obstruction of towpaths by anglers 
equipment. particularly by roach poles creates a physical obstruction to walkers, 
joggers, cyclists, and others. lt is believed that the obstruction also acts as a 
psychological barrier to towpath users. Indications are that this problem is a 
significant and growing one. 

1.2 Speeding boats - Speeding boats conflict with anglers through disturbance, and 
with other boaters by the wash disturbance and damage to moored craft. As well 
as direct conflict the speeding boat damages the waterway's banks and damages 
the ecology of the waterway. This would seem to be a growing problem. 

1.3 The inconsiderate cyclist - The use of towpaths by cyclists has grown 
considerably in recent years, particularly with the development of off-road bikes. 
On towpaths, which are generally narrow, conflict can occur between cyclists and 
other towpath users. 

1.4 Noise - Disruptive noise can come from a number of sources, this can detract from 
enjoyment of the waterways, and can affect adjoining residents and others. 
Examples of disruptive noise sources are outdoor radios, some boat generators 
and some boat engines. This problem is felt to be on the increase. 

Noise can also be an issue where adjoining developments affect the waterways, 
for example the use of waterside buildings for night-clubs and the like. Some of 
these businesses draw extra trade due to the presence of the waterway. 

A number of cases of boat repair activities affecting new residential dwellings 
adjoining the waterways have been reported. 

1.5 Mooring space - The increasing use of the towpaths, particularly at popular 
locations, for official or un-official long-temn moorings creates both direct conflict 
and conflicts of interest (see 2.5). Direct conflict can result from the pressures 
created by a shortage of space at popular locations. 

1.6 River moorings · The temporary mooring of visiting boats, without pemnission, on 
land owned by third parties can create problems. 

1. 7 Conclusion - As use of the waterways has increased so has conflict. This trend 
would logically be expected to continue unless management and education can be 
improved further. 
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Conflict on the waterways (continued) 

2.0 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

2.1 Introduction - Growth in the extent and diversity of the use of the waterways, 
coupled with growing environmental awareness and pressure on the resources of 
waterway authorities and others, has meant that the incidence of conflict of 
interest has risen and may be expected to increase further. 

2.2 Canal restoration - The conflicts of interest surrounding canal restoration are 
complex as objectors at the initial stages often turn into supporters as the benefrts 
of restoration are appreciated. However, loss of privacy, the disruption caused by 
the physical restoration work, the loss or damage of some wildlife habitats, and 
other matters do create continuing conflicts of interest. 

Conflicts of interest between navigational and wildlife conservation interests are a 
particularly sensitive issue. However, the true extent of this problem, and its 
implications, need further research. 

2.3 River navigations, restoration and creation - A number of trusts and societies 
exist that wish to restore navigation, or create new, river navigations. This has 
created a conflict of interest with anglers, landowners and others. This can be 
expected to become a growing problem as waterway restoration moves to 
waterway creation. 

2.4 Po~~~~ered boating and ecology - Whilst this issue could be included under the 
heading of canal (and river) restoration it is often not the restoration that causes 
the problem, but the high level of boat use after restoration. In some cases it has 
been the restoration plus low levels of boat movement that have created the 
special habitats. The issue can be the level of use. 

2.5 Boating use and the interests of other users - As the diversity and extent of the 
waterways has increased, and resources have come under increased pressure, 
the incidence of conflict of interest as to how scarce resources should be 
expended has increased. This has occurred particularly between boating interests 
who wish to see, for example, dredging standards improved, and other interests 
who wish to see money expended on towpath improvements. 

2.6 Commercial interests - The growing commercial pressure on some of the 
waterway authorities, and commercial interest in the waterways, can create 
conflicts of interest. An example of the former is BWs increasing development of 
permanent linear moorings to generate income and meet demand for mooring 
space. 

With third parties their desire to develop waterside sites can conflict with the 
conservation of the waterways environment. This applies in particular to green field 
sites. 

2. 7 Use of reservoirs - Several canal supply reservoirs are also used for water based 
recreational activities. This can create a conflict between the drawing down of the 
reservoirs in the summer months and the adverse effect that this can have upon 

· their recreational use. 
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Conflict on the waterways (continued) 

2.8 Un-official residential boats - Boats can provide low-cost accommodation in what 
is usually a pleasant environment. However, the increase in the numbers of un
official residential boats can, in certain situations, conflict with other interests. 

2.9 Child safety - Concerns about safety, particularly child safety, can be a problem 
area. Experience has shown that an open, well used waterway with good access 
is safer than a fenced-off waterway. However, non-waterway users often perceive 
fenced-off waterways to be safer for local children 

3.0 CONFLICT BEYOND THE WATERWAY 

3.1 Road traffic and other visitor pressures -Access to many waterway sites is poor 
and facilities, such as car parking and toilets are generally poor or non-existent. 
Thus waterway use can have a significant impact on local communities. 

3.2 Use impact on residential property - A small proportion of legitimate uses can 
have an adverse impact upon waterside homes. For example noise on a 
waterway, such as the use of boat generators, can impact upon adjoining 
properties. 

4.0 UN-SOCIAL & CRIMINAL BEHAVIOUR 

4.1. Dog fouling - The number of letters, mentions in articles, verbal complaints, from 
a wide variety of users, indicates that this is a significant issue which is causing a 
great deal of concern. 

4.2 Litter - Wrth increased use and the affect of other factors the general litter 
problem would seem to be getting worse. 

4.3 Rubbish dumping -This has always been a serious problem, especially on urban 
waterways. To some extent increasing use, coupled with a more aggressive 
approach to the problem by Waterway authorities, has helped to reduce the 
problem. In addition changing attitudes to the waterways helps. However, overall, 
this is still a significant problem that reduces the value of the waterways, especially 
as surveys have shown that litter and rubbish detract significantly from the 
enjoyment of a waterway by some users. 

4.4 Un-desirable use - An example is the use of towpaths by glue snifters, juvenile 
motor-cyclists and others. Where waterways have been improved and use has 
increased this problem can decline. However, the growing problems of anti-social 
behaviour in society generally would seem to be having its affect on the 
waterways. This is exacerbated by their generally closed-in nature and the run-

, down areas that many sections run through, or near. 
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Conflict on the waterways (continued) 

4.5 Physical assaults on users - This is verbal and physical assaults on users, for 
example, the throwing of objects such as bricks at boats on the move, robbery 
from boats in locks, etc. We are not aware of any surveys of the true extent of this 
problem, but the indications are that it is significant and growing. 

4.6 Theft and damage - In line with the general problem of the growth in crime the 
waterways have been affected. Thefts from boats are almost certainly on the 
increase. At times boating holiday makers do not appreciate the risks they face 
when they moor their boats in certain locations and are thus easy targets for 
thieves. 

The number of reported instances of vandalism to the working structures and 
equipment on the waterways is increasing. 

4. 7 Poor perceptions - This brings together items 4.1 to 4.6 noted above. There is no 
doubt that if users, or prospective users, have a poor perception of waterways 
generally or of a particular section they are less likely to use the waterway. For 
example some sections of waterway have a reputation for having a high incidence 
of attacks on boats. The result is that use declines. 

Revision A~ Minor alterations 3fl/SI5 
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EDUCATION AND AWARENESS WORKING 
GROUP REPORT 

1.1 Context of this report within IWAACs remit 

Fulfilling IWAAC's remit involves establishing the use, value and future potential of 
the waterways including consideration of policies to increase revenue generation 
both directly and indirectly. Although the canals original main function was 
transport, their primary use today is for leisure. IWAAC will consider leisure and 
other activities which do or might take place on BW's canals in the context of 
those navigable waterways owned and/or operated by other 
organisation (public and private). 

1.2 Aims of the Education Group 

The Education Group have mainly considered the waterways as a leisure and 
educational resource. The aims of the Group are broadly to help to interpret, 
promote and market the waterways. In particular to: 

(i) identify the barriers which inhibit new user-uptake (for example, by 
evaluating public perception of the waterways from the results of previous 
research). 

(ii) investigate the extent and quality of existing interpretive information (eg 
leaflets, media-promotion, on-site interpretation boards, sign posts etc). 

(iii) to evaluate the value and relevance of the educational information currently 
available. 

This information, when combined with data and proposals from the other IWAAC 
working groups (Existing Users, Heritage and Potential) will be used to help the 
development of an overall policy for sustainable management of the waterways. 

lt is envisaged that following the development of this policy and a subsequent 
waterways management strategy, that publicity/education/PR will be essential to 
achieve policy targets in relevant areas, particularly attracting new users, or 
expanding the number and diversity of visits from existing users. 
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1.3 Relationships between the Education Group and other IWAAC 
groups. 

There is consider overlap with, and mutual dependence between, the Education 
Group and the other IWAAC working groups. 

In particular, the Education Group depends on the work of the Heritage and Existing 
Users Groups to provide baseline information about the value and the quality of the 
waterways resource and the extent to which this resource is currently used. Any 
strategy to market to new users must take into account the impact on existing sites 
and users. The Potential Group can help to: (i) establish where there are future 
target areas or user-groups (iii) to help resolve potential conflicts which might arise 
when new users are brought in. The Potential Group will examine non-leisure 
related roles for the waterways and their immediate environs. 

The Education Group in turn provides information to all other groups about existing 
perceptions and the availability of interpretive materials. In the long term, the group, 
or its successor provides a means of achieving policy targets by increasing the 
profile of the waterways in desired directions. 

1.4 Specific aims of this report. 

The specific aims of this report are: 

to provide baseline information about the existing education and perception 
study resource. This has been divided into three main a types of material: 

(i) information relating to the public's perception of, and attitude to, the 
waterways 

(ii) interpretative material directed both at users and non-users (including, 
leaflets, interpretation boards, sign-boards, museum displays) 

(iii) More formal education material which promotes the use of canals as a 
education resource for young people from infants to further education 
level. (In the context of freshwater ecology, geography, history etc) 

• to identify ways forwards within the education publicity sector and make 
recommendations which can help IWAAC to develop waterways policy and 
strategy. 

Note that the report does not include any detailed discussion of information transfer 
and translation within BW itself. This is clearly an important area of research, which 
may cast light on how BW can translate changes in the culture and understanding 
at the centre into reality at customer level. However the research needed was felt to 
be outside the scope of this current report. 
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2. RESULTS 

2.1 General awareness and perception information relating to the 
waterways (see also report in Appendix 1). 

Within the IWAAC working groups it is widely recognised that a good public profile 
is an essential prerequisite to the future of the waterways. The benefits which flow 
from a positive profile are numerous. They include direct revenue inputs from 
paying visitor usage and many more intangible benefits such as the increased 
likelihood of maintaining government grants, the practical help of local authorities, 
and the goodwill of potential sponsors and supporters. 

The following section summarises the extent, quality and results of British 
Waterways perception studies. The summary is drawn from a more detailed report 
(provided in the appendix) which examined all BW perception reports to date. Note 
that BW made these reports freely available and offered all help possible. 

Existing information 

There are two sources which provide direct information about perception of the 
waterways. 

1. National opinion polls (National Household Interview Surveys) 

The National Household Interview Surveys are omnibus questionnaire surveys, 
with (usually) large sample sizes and statistically representative frequencies of 
respondent groups in terms of age, sex, location and social class. Overall they 
provide the best source of data to measure total national attitudes towards the SW 
waterways. 

There have been four main poll surveys. The first (1984) survey, undertaken by 
NOP (National Opinion Polls Ltd) was used to define methods, and these methods 
were closely followed in the two subsequent surveys in 1986 and 1989. Their aim 
was to assess the public image of the waterways system as a leisure and tourism 
resource, and provide estimates of the size and character of the waterways market. 

For the fourth and most recent survey (CRE, 1994), the questionnaire was redrafted 
to clarify existing questions and provide additional information of interest, including 
economic assessments of 'willingness to pay'. This survey had considerably lower 
numbers of total respondents than previous surveys (CRE: n=758; average of other 
surveys: n=1 0,645). See Appendix. 

2. Specific studies 

The most relevant study is a qualitative assessment which used discussion groups 
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to indicate perceptions of inland waterways, particularly amongst non-users (MEW, 
1993). 

Relevant results 

A review of the perception studies suggests: 

1. The most recent SW perception study (CRE, 1994) suggests that the public 
generally has a very positive perception of canals. There is, however, a sizable 
difference between the 1993 results and earlier surveys (which do not suggest such 
favourable views). The change is likely to be at least partly due to a change in the 
questionnaire phraseology. The implications from this are that: (a) the 1993 results 
cannot be used to indicate an increase in the public perception of canals between 
1989 and 1993; (b) the 1993 report may overestimate the positive views of canals 
amongst the general population. 

2. Survey results which address the question of user/non-user attitudes both 
suggest that non-users do have a more negative perception of canals than users. 
This is particularly evident for the positive attributes of canals such as the presence 
of heritage sites, wildlife, or simple peace and relaxation. lt is also valuable to note 
that there was a general perception that whilst non-users generally viewed canals 
as dirty, run-down and boring, rivers were generally perceived as clean and 
natural, with a much greater range of leisure opportunities. 

3. There has been little analysis of the effect of factors such as age, location or 
socio-economic group on people's perception of canals. However, the results of 
analyses to date suggest that the AB socio-economic group have the most positive 
image of canals, and 35-54-year-olds tend to agree most with the positive 
statements about canals than other age groups. Regionally, the most positive 
images of canals are in the South-East and South-West. 

4. In 'willingness to pay' studies the few people who were not willing to support 
canal retention either lived too far away to benefit from canals or were lower social 
class youngsters: Those most willing to pay generally had a higher income, were 
aware of SW, and/or were boat-owners. 

5. The awareness of SW as an organisation seems currently to be moderately high: 
awareness varied between 59% and 66% between 1984-1989, but there was a 
significant increase in awareness (to 70%) in 1993. However there is consistent 
evidence that most people were thoroughly confused about BWs role in waterways 
management - and were more likely to think that BW's responsibility in fact lay with 
the government, local authorities, water "authorities" (presumably NRA) or trusts. 

In addition to the perception results drawn from the appended report, a number of 
other points come out of the SW research reports and discussions with SW staff: 

1. Most public awareness schemes have been run at the local level. The Canals 
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200 project was the first attempt for BW to initiate a coordinated national 
programme of publicity and awareness. This scheme took place in 93 and 94 and is 
reported to have included a large number of events, competitions, press releases to 
local papers, etc. Assessment of the success of this campaign in two 1993 studies 
(one opinion poll, one discussion group of largely non-users), both suggest minimal 
public awareness of the scheme. The 1993 CRE opinion poll suggests only 6% of 
respondents were aware of any Canal 200 events and none of the MEW 
discussion group participants showed any unprompted knowledge of the 
campaign. 

2. Information in the latest BW poll report (CRE 1994) report suggests that the 
perception and awareness of canals through material in the media was quite low. 
Television provided the most successful medium for publicising canals, with over 
one third of respondents seeing or hearing about canals on television in 1993. For 
other media (radio, newspapers, festivals, postage stamps) awareness levels 
varied between approximately 4-14% of respondents. 

3. lt is of considerable interest and relevance to note that the public considerably 
overestimates the distance to their nearest canal. lt is widely reported that 50% of 
the population live within 5 miles of a canal. Indeed in the CRE 1994 poll survey the 
median distance to a canal was known to be five miles. However the average 
perceived distance was almost 20 miles! 

Specific implications and suggestions for further work 

Future targets 

Assessment of the BW perception results suggests that there has been little 
analysis of the affect of factors such as age, location or socio-economic group on 
public attitude towards canals and other waterways. The raw data from the 
national household survey polls is, however, held by BW and is 
therefore available for analysis if appropriate. 

lt is has been noted in BW studies (eg NOP 1986) that many people who use the 
canal system are multi-users of the network. Thus holiday boat hirers often make 
informal visits to BW waterways, whilst a surprisingly high proportion of powered 
boat owners are also anglers. From this it has been assumed that " ... having got an 
individual interested in one form of waterway leisure or tourist activity he is more 
likely to take up the other opportunities available". 

lt may therefore be appropriate to consider the following model as a means of 
achieving greater waterway usage: 

Non-user ----> casual user ----> paying user 

Testing the validity of this model would be necessary- but if validated it could 
provide an alternative approach to promoting greater awareness and usage of the 
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waterways. Testing might include, eg. 

• Detailed investigation of the paths/steps that have led respondents to 
become (i) users; (ii) paying users. A limited amount of work has already 
been undertaken by BW in this area (eg for boat owners, holidays) but 
further, and more directed, research could be beneficial. 

• More specific investigation of the reasons why people do not visit canals, or 
alternatively (and perhaps more pertinently), investigation of factors which 
would make people visit canals. 

Profiles of existing individual users/user groups (eg boat-owners, anglers) to 
help identify specific population sectors which could be targeted for specific 
user-group publicity. Research in this area has already been undertaken by 
BW (see Report List nos 2,4,5,6). 

In addition, it would be useful to know what the existing customer loyalty is
this could help to evaluate the relative importance of (i) customer care to 
retain existing users vs. (ii) publicity expenditure to attract new users. There 
is only limited information about this in existing reports. 

Assessment of the value of raising the profile of waterways at a local level 

Studies of canal usage consistently show that the vast majority of existing users are 
local residents. lt would be of considerable interest to investigate the value of 
raising the profile/perception of canals at a local level (using existing case studies 
for example), both in terms of further increasing canal usage, and the knock-on 
effects in terms of reduction in vandalism or greater interest in management by local 
groups etc. 

Assessment of information from other waterway bodies 

Conversation with BW staff suggests that there has not been extensive co
ordination with other groups who have an interest in gathering perception 
information about the waterways (eg NRA and private trusts). For example, initial, 
and superficial discussion with the NRA suggests that although they are still a long 
way behind BW, they now have results about the visitor usage of lock sites, and are 
implementing pedestrian counters (developed by BW!) to establish visitor numbers. 
Similar work is carried out by BW. Overall, it is recommended that there should be a 
greater effort (i) to gather existing perception information from other waterway 
organisations (ii) to meet and discuss results and future directions (iii) to 
integrate/standardise methodologies so that results can be directly compared 
between organisations (iv) and perhaps to collaborate with other organisations in 
some studies (eg gathering opinion poll information)in order to both to cut costs and 
gather comparable information. 
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2.2 Interpretation and interpretive materials (directed at users and 
non-user) 

Relatively little analysis has been done by the Education Group in this area. 
However the results of analysis to date is given below. 

The information available (leaflets, interpretation boards etc) 

Leaflets 
Conversation with SW staff together with an evaluation of available materials 
suggests: 

1. That there are a very large number of leaflets available, however the exact 
number is unknown by SW. The leaflets cover a wide range of subject areas and 
regions, however, the material is scattered and there is no complete national 
catalogue and little co-ordination from central office. 

2. The presentational standard of the leaflets is generally moderate to good. The 
corporate image and identity is not always clearly defined. This may in part be due 
to the input or production of leaflets by local groups. The standard is thought to 
have improved in recent years however, as SW have made more effort in this area. 

3. The quality of the information is variable, and there are perceivable errors or 
mistakes in some. This problem is compounded by a tendency for information for 
new leaflets to be copied from previous ones. 

4. Leaflets are often sponsored by boat companies and directed to boating needs 
and publicity, so they may not fulfil the actual needs of many users, for example SW 
staff suggest there is a perceived, but uncatered-for desire by walkers for 
information on the state of the tow paths. 

Existing BW research into the public demand for. and use of 
interpretative material. 

A number of SW reports partly assess the demand for and use of interpretive 
material. The most relevant results are contained in (i) the various visitor surveys 
undertaken at specific SW locations (usually 'honeypot sites such as Newark Lock, 
Bingley Locks etc). (ii) the MEW 1993 non-user perception survey, undertaken as 
discussion groups. 

Both sets of reports suggest that there is considerable interest in the provision of 
information and interpretation boards on site. 

The need for further provision of interpretation boards and forms of information 
which can promote visitor usage and enjoyment of the waterways has been widely 
recognised in some of the earliest SW reports (eg NOP 1986). Later reports, eg 
MEW 1993 also contain a range of suggestions for improving BWs existing 
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interpretation materials and publicity programmes eg maps showing where to get 
on/off the towpath, possibilities of round trips, road -signs indicating "canalside 
Walk". 

BW are aware of the need for on-site interpretation materials and indicate that the 
provision of these material is increasing. However in the experience of the IWAAC 
Education Group members these materials are often just BW name boards. 
Although potentially raising BWs profile, these boards will neither enhance visitors' 
perception of the canal nor increase their enjoyment of their visit. 

More positively, BW has a recent initiative to create a "network of visitor facilities" at 
its most popular honey-pot sites. These are largely catering and retailing outlets (to 
be called "Butties") which aim to meet a researched demand for canalside 
amenities. However there is also the intention that they should be strongly themed 
to provide information about the waterways heritage. Further information about this 
scheme is contained in an unpublished BW report undertaken by the London 
Business School in 1993 called" Butties- exploiting locational advantage" (see 
appendix Report list) 

Implications 

BW suggest that their interpretation information is improving - an analysis to 
substantiate this - perhaps a study of 50 of their leaflets over time - looking at their 
quality of information, production and effectiveness of their corporate identity would 
be beneficial however. 

There is clearly little overall knowledge of the extent and content of BW leaflets. 
The implications from this are: 

• 

a list or catalogue of existing information is an essential starting point to any 
rationalisation of interpretive materials 

investigation of the information needs and gaps would be of considerable 
benefit in prioritising future leaflet production. 

the fate and effectiveness of existing leaflets also seems be an, as yet, 
unresearched area which could help the development of materials in future. 

overall, there is a need for a more concerted co-ordination of leaflet 
production from central office - .both in terms of overseeing the quality of 
production and in creating or commissioning materials which fill known gaps 
in the market. 

Investigation of materials produced by other relevant organisations ( eg National 
Trust, English Heritage, Forestry Commission, NRA, waterway trusts etc.) would 
also clearly be of benefit. This could be further developed to create opportunities for 
collaboration and discussions of lessons learnt. Note that there have been 
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discussions in the Thames Region for joint publications between NRA and SW in 
this category- but negotiations have been going on for some time). 

Finally it seems essential that there is further investigation of (i) the extent of 
existing on-site information (including signage to the canals from nearby roads) (ii) 
the cost/benefits of providing more extensive signs and interpretation materials. 

2.3 Formal Education 

In terms of raising public awareness of the inland waterways, it is recognised that 
much might be achieved through the medium of the formal education sector. Here 
we consider this sector to include all age-groups from early school to post-graduate 
level, and beyond this to more informal education through organised activities such 
as evening classes. 

Existing information and results 

Formal education material has been listed and evaluated by SW and it is believed 
that in the order of 95% of the strictly canal material is known about. Most material is 
listed in a SW "Catalogue of Resources for Teachers and Students" which is 
available to schools. The catalogue also includes some non-canal material, eg the 
River Watch pack. 

We have undertaken a preliminary scrutiny of a sample of materials recently 
produced by SW. From this: 

• we gained an impression of patchiness in terms of providing for the different 
educational levels (has there been any sort of overall educational strategy 
setting out a programme and its priorities?). 

• we commend The Catalogue of Resources for Teachers and Students. However 
it contains a number of notable gaps which may limit its relevance and usage. In 
particular it contains no information which could be used to help study of canals be 
implemented into the national curriculum. The equivalent catalogue produced by 
WWF provides an excellent model of the standards that can be achieved, both in 
presentation and relevance. 

lt should be noted that there is a high risk of duplication of effort, both within SW (as 
between the regions) and with other bodies also making resource inputs to the 
formal education system. 

Further education 

There are a number of museums whose subject base is waterways, or have this as 
a significant feature. All are poorly resourced and their provision of information to 
schools and are uncoordinated. There may be a key role for British Waterways in 
assisting the Museums to generate and coordinate information as well as from 
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other waterway and related organisations. 

An assessment of an internal BW report which has researched into the time spent 
by BW staff servicing the demand of schools and students suggests that. although 
education is not one of BW's core businesses it is in demand. 

This report (titled "Waterways for education: report of internal survey, summer 1991) 
also provides a wide range of other valuable information. ranging from a rationale 
of the aims aims and benefits of providing education materials and expertise. to the 
comments of staff involved in BW education provision. The latter are wide-ranging 
and often revealing, and further analysis of these could be valuable. 

What are the specific implications? 

Evaluation of the available education material suggests that there is a clear need 
for an education strategy: Crucial in this context is the need to identify windows of 
opportunity where it would be appropriate to promote relevant knowledge and 
understanding. Potential openings need to be systematically researched and 
precisely identified at the following levels in the educational hierarchy: 

the National Curriculum (5- 16 years); 

post-16 secondary education (A. AS and GNVQ courses); 

higher and further education (undergraduate and post graduate courses. 
evening classes). 

History and geography are the two subject areas that spring immediately to mind as 
offering such windows of opportunity, but there are many others eg hydrology, 
biology, civil engineering, architecture and tourism. 

At the first two levels. effective input is most likely to be in the form of teaching 
resources. whilst in the third, in addition to resources. there is a need to explore 
what might be achieved through Sponsorship, possibly in partnership with other 
like-minded organisations. 

Having identified the opportunities. there is a need to address a number of key 
issues; 

given limited resources. how are these levels to be prioritised - for example. 
targeting the National Curriculum maximises exposure in terms of sheer 
numbers. whilst targeting tertiary education may be more effective in terms of 
influencing future decision-makers. 

should BW establish its own education department or should it either enter into 
partnership with kindred organisations such as WWF and RSPB or wholly 
delegate responsibility to a professional third party both to prepare and 
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distribute appropriate educational resources. 

Other recommendations include: 

1. Examining BWs output for schools and distribution, updating the catalogue to 
giving information about the National Curriculum and further linking with the 
museum and teachers. 

2.Listing the other materials and opportunities and project based work targeted at 
waterways activities based in museums etc. This could be added to the catalogue 
and circulated to all schools (could be funded by sponsor) free of charge- this 
would be a real benefit to all schools. 

3. We could help devise a strategy for collaborative ventures so that copyright could 
be managed more effectively (Rosie and Jim should be further used, as this has 
excellent and a lot of potential - but, we understand, cannot be exploited because 
the copyright rests with an individual who appears disinterested in further 
development). 

4. Partnerships (eg with WWF) are possible, perhaps for sponsorships of students, 
or for courses, 

5. There is a role for increasing the level of tuition in canal and related subjects to 
those seeking evening, weekend and summer courses. Topics relating to the 
history, development, decoration, use and motive power of canals are all dealt with, 
but could, by proper marketing, receive a much higher profile and reach a wider 
audience. 

3. FINAL OUTCOMES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A wide range of conclusions and recommendations have been given at the end of 
each of the three main sections of this report. Further evaluation of these suggests a 
number of area of overlap and agreement. In particular, there is a clear need to: 

to research what others (NRA, trusts etc) are doing and producing; 

to explore the opportunities that might exist for ventures of a collaborative 
kind. This should extend to all navigation authorities, especially the NRA -
with a view to learning how partnerships could be built up in the future. 

to prepare a strategy that clearly defines objectives; opportunities and 
priorities. 

lt is recognised that the latter point, the provision of a cohesive education/publicity 
policy and strategy will not be possible until the completion of the IWAAC policy 
report and an agreement of future policies to define the sustainable management of 
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the waterways. However it is emphasised that in order to maximise the potential of 
publicity and education as a means to promote the waterways there is an essential 
need for a clear and consistent strategy that indicates priority target areas eg (i) 
user- groups (such as cyclists or holiday boaters) (ii) geographical areas eg specific 
urban areas or honeypots (iii) likely short and long term trends in demand or 
potential. 

it is only once this core waterways policy and strategy has been established that the 
options for publicity/education material can be properly evaluated, and directed in 
the most cost effective way to fulfil the short and long-term goals of waterways 
management. 

An ne Powell on behalf of the Education Group 

rei Report 7 /IWAAC!EdWorkGp/18AUG9412 
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The reason we need to know about the profile of BW is to through light on how BW 
can translate changes in the culture at the centre into reality at customer level -
other groups need this. A questionnaire has been sent to teachers and the results 
(like those of all similar questionnaires)indicate that teachers need support 
materials to help them in using the canals as a basis for their teaching 
programmes. 

and BW have done a lot of work in school education materials development 
and have kept close connections with the National Curriculum etc. BW's activity in 
public awareness and interpretive materials is patchy but improving. 

it could be that targeting urban area local schools to try to reduce vandalism should 
be where the effort should be placed - ie social benefits to an area. 

Deciding on targets and methods of achieving this. Should BW be doing the 
educational thing at all? If so, what part? If so, for what reason? If long term 
investment in education is supportable - should they target A and B socioeconomic 
groups? If so, targeting FE and HE might be the best strategy. How to do it?? 

Having done it- what do they do with the materials? How do they distribute (as with 
the leaflets). Do they store and employ distributors? 

a) awareness: Local 

b) the model 

c) awareness needs to be changed - the number of people who are reached should 
be increased and the quality of their perceptions and understanding needs to be 
improved. The emphasis should be on conservation quality wildlife birds plants etc 

A way to find out what BW research has been done, and understanding that none 
would have been done in house , but commissioned from consultant, D G is to 
examine BW financial accounts for the last three years and extract all research 
budget data- this will give an impression of the "amount" of the work undertaken 
(£££ value of the work) as well as the number of commissions entered into. 

3.4 Education and awareness within SW 

BW internal communication, training and education of staff moral and self 
confidence enthusiasm. Feeds back into awareness etc affects other groups. Not to 
be ignored is the ability of SW to communicate with contractors- standards 
8857501!! Communicating with other organisations and decision makers and 
opinion formers generates support and funds and feeds back into general 
awareness. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Our remit was to ........ and to interact with other groups to ..... 

The logical development of the process of which this work has been a part ; 

examine the status quo 

(put group work together) 

Identify gaps in knowledge 

Determine a general direction to more in (eg growth, fragmentation, etc) 

Determine barrier to that direction (inter user conflict, money etc) 

identify target new users markets 

Tactics of how to reach those possible three groups of tactics; 

geographical (honey pots) 
short term and general 
longer term eg through education 

Prioritise and cost and expected benefits 

Determine time table for actions 

Background 

lt has been shown that many people who use the canal system are multi-users of 
the network. Thus holiday boat hirers often make informal visits to BW waterways, 
whilst a surprisingly high proportion of powered boat owners are also anglers.(1) 
From this it has been assumed that " ... having got an individual interested in one 
form of waterway leisure or tourist activity he is more likely to take up the other 
opportunities available". 

The most recent BW household poll survey indicates that in the order of 20 million 
people may visit canals each year (approximately one third of the population). Of 
these, by far the majority are casual visitors (c. 87%). The remainder (c. 13%) are 
mainly 'paying' visitors, usually either anglers or boaters. The obverse of the BW 
'user' figures is that at least 66% of the British population visit canals either 
infrequently or not at all. 
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An assessment of the results of British Waterways 
perception studies 

1. Introduction and aims 

1.1 Aims and objectives: 

This review has been prepared for the Inland Waterways Amenity Advisory Council 
(IW AA C). The aim is to summarise and interpret findings from British Waterways (BW) 
perception studies in four areas. These are: 

(i) the general perception of B W canals; 

(ii) differences in perception between canal users (both paying and casual) and non-users; 

(iii) differences in perception between different population sectors ( eg socio-economic, 
age, demographic group, etc.); 

(iv) the attitude of the public to BW as an organisation. 

1.2 Background 

It has been shown that many people who use the canal system are multi-users of the network. 
Thus holiday boat hirers often make informal visits to BW waterways, whilst a surprisingly 
high proportion of powered boat owners are also anglers. (I) From this it has been assumed that 
" ... having got an individual imerested in one form of waterway leisure or tourist activity he is 
more likely to take up the other opportunities available".O) 

The most recent BW household poll survey<') indicates that in the order of 20 million people 
may visit canals each year (approximately one third of the population). • Of these, by far the 
majority are casual visitors (c. 87%). The remainder (c. 13%) are mainly 'paying' visitors, 
usually either anglers or boaters. The obverse of the BW 'user' figures is that at least 66% of 
the British population visit canals either infrequently or not at all. 

IW AAC's impression of the results of perception studies undertaken for British Waterways is 
that they suggest that non-users generally have a low opinion of canals. If so, this could be a 
factor which contributes to the poor usage of the canal network by the majority of the 
population. This study provides an independent analysis of BW's perception studies to 
ascertain whether IW AAC's initial impression of the BW data is valid. 

2. Methods 

A list of the British Waterways reports assessed for this review is given in Appendix I. Tnese 
included: all national opinion poll surveys (1984, 1986, 1989 & 1993); the major user-group 
studies; and a selection of local site studies. Printouts of raw data were available only for 
1994 and 1986 National Opinion Polls Ltd studies. Clarification of individual points was 
made by discussion with Glen Millar (BW) and Guy Garrod from CRE (Centre for Rural 
Economy). 

• The fi gurc of 20 million ;:mnual visitors Is e;ltrajX)iated from: !he 1993 national poll results (CRE 199-l) in which 33t;.{ of 
the respondents (n=758) reported that they had visited a canal in the last ye;1r. Note, however. dwt the CRE report states that 
rcs[Xlndents often overestimate the number of recent visits to a location. 



3. Results 

3.1 BW public Derception reports - a hrjef appraisal 

BW public perception reports fall into three main categories: 

(i) national opinion polls;0-41 

(ii) specific BW user group studies (eg anglers, boat-owners);<5•9l 

(iii) visitor surveys at specific BW locations (predominantly honeypot sites).00·13l 

In addition there are a number of 'one-off studies and summary articles of varying 
relevance. <14-221 Of particular importance to this review is a 1993 study which assessed the 
views of non-users of British waterways (MEW, 1993).(15•16) 

The scope of these studies is briefly reviewed below. 

3.1.1 National opinion polls (National Household Interview Surveys) 

The National Household Interview Surveys are omnibus questionnaire surveys, with 
(usually) large sample sizes and statistically representative frequencies of respondent groups 
in terms of age, sex, location and social class. Overall they provide the best source of data to 
measure total national attitudes towards the B W waterways. 

There have been four main poll surveys (see Table 1). The first (1984) survey, undertaken by 
NOP (National Opinion Polls Ltd) was used to defme methods, and these methods were 
closely followed in the two subsequent surveys in 1986 and 1989. Their aim was to assess the 
public image of the waterways system as a leisure and tourism resource, and provide 
estimates of the size and character of the waterways market. 

Table 1. National Household Interview Surveys undertaken by British 
Waterways 

Survey Report title and date Undertaken by Total no. of 
Date respondents 

interviewed 

1984 The British Waterways System- Leisure and NOP (National Opinion Polls 10,168 
tour~m usage and perception (1985). Ltd. 

1986 The British Waterways System -Leisure and NOP (National Opinion Polls 9,929 
tourism usage and perception (1986). Ltd. 

1989 The British waterways system:- perception and MaS Research Marketing & 11,839 
use of the inland waterways (1991). C:Onsultancy Ltd. 

1993 Public perceptions and valuation of waterways CRE (Centre for Rural i58 
(1994). Economy) University of 

Newcastle upon Tyne. 
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For the fourth and most recent survey (CRE, 1994), the questionnaire was redrafted to clarify 
existing questions and provide additional information of interest, including economic 
assessments of 'willingness to pay'. This survey had considerably lower numbers of total 
respondents than previous surveys (CRE: n=758; average of other surveys: n=10,645). See 
Table 1. 

3.1.2 BW user group studies 

Studies of BW user groups include specific reports on boatowners, boat hire holiday makers, 
anglers and informal users. The studies have mainly focused on identifying service level 
ratings and areas for improvement. However, the reports also include information about 
aspects such as: the pathways to boating and boat ownership; detailed profiles of people 
taking hire boat holidays; the reasons for lapsed boat ownership; and comparisons of the 
quality of BW fishing compared with fishing in other waters. 

3.1.3 Visitor surveys at specific BW locations 

These are mainly surveys of visitors at 'honeypot sites' (eg Newark Lock, Bingley Locks) 
aimed at identifying levels of visitor satisfaction, spend patterns and potential use of 
additional facilities. 

3.1.4 Other studies (eg 1993 study of non-users) 

A number of other relevant studies have been carried out, including (i) a review of leisure 
and tourism which includes analysis of BW's present and future potential position in leisure 
and tourism markets (BW, 1992);041 and (ii) a qualitative assessment focusing on non-user 
perceptions of inland waterways (MEW, 1993).<15•161 

3.2 Wbat are people's yjews of BW waterways? 

The most recent household poll survey (CRE, 1994)<31 suggests that the public perception of 
canals is highly favourable. However, there is a considerable disparity berween the 1993 
results and those of earlier surveys. 

3.2.1 The most recent results (CRE 1994) 

The CRE household survey undertaken in 1993 (CRE, 1994) indicated highly favourable 
perceptions of canals amongst the general population (see Table 2). The survey suggests that 
the overwhelming majority of respondents (c. 85%-95%) thought that canals were good 
places to see wildlife, were part of our national heritage, were pleasant places to visit and 
look around, and were peaceful and relaxing. Most (c. 69-80%) also recognised their 
importance for fishing, boating and holidays. Relatively few (c. 30%) thought that they were 
smelly and dirty, and only c. 20% agreed that canal were run down and of little value. There 
was, however, a general perception (c. 69%) that'canals were unsafe places, especially for 
children. 

Other information in the report suggests that the perception and awareness of canals through 
material in the media was quite low. Television provided the most successful medium for 
publicising canals, with over one third of respondents seeing or hearing about canals on 
television in 1993. For other media (radio, newspapers, festivals, postage stamps) awareness 
levels varied berween approximately 4-14% of respondents. 

It is also of interest to note that most respondents considerably overestimated the distance to 
their nearest canal. The median distance was known to be five miles. The average perceived 
distance was almost 20 miles. 
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Table 2. Perception of canals - results of 1993 CRE national omnibus 
study 

Description of canals Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Don't 
strongly strongly know 

% % % % % 

Good places to see wildlife and scenery 31.5 57.8 5.9 0.4 4.4 
Part of our national heritage 38.6 54.4 2.9 0.1 4.0 
Pleasant places to visit and look around 23.3 66.8 5.0 0.7 4.2 
Peaceful and relaxing 27.5 623 53 0.8 4.1 
Provide opportunities for all kinds of boating 12.6 563 20.2 2.0 8.9 
Provide opportunities for fishing 16.5 63.8 9.4 2.2 8.1 
Unsafe places, especially for children 15.7 53.0 22.6 1.8 6.9 
Important for holidays 14.0 63.1 13.6 3.1 6.2 
Smelly and dirty 3.6 26.7 49.9 9.3 10.5 
Important for carrying freight 9.4 42.4 29.5 6.5 12.2 
Im}Xlrtant for water supply and drainage 8.3 49.5 14.0 3.4 24.8 
Run down and of little value 2.8 !8.3 54.2 14.4 103 

3.2.2 Comparison with earlier studies 

Comparison between the main perception results from the 1993 CRE survey (CRE, 1994) 
and earlier omnibus surveys (undertaken by NOP and MaS in 1984, 1986 and 1989) show 
considerable differences. The results, shown in Table 3, indicate that whereas the earlier 
surveys give relatively consistent results, the CRE results show: (i) a systematic bias towards 
positive answers to both favourable and unfavourable statements about canals; and (ii) 
exceptionally large increases (70-90%) in positive answers to favourable statements about 
canals (eg that they are "pleasant places to look around" and "part of our national heritage"). 

Table 3. Perception of canals - comparison of all national omnibus 
study results 

1984 1986 1989 1993* Difference 
NOP NOP M aS CRE between CRE 

% % % % and otber 
survevs (% )* 

Good places to see wildlife and scenery 52 50 52 89 +38 
Part of our national heritage 56 53 51 93 +40 
Pleasant places to visit and look around 49 45 46 90 +43 
Peaceful and relaxing 54 42 46 90 +43 
Provide opportunities for all kinds of boating 46 42 42 69 +25 
Provide opportunities for fishing 44 38 41 80 +39 
Unsafe places. especially for children 49 38 40 69 +27 
Important for holidays 41 35 32 77 +41 
Smelly and dirty 26 23 26 30 +5 
Important for carrying freight 32 28 25 52 +24 
Important for water supply and drainage 29 28 24 58 +31 
Run down and of little value 9 9 12 21 +12 

* Note that CRE data reoresents the combined results of "agree" and "stromdv ~ee·• statements. 
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There are three possible reasons which could alone, or in combination, explain these results: 

(i) differences in the way the survey was undertaken (eg demographic spread, numbers 
surveyed etc.); 

(ii) differences between the survey questionnaires in successive years: 

(iii) a real increase in the positive perceptions of respondents towards statements about 
canals. 

(i) Differences in the survey methodology or spread 

Analysis of CRE's final report* suggests that overall the 1993 survey methodology appeared 
fairly representative in terms of demographic spread and socio-economic status (or at least 
where there were biases these should not have affected the survey results in the manner 
perceived). 

The main difference between the 1989 and 1993 surveys appeared to be that the number of 
respondents was lower in 1993 (see Table 1). The effect of this is a rather greater possibility 
that any difference between years could be due to chance alone. In particular, where survey 
numbers are in the order of 10,000 people (as in the earlier surveys), changes in the order of 
1% would be significant at the 95% probability level. With sample levels in the order of only 
750 respondents (as in the CRE study), 95% significance levels are in the order of 4.5%. 
Thus, differences in the order of 4% could be due to chance alone. 

(ii) Differences between the survey questionnaires 

This assessment has already noted that many aspects of the survey questionnaires were 
changed between 1989 and 1993; a probable reason for at least some of the disparity. Such a 
view is given added weight because it is clear that the response to all the statements 
(favourable and unfavourable) was more positive than in previous surveys. 

For the perception questions discussed above, the main changes between surveys were in: (i) 
the phrasing of the initial question; and (ii) the means of response. In the earlier questionnaire 
respondents were asked "which, if any [of the statements] they felt to be applicable 
descriptions [of canals]". In contrast, the CRE study respondents were asked if they "agreed 
strongly, agreed, disagreed, strongly disagreed, or didn't know, with each statement as an 
accurate description of most canals" (see Table 2). CRE respondents were therefore asked 
for their view about~ statement and given a choice of answers which included 'don't 
know'. 

It is not possible to tell which set of results more accurately reflects the public's perception of 
canals. It may be neither - note, for example, that the recent CRE study forces a decision to 
be made between 'agree' and 'disagree' to any statement- there is no middle ground. This is, 
of course, a deliberate ploy, used in some questionnaires to avoid 'fence sitting'. However, in 
this perception question it may obscure the fact that the attitude of many respondents to 
statements about canals may be ambivalent or neutral (this is not the same as 'don't know'). 

(iii) A real increase in the positive perceptions of respondents 

It is possible that at least pan of the increases observed between 1989 and 1993 may be due 
to a real increase in the perception of respondents towards BW (for example, evidence that 
interviewees' responses to favourable statements about canals were more positive than their 
responses to unfavourable statements). Unfortunately, the change in survey methodology 
between 1989 and 1993 makes it impossible to be certain that this was the case. 

• Note: a hard copy of the raw data from the CRE (1994) repon was not available. but is held on disk by BW. 
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3.2.3 Conclusions 

Although the results of the 1993 CRE study (CRE. 1994) suggest that the public has a very 
positive perception of canals, the very large difference between this and earlier survey results 
casts some doubt on the value of the 1993 data. Some of the difference between the surveys 
is undoubtedly due to questionnaire changes between 1989 and 1993 (as evidenced by the 
systematic increase in positive respondent replies). In addition the lower number of survey 
respondents used in the 1993 poll mean that approximately 4.5% of the change could be due 
to chance alone. There may also have been a real increase in favourable perceptions about 
canals amongst the general public between 1989 and 1993; however, it is not possible to be 
sure of this from the existing data. 

In fairness to BW, it should be noted that the 1993 results would probably have been taken at 
face value were it not for the earlier survey results. However, the clear influence of 
questionnaire phraseology on respondent replies does serve to illustrate the caution with 
which these perception results should be interpreted and used. In particular, they should not 
allow BW to take a complacent attitude towards the public perception of canals. 

3.3 Attitude differences between users and non-ysers of the BW system 

Two pieces of BW research specifically address the question of whether there are attitude 
differences between users and non-users of canals. These are: (i) the results of discussion 
groups, predominantly of non-users, undertaken by MEW Research in 1993;05l (ii) BW 
analysis of raw data from the 1989 MaS omnibus survey (given in 'Summary of Report 
prepared by MEW Research for British Waterways', October 1993).(16l 

The results of the MaS (1989) omnibus survey are given in Table 3. They suggest that, 
overall, non-users had similar views to users about the unfavourable characteristics of canals, 
eg safety, dirtiness. However, non-users had a much lower awareness of the positive 
attributes of canals (eg wildlife, heritage, peacefulness): for example, over 60% of users 
thought that canals were both pleasant places to look around and peaceful and relaxing, 
whereas among non-users it was less than 40%. 

The results of the 1993 MEW discussion groups (predominantly of non-users) showed very 
similar trends, although the emphasis and tone was generally more disparaging. MEW 
concluded that "Perception of canals among non-users were predominantly negative, and 
while informal users did hold more favourable perceptions, they also shared many of the 
unfavourable views".(15l In one case, however, there was a major difference between the 
results: the MaS srudy emphasised that canals were viewed as dirty and smelly, whereas in 
the 1989 poll survey only 26% of non-users agreed with this statement. 

It should be noted that the MEW survey results were only qualitative, and the result of a 
relatively small number of 'focus' groups (two user groups, eight non-user groups; 
furthermore, attendance numbers in these groups are not given in the report). There are also 
problems with such an approach in that it is more open to bias than questionnaire surveys. 
For example, in discussion groups dominant members may strongly influence the direction of 
the discussion, and answers or statements may also be vague or difficult to interpret. As the 
MEW report itself states, the results should "not be used as a quantifiable definitive study", 
but more as "a source of ideas and hypotheses". 

No breakdown of the views of users vs. non-users was provided in the most recent (1993) 
omnibus srudy by CRE. However, BW hold the raw data on disk, so this analysis could be 
undertaken if appropriate. 
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Table 4. Perception of canals · differences between users and non-
users (from review of 1989 MaS survey by BW 1993)<4,16) 

Users Non-users 
% % 

Good places to see wildlife and scenery 68 44 
Pan of our national heritage 66 43 
Pleasant places to visit and look around 62 38 
Peaceful and relaxing 62 38 
Provide opportunities for all kinds of boating 51 37 
Provide opportunities for fishing 54 35 
Unsafe places, especially for children 42 39 
Important for holidays 41 27 
Smelly and dirty 26 26 
Important for carrying freight 28 23 
Important for water supply and drainage 25 24 
Run down and of little value 12 12 

3.3.1 Conclusions 

The two survey results which address the question of user/non-user attitudes both suggest 
that non-users do have a considerably more negative perception of canals than users. This is 
particularly evident from the positive statements about canals, such as the importance of 
heritage sites, wildlife or simple peace and relaxation. 

The results of discussions in the 'focus groups' supervised by MAS in 1993 suggest that, 
overall, non-users have a~ poor view of canals. The quantitative results of the national 
household poll survey are generally less critical. The difference in results almost certainly 
reflects the different methodologies: the more positive questionnaire survey results may 
partly result from the known tendency for respondents to agree rather than disagree to 
questionnaire statements ('yea saying'). The much more negative attitudes in the discussion 
groups may simply reflect the fact that, in a group, it is often easier to describe areas of fault 
than of success. 

3.4 Perception differences about BW waterways between different 
socio-economic. age groups etc. 

The BW perception reports give very little direct analysis of the differences in the perception 
of canals between different age, socio-economic or demographic groups. However, raw data 
which could be used to undertake this analysis was collected in all four national household 
polls and is held on hard copy or disk by BW. 

The two most significant comments from the poll reports are given verbatim below. 
Unfortunately the results/analysis on which these comments were based were not provided or 
described in the reports. 
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• "Significant differences exist in the image of canals by different groups of the 
population. The AB socio-economic group have the consistently more positive image of 
canals -probably reflecting the generally higher levels of education and awareness 
possessed by this group. Men and 35-54 year olds tend to agree most with the positive 
statements about canals, and regionally the most positive images of canals are in the 
south east and south west" (MaS 1989). 

• "there appears to be more interest in canals amongst the Empty Nester segments than 
among family or pre-family respondents" (MaS 1989). 

A more indirect measure of people's perceptions of canals comes from studies of willingness 
to pay. Qualitative results from the MEW focus groups (mainly non-users) suggest that the 
few people who were not willing to pay for canal retention either "lived too far away to 
benefit from them (Newcastle groups) or were lower social class youngsters in the 
Birmingham area". 

More detailed analysis of 'willingness to pay' was made by CRE using the 1993 omnibus poll 
survey results. The results presented in the report suggest that respondents were significantly 
willing to pay more taxes to protect and manage canals if they (i) had a higher income - this 
is a standard and predictable result; (ii) are aware of BW; and (iii) are boat owners. The 
complete list of variables correlated with 'willingness to pay' in the analysis is not given in 
the report, so it is not known whether factors such as age or socio-economic status were not 
significant or just not tested. 

3.5 How js British Waterways yjewed by the general public? 

All the omnibus polls between 1984 and 1993 contained a question aimed at identifying 
public awareness levels of BW. The summary results from each year are given in Table 4. 
This shows fluctuating awareness in 1984-89 but an increase to almost 70% awareness in 
1993. The 1993 study had far fewer respondents (over 11,000 in MaS in 1989, only c. 750 in 
CRE in 1993). However, the increase is sufficiently large to be significant at a 95% 
probability level (ie there is a 95% probability that the increase in perception is real and not 
due to chance alone). 

All the surveys emphasised that although they recognised the name, most people were 
confused about BW's role and were unaware of BW's role in managing canals. They were 
more likely to think responsibility lay with the government, local authorities, water 
authorities or trusts. 

Table 5. Percentage of the respondents which had heard of British 
Waterways 

1984 1986 1989 1993 
NOP NOP M aS CRE 

66% 59% 63% 70% 
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4. Conclusions 

The conclusions from this study are fourfold: 

(i) The most recent BW perception study (CRE, 1994) suggests that the public generally 
has a very positive perception of canals. There is, however, a sizeable difference 
between the 1993 results and earlier surveys (which do not suggest such favourable 
views). The change is likely to be at least partly due to a change in the questionnaire 
phraseology. The implications from this are that: (a) the 1993 results cannot be used 
to indicate an increase in the public perception of canals between 1989 and 1993; (b) 
the 1993 report may overestimate the positive views of canals amongst the general 
population. 

It should also be noted, however, that one of the most important use sof the 
perception study data is to monitor perception change. It may, therefore, be more 
important that the questionnaire undergoes minimal re-drafting for future surveys than 
that there is a constant search to find the perfect, unbiased survey question. 

(ii) Survey results which address the question of user/non-user attitudes both suggest that 
non-users do have a more negative perception of canals than users. This is particularly 
evident for the positive attributes of canals such as the presence of heritage sites, 
wildlife, or simple peace and relaxation. 

(ill) There has been little analysis of the effect of factors such as age, location or socio
economic group on people's perception of canals. However, the results of analyses to 
date suggest that the AB socio-economic group have the most positive image of 
canals, and 35-54-year-olds tend to agree most with the positive statements about 
canals than other age groups. Regionally, the most positive images of canals are in the 
South-East and South-West. 

In 'willingness to pay' studies the few people who were not willing to support canal 
retention either lived too far away to benefit from canals or were lower social class 
youngsters. Those most willing to pay generally had a higher income, were a ware of 
BW, and/or were boat-owners. 

(iv) The awareness of BW as an organisation varied between 59% and 66% between 
1984-1989. However, there was a significant increase in awareness (to 70%) in 1993. 

Most people were confused about BW's role in waterways management and were 
more likely to think responsibility lay with the government, local authorities, water 
authorities or trusts. 
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5. Implications and suggestions for further work 

The rationale of this review of BW perception studies is that if perception differences exist 
between different population sectors ( eg canal users/non-users or amongst different socio
economic, age or demographic groups), this information could be used to target publicity 
towards specific population groups. 

Conclusions from this report indicate that there ;m;, marked perception differences between 
canal users and non-users; however, there has been little analysis of the affect of factors such 
as age, location or socio-economic group. The raw data from the national household survey 
polls is, however, held by BW and is therefore available for analysis if appropriate. 

An alternative approach to identifying publicity or awareness target groups is to investigate 
existing users (or potential users) in more detail. For example: 

• Detailed investigation of the paths/steps that have led respondents to become 
(i) users; (ii) paying users. A limited amount of work has already been undertaken by 
BW in this area (eg for boat owners, holidays) but further, and more directed, research 
could be beneficial. 

• More specific investigation of the reasons why people do not visit canals, or 
alternatively (and perhaps more pertinently), investigation of factors which would make 
people visit canals. 

• Profiles of existing individual users/user groups (eg boat-owners, anglers) to help 
identify specific population sectors which could be targeted for specific user-group 
publicity. Research in this area has already been undertaken by BW (see Report List 
nos 2,4,5,6). 

• In addition, it would be useful to know what the existing customer loyalty is - ie how 
important it is to continue to care for existing customers (or have you got them for 
life?). There is only limited information about this in existing reports. 

Ideally, investigations should be by questionnaire rather than discussion group in order to 
provide quantitative results which can be replicated in future years if necessaty. 
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Appendix 1. Report List 

1. The British Waterways System- Leisure and tourism usage and perception. (1986). 
NOP Market Research Ltd. 110pp and data tables. 

2. The British Waterways System- Leisure and tourism usage and perception. (1985). 
NOP Market Research Ltd. 110pp and data tables. 

3. Public perceptions and valuation of waterways. (1994). V. Adamowicz, G. Garrod, K. 
Willis. CRE (Centre for Rural Economy) Dept of Agricultural Economics and Food 
Marketing, University of Newcastle upon Tyne. 

4. The British waterways system:- perception and use of the inland waterways. A 
summary report of market research conducted for British Waterways by: MaS Research 
Marketing & Consultancy Ltd. (1991). Business Planning Unit, British Waterways. 

5. Boating on British Waterways canals and rivers- report of a survey of owners of 
powered boats 1991. (1992). Research Paper No. 64. British Waterways. 

6. Hire Boat holidays on British waterways- a market analysis based on the 1991 
customer survey. (1992). Research Paper No. 61. British Waterways. 

7. Angling club survey. (draft and top copy). (1993). British Waterways. 8pp. 

8. Informal visitors to waterway towing paths. (1992 & 1993). British Waterways. 6pp. 

9. Boatowners' views. (1993). British Waterways. 9pp. 

10. Bingley Locks Visitor Survey. (1994). Research Paper No 75. British Waterways. 20pp. 

11. Newark Town Locks Visitor Survey. (1992). Research Paper No 76. British 
Waterways. 21pp. 

12. Rudyard Lake Visitor Survey. (1992) Research Paper No 72. British Waterways. 23pp. 

13. Hawkesbury Junction Visitor Survey. (1993) Research Paper No 71. British 
Waterways. 22pp. 

14 British Waterways: a review of its Leisure and tourism competitive environment. A 
summary report ofresearch undertaken in summer 1991 to identify BW's present, and 
future potential position in leisure and tourism markets. (1992). British Waterways . 

. 15. Public awareness and perception of inland waterways. Commentary Report. (1993) 
MEW. Janet Monteith. 56p. 

16. Public awareness & perception of inland waterways. Summary of Report prepared by 
MEW Research for British Waterways. (1993). BW 5pp. 

17. Butties- exploiting locational advantage. (1993). S. Ash, A. Braby, R. Dale, L. 
Pavlopoulos & A. Storvik. London Business School. 24pp. 

18. Reactions to a draft customer charter, research carried out on Behalf of British 
Waterways. (1992). Lorna Tee Consultancy. 4lpp. 

19. IW A Fact sheet 5. Recreational value of inland waterways (draft). (1994). Tony 
Harrison. 6pp. 
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20. Research Matters. Planning & Research Unit Annual Review (1990). No 1. 

21. Research Matters. Planning & Research Unit Annual Review (1991). No 2. 

22. Research Matters. Planning & Research Unit Annual Review (1993). No 3. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY PAPER 11 

IWAAC's Response to the DOE's Review of Navigation Functions 

In February 1995 the Department of the Environment issued a consultative paper entitled 
"British Waterways and the National Rivers Authority- Review of Navigation Functions". 
This paper sought further comment on the future of the waterways in the light of recent 
and prospective changes in legislation, management, use and attitudes relating to them. 
The review identified six options ranging from no change to the creation of a new 
statutory body which would have responsibility for BW and NRA navigations. 

In the context of our consultative report "Britain's Inland Waterways - An Undervalued 
Asset" we expressed support, in the short term, for the creation of a voluntary forum of 
waterway authorities (Option E of the review) and the eventual creation of a new statutory 
body (Option F of the review). The DOE's consultative document offered no indication of 
the type, structure and funding base for the latter option. However, we expressed the view 
that such a new body needs to meet certain criteria to meet the needs identified in our 
report. 

Our criteria for a new statutory body are that it should:-

1. have a status, organisation and objectives commensurate with its 
custodianship of a unique national heritage and recreation asset; 

2. incorporate or improve on the safeguards of the 1968 Transport Act 
concerning the maintenance of the waterways; 

3. be designed to be lean and cost-effective, but be pro-active in pursuing 
creative partnerships with the private, local authority, and voluntary sectors 
consistent with its fundamental objectives; 

4. be supported by Government Grant-in-Aid at least at the current level (and this 
may need to be increased) and by some mechanism for guaranteed local 
funding; 

5. have formal consultation procedures, taking into account regional and local 
differences, and be designed to be open and consult in a meaningful way; 

6. have a strong local character (within an effective national management 
framework) to draw practical and financial support at that level from the public, 
private and voluntary sectors and to maintain the character of the waterways; 
and 

7. allow for independent navigations to integrate with or contract management to 
the new body, both entirely on a voluntary basis. 

A full copy of our response to the review is attached. 
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NOTE References in this response to the 
Council's Report relate to the publication 

• HBrlta/n's Inland Waterways. An Undervalued AssetH 
which is currently undergoing consultation with British 
Waterways and the Department of the Environment and 
will shortly be available for wider circulation 
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Inland Waterways Amenity Advisory Council 

Miss G. E. Brain 
Water: Sponsorship and Navigation Division 
Department of the Environment 
Room A411, Romney House 
43 Marsham Street 
London 
SWlP 3PY 

15th June 1995 

Ref: AE/Nat-BW/NRA/212 

Dear Miss Brain, 

R \Vi!fred S!reet 
London SW I E 6PL 
Telephone: 0171-630 9912 

Fax: 0171-630 9649 

BRITISH WATERWAYS AND THE NATIONAL RIVERS AUTHORITY - REVIEW 
OF NAVIGATION FUNCTIONS 

The Council has had the opportunity to consider the six options 
presented by the Department in the consultation paper on the 
Review of Navigation Functions. 

These options have been assessed against the Councils context 
report "Britains Inland Waterways - An Undervalued Asset" 
(which will be available shortly) and the Council expresses 
support for:-

OPTION E - a voluntary umbrella forum of navigation authorities, 
and 
OPTION F - the creation of a new statutory body for all BW and 
NRA navigations (subject to points made in para 25 of the 
attached paper) 
with some support for 
OPTION D - the transfer of navigation functions for individual 
waterways, as a purely interim measure, as appropriate on a 
case by case basis, for the better management of these waterways 

ROLE OF IWAAC - suggestions have been made concerning the 
future role of IWAAC. 

The attached paper is submitted in support of the views of 
the Council. 

The Council have no objection to these views being made public. 

Yours sincerely, 

Tony Ellis 
Manager 

c. c. ·J eremy Duffy , British Wa tel"\'lays 
Marcus Nelson, Dept. of the' Environment 



THE DOE OPTIONS AND THE COUNCIL'S CRITERIA 

1 The DOE's suggested options are: 

A No change 
B Transfer all NRA navigations to BW 
C Transfer all BW navigations to NRA 
D Transfer navigation functions for individual waterways between BW, NRA or 

others 
E Create a voluntary umbrella body 
F Create a new statutory body for all BW and NRA navigations 

The Government has made it clear that there is no presumption on its part that change is 
required. Options 8, C, and F will need legislation. The Consultative Document offers no 
indication of the type, structure and funding base of Option F which gives consultees 
favouring this option the opportunity to say what they wish to see. 

2 The Council's criteria, based on the themes developed in its context report "BRITAIN'S 
INLAND WATERWAYS: AN UNDERVALUED ASSET', seek to assess the extent to which 
each option allows/encourages: 

a more cost-effective strategic management of the fragmented system; 
b a new national status for the system; 
c more effective heritage and environmental management; 
d the promotion of use and development; 
e opportunities for partnership management; 
f improved awareness and profile; 
g the potential for widening the funding base; 
h OVERALL : does it assist the long-term protection of the waterways as a major 
national heritage and recreational asset? 

3 In developing these criteria from its recent work, the Council has looked wider than 
navigation matters per se and believes that future decisions on navigation responsibilities 
need to be made in the context of the range of issues raised in the Council's report. 

THE OPTIONS COMPARED 

4 The broad conclusion of the Council's context report is that substantial change is 
necessary to the way our waterways are perceived, valued, managed, developed and 

. maintained. Prima facie, then, those options envisaging radical change will more accord 
with the Council's thinking. 

5 OPTION A, no change, offers no prospect of any such progress other than through 
further un-managed and piecemeal change to the existing structure of responsibilities and 
systems of management. Nothing is, of course, disrupted and the possibility of future 
changes may not be ruled out, but there is a loss of any impetus towards the radical 
changes which the Council has argued are needed. 

6 OPTIONS B, transfer NRA to BW, and C,transfer BW to NRA, in contrast. do offer the 
prospect of a common approach to more than three-quarters of the whole system, a 
significant step forward over the fragmented situation which currently obtains. (The 



differences in Scotland, where the NRA does not operate, and perhaps in other parts of the 
United Kingdom, would need to be taken into account in future legislation). 
7 Both options would however require legislation and a substantive review of the Transport 
Acts and Water Act legislation which govern the operations of the two organisations. On 
this basis, there is every argument for taking the opportunity of new legislation to take a 
completely fresh look at the whole of the navigation scene in Britain and pursue a new 
purposely-designed structure rather than perpetuating one of the two existing bodies. 

8 OPTION 0, individual transfers, is only marginally positive on the basis that it would 
usefully assist in rationalising the management of individual waterways. Its disadvantage is 
that is misses the opportunity for strategic change and leaves the system almost as 
fragmented as now. it does nothing for the independent navigations. What merits it has, 
therefore, may be best seen as an interim step on the way to a much more radically 
different future structure. 

9 OPTION E, the voluntary forum, is wholly in accord with the Council's suggestion in its 
report that waterway authorities need to develop a capacity for acting collectively vis-a-vis 
customers, government, Europe and so on. it builds on existing moves and could deliver 
real practical improvements to waterway users who would also benefrt from a more 
cohesive organisation. it is the only acceptable way, in the short term, to integrate further 
the independent navigations in the waterways scene. it is, however, a voluntary body and 
as such its ability to bring about radical change is necessarily limited. 

10 OPTION F, a new statutory body for all the BW and NRA navigations, certainly involves 
the most disruption to the existing arrangements and an opportunity will have to be found 
for the comprehensive legislation which is needed. The longer-term advantages are, 
however, very substantial indeed because it is the only one which potentially could meet 
the scale of the challenges posed in the Council's report. I! is the only option which offers 
the opportunity to achieve a real strategic focus based on a radical look at all the inherited 
functions and powers which relate to nationally-managed navigations in Britain and to put 
them, for the first time, on a coherent and rational legislative footing. 

11 Fresh objectives for the bulk of the system could be formulated and an organisation set 
up to deliver them in a way which offers the most effective balance between overall 
planning, regulation and standard-setting on the one hand, and local management and 
operation on the other. In doing so, it would need to build on the business-like 
management strengths of the existing BW, the integrative practices of the NRA and the 
devolution practices of both. 

ASSESSMENT OF OPTIONS AGAINST THE COUNCIL'S CRITERIA 

More cost-effective strategic management of the system 

12 The Council's context report came to the view that the structure within which individual 
waterway authorities operate is "fundamentally unbusinesslike". Progress towards a more 
cost-effective strategic management structure is therefore a key criterion for the Council as 
it is for Government. 

13 The voluntary forum option (E) is desirable whatever other option is pursued. Option D, 
individual transfers, provides the potential for marginal improvements on particular 
waterways but it leaves the overall, structural, problems untouched and does nothing for 
the independent navigations. 
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14 Option B, NRA transfer to BW, would bring the bulk of the waterways into the unified 
management of a single-purpose business-oriented waterways body, with clear statutory 
duties to maintain its waterways and the ability to develop significant economies of scale 
but gives no impetus to an early review of BWs legislative framework, substantial parts of 
which the Council has concluded are obsolete and a hindrance to effective management. 
From a survey of users, the Council has noted that some groups are uneasy about aspects 
of BWs management. 

15 The reverse transfer, of BW navigations to the NRA (Option C), would also unify 
management but leave the bulk of the waterways as a peripheral responsibility in a 
regulatory body which lacks any real commercial ethos and which does not see the active 
management and development of its waterways for recreation and other use as a priority. 

16 A small new statutory body, Option F, equipped with new statutory powers and a fresh 
remit for long-term management, conservation and development, offers the best chance to 
put the running of the waterways on a sound cost-effective footing. Out of it could come a 
variety of the changes which the Council report advocates: a new status for the system; a 
central focus on long-term conservation; substantial devolution to local partnership 
management; comprehensive asset management; a legislative basis for local authority 
support; the commercial ethos to draw in external investment, and a flexible relationship 
with the independent navigation authorities. 

A new national status for the system 

17 None of the options precludes the granting of a new national status for the waterways, 
but only those those options which envisage substantial change can be expected to assist 
materially in effecting such a move. Wrthin that context, Option F scores most highly 
because a totally new national body is best placed to engender and promote a national 
profile for the system it manages. A transfer of NRA to BW, Option B, would be a second, 
choice, because the bulk of the system would at least come under a purely waterway
oriented body. The voluntary forum option, which is desirable in its own right, could be a 
useful mechanism for pursuing the case for a higher status. 

More effective heritage and environmental management 

18 The Council's report stresses the need for effective, sustainable and integrated 
management of the waterways in order to ensure the long-term future of the asset. Against 
this criterion, Options A and D offer little significant improvement on what currently obtains. 
Neither do Options B nor C as the Council is concerned at the current performance of both 
national organisations. Only Option F, a new statutory body allows for the formulation of a 
comprehensive statutory basis for effective conservation and management of the 
waterways in their own right and for a balance to be secured between conservation and 
development. 

The promotion of use and development 

19 Option A, no change, satisfies only those who wish things left the way they are. Of the 
major transfer options, B (NRA to BW) may be preferable to C simply on the basis of BWs 
statutory remit, track record and transparency of spending, in contrast to those of the NRA. 
Option D, individual transfers, depends essentially on which authority obtains which 
waterway but its overall impact is likely to be marginal. The forum option, E, is potentially a 
useful practical resource for the authorities. Once again, option F offers potentially the 
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greatest scope because of its national remit, its new refomnulated statutory powers and its 
potential to build new relatior1ships with users and user groups. 

Opportunities for partnership management 

20 Here, the case for a new statutory body (Option F) is even stronger. While piecemeal 
change may be hoped for under any of the options A to E, the only secure way to see a 
radical change in the way ow waterways are run is to provide for this on a statutory basis 
and without the "inherited baggage" which is associated with the two existing major bodies. 
A more pro-active new body. especially one equipped with a new policy framework from 
Government, will be better placed to motivate reluctant local authorities and to develop 
partnership initiatives with them, with user groups and with others. 

Improved awareness and profile 

21 Options A and Dare likely to have little impact. Transferring NRA to BW (Option B) 
would be preferable to the reverse because the waterways would have a higher profile 
under the aegis of a single-purpose navigation authority than as a small part of a much 
larger regulatory Agency even though, inevitably, a larger body has more clout. The impact 
of the forum in Option E C()ufd be significant in joint marketing terms but Option F is likely to 
offer the greatest opportunities for boosting public awareness and profile particularly if it is 
developed as a centre forex:cellence in waterway management and equipped with new 
consultation requirements. A flew body would also be best placed to attract "feel-good" 
voluntary support and sponsorship. 

Potential for widening tha funding base 

22 An evaluation of the q>tions against this criterion depends critically on the weight given 
to the different forms offunding. The consultation document appears to accept that Grant
in-Aid will continue although, of course, no level is specified. In the context of declining GIA 
support, and notwithstanding the Council's advice in its report. commercial income potential 
is, and is likely to remain, crLJcial. This favours Option B where the existing BW administers 
more of the system, against Option C. External grant income potential, whether from local 
authorities or statutory national and European agencies is broadly neutral in impact across 
the options, but option F may be best placed to attract the widest range of external funding. 
Voluntary support and sponsorship is more likely to be promoted and fostered by a less
commercial body. 

23 Taking all the sources of funding together, a new statutory body as in option F appears 
to the Council to be the best way forward, combining commercial realism with a fresh remit 
and powers and·a new statutory relationship with its users and other bodies. A new 
navigation body can be free of the nationalised industry past of BW and the non
commercial water-management ethos of the NRA. GIA support will certainly continue to be 
needed but there will be new opportunities for creative partnerships with the private, local 
authority and voluntary seciors, and therefore a greater potential for widening the waterway 
funding base and ensuring its long-term value. 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT 

24 Based on the foregoin!J, the overall assessment of the Department's options is: 

OPTION A A no-change option is almost entirely negative because it misses the 
opportunities for beneficial change whose advantages are shown by other options. 
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OPTION B Transfer of NRA navigations to SW has merit in its potential for improving 
the purely commercial management and income of the waterways but a legislative process 
would have to be gone through without, at the end, achieving the radical change which is 
needed. 

OPTION C Transfer of BW navigations to NRA loses commercial drive and promotion 
and subordinates navigation interests but there may be gains in integrated environmental 
management. On balance, as with Option 8, a legislative process would have to be gone 
through without the benefit of radical change. 

OPTION D Transfer of individual navigations between BW and NRA has modest useful 
gains but misses the wider opportunities for change and does nothing for independent 
navigations, However, it could be a useful, purely interim, step to rationalise management 
on individual waterways if it did not require legislative change. 

OPTION E The voluntary forum of navigation authorities is desirable whatever other 
options are pursued. 

OPTION F Although there is much further work to be done (and the Council offers to 
assist in this) as to how a new statutory body should be best structured and funded, this is 
potentially by far the most positive option against the Council's criteria (and indeed those of 
the Consultation Paper). offering the opportunity for the first time to provide a new statutory 
basis for the effective long-term management, development and maintenance of the inland 
waterways and therefore for their long-term protection as a major national heritage and 
recreational asset. 

25 In the context of the Council's report, the new statutory body in Option F should: 

(a) have a status, organisation and objectives commensurate with its custodianship 
of a unique national heritage and recreation asset; 

(b) incorporate or improve on the safeguards of the 1968 Transport Act concerning 
the maintenance of the waterways; 

(c) be designed to be lean and cost-effective, but be pro-active in pursuing creative 
partnerships with the private, local authority and voluntary sectors consistent with its 
fundamental objectives; 

(d) be supported by Government grant-in-aid at least at the current level (and this 
may need to be increased) and by some mechanism for guaranteed local funding; 

(e) have formal consultation procedures, taking into account regional and local 
differences, and be designed to be open and consult in a meaningful way; 

(f) have a strong local character (within an effective national management 
framework) to draw practical and financial support at that level from the public, private and 
voluntary sectors and to maintain the character of local waterways; 

(g) allow for independent navigations to integrate with or contract management to 
the new body, both entirely on a voluntary basis. 
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26 The Council, therefore, responds to the DOE Consultative Paper in terms of 
favouring Options E, a voluntary forum, and F, a new statutory body for the BW and 
NRA navigations (together with the observations in para 25 concerning Option F), 
together with some support for Option 0, individual transfers of navigations, as an 
interim measure without a complex legislative process. 

IWAAC 

27 With this report specific advice is given in response to the Department's consultative 
document. The Council's strategic report "Britain's Inland Waterways : An Undervalued 
Asset" provides a context which it is hoped will be helpful and relevant to the more detailed 
matters on which the Minister will take a decision. 

28 lt would be wrong not to include the possible role of IWAAC in the various options 
which have been put forward. lt is evident that IWAAC has to look at the whole context of 
the inland waterways in order to give authoritative advice on matters affecting SW. There 
is another advantage in having an advisory body to continue to look at the wider context 
and it is suggested that this wider remit should be the subject of consideration if legislation 
is contemplated in connection with any option selected. 

29 There remains the question of whether IWAAC could usefully give advice in the interim. 
If there is strong support for a voluntary body under Option E, perhaps IWAAC could "stand 
in" for it in some respects until it is feasible for it to be established. Regarding the other 
options, IWAAC stands ready to advise on any further consideration which may be given to 
some or all of the options selected as a result of the present consultation being undertaken. 
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